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PREFACE

This collection of papers makes available to those interested
in the economic prospects of higher education the ideas presented
at the second annual Annapolis Conference on Measuring Financial
Conditions of Colleges and Universities. Cosponsored by the American
Council on Education, the National Association of College and Univer-
sity Business Officers, and the National Center for Education Statistics,
this conference brought together the experts who are focussing their
attention on this importantNioncern.

We are extremely pleased with the number of-people who made a
special effort to be with us at this conference, thus reflecting a
fresh burst of interest in assessing financial conditions after years
of sustained effort by those few who originally recognized the need
for better analytic tools more than a decade ago.

The purpose of this series of conferences is to help speed the
development and use of improved measures of financial conditions of
higher education institutions. Four separate approaches were employed
to work toward this ambitious objective for the 1978 meeting:

1. We. organized a technical forum in which those people.
long established in this field were invited to present the
most recent advances in their ongoing work.

2. We actively attempted to search out new contributors
to give them an opportunity to introduce their ideas.

3. A network of resource people is being created that
links the complementary areas of technical expertise which '
are all required to make the needed advances in our analytic

capabilities. The People include(' 'n this.rescource network
are on the leEding edges of new de...!lopments in financial
planning, budgeting, and management; nonprofit accounting;
computerized financial modeling; financial data base manage-
ment: and statistics.

4. We are publishing this compilation of conference presenta-
tions in anticipation that they will be useful.to those who
went to know the current state of the art in measuring the
financial condition of colleges and universities. The papers
should be useful to managers at institutions doing financial
self-assessment, to researchers trying to make still further'
advances in their analytic tools, and to government officials
attempting to find:better measures to employ in funding and
evaluating_higher education programs.

The papers in this collection represent the majority of the pre-
seatations made during the conference; a f&W-speakers were unable to

find time in their busy schedules to write papers summarizing their

talks, but their contributions were nonetheless valuable, and our
appreciation is great to all the contributors.



. The participants agreed that significant progress had been made
since the first conference in October, 1977 in conceptualizing and
experimenting with indicators of financial conditions. the specific
recommendations for-the next steps in indicator development which we
derived from the conference process and the. work of our Financial
Measures Project reported there are:

11

1. Financial indicators should be developed using time-series

data.

2. Steps should be taken to design formats and proced a for
collecting balance sheet data.

3. The possibility of collecting some financial data by major
item of expense should be explored,

4. Financial indicators should be interpreted in conte.t, with
consideration of the changes in the quality of education
and other nonfinancial institutional resources.

5. Data should be generated a!'id reported for small, relatively,
homogeneous groups of institutions.

6. Efforts should begin to identify characteristic values or
normal ranges of financial indicators for specified groups

of Institutions.

7. The costs and benefits of providing greater technical assis-
tance to prospective users of financial indicators should

be assessed.

8. Further conceptual development of financial indicators should

be actively encouraged.

Carol Van Alstyne was, the principal person responsible for organ-

izing the conference. Sharon L. Coldren collected and edited the con-

ference papers for wider distribution. Scott Hughes of NACUBO
contributed materially to planning the agenda and securing particular

speakers. In addition, we have benefited in organizing this conference
from the intellectual and logistical support of James Farther and

'Paul Brubaker of Systems Research, Inc.

With this publication, we can also announce the significant addi-

tion of Nathan Dickmeyer to our staff as Director of the Financial

Measures Project. He brings experience, knowledge, and new ideas to
the Project from his recent work with William Massy and David S.P.

Hopkins at Stanford developing the TRADES model for institutional
long-range planning and from i'is earlier work as the business officer

of Johnson Sate College in Vermont. He is responsible for establish-
ing the research agenda and for coordinating the burgeoning activities

for the Financial Measures Projecc. Currently Nathan is leading the

Project into a new phase of ac:ivity, testing inn_wative approaches

B" to financial analysis in actual use with selected .olleges and

universities.
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A most thoroughly rewarding part of our work on financial'
indicators has been the continuous growth of effectiVe *orking
relationships with NACUBO and NCES. .

.

CA

Carol Van Alstyne
Chief Economist and
Director, Economics and Finance Unit,
American Council on Education

Sharon.* Coldren
Assistant Director
Economics and Finance Unit
American Council on Education
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THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S INTEREST
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF FINANCIAL MEASURES

Marjorie Chandler
National Ceper for Education Statistics

On behalf of the National Center for Education. Statistics, I
Want to welcome An to this second working conference on Measuring
the Financial Condition of Colleges and Universities'. We are pleased.
to cooperate again with the American_Council,-on Education and
National Association of. College and UniversitY.Business Officers An
sponsoring this conference.

All of you are/probably familiar: with the GAO's report to the
Congress oa The Problems and Outlook of Small. Private Liberal Arts
Colleges and are aware of its recommendation that the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare periodically assess the financial condi-
tion of postsecondary institutions to determine whether HEW should
act to sustain schools experiencing financial'disL.ress.and what form
any possible action should take.

We in the postsecondary community do not knOw precisely what "finan-
cial distress" is or how to measure it., But if this conferende can provide
guidance on how to measure the financial condition of colleges and
Universities, we will have made a good start.

In the present context of inflation and of projected changes in
enrollment mix in private ins0.tutions in the l95;':s, some institutions
may have increasing problems in maintaining sound financial conditions.
The federal governmenthich srent over $9.5 billion in 1977 on

higher' education, has an obvior..0 interest in the condition of the

institutions. If the filtanc!,1146altuation of some institutions does
deteriorate in the near future, information to assess their plight
will be essential.

The large number of topics on out agenda malv:s it clear that many
factors and many areas of expertise Atust be considered if a successful
approach to measuring-the financial condition of colleges and univer-
sities is to be developed. NCES is glad to have this opportunity to
'share your knowledge and perspectives on this problem.



IMPROVING THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR MEASURING
FINANCIAL CONDITION USING INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT DATA

Hans H. Jenny
The College of WOoster

To be"invited to speak at this Workshop is both a pleasure
and an honor; to be asked tokick off the proceedings is
slightly intimidating. But t is a pleasure to see so many
good friends at this ggtherinIA and one can have confidence
from the program's detail that noticeable progeess has been
made sine last year's conference. We owe a debt to Carol

Van Alstyne for keeping. up the pressure.

In preparing for this morning, I have tried to look for
a symbol that might serve as a leitmotif for those who spend
their time developing. indicators in higher educ ;tion. Last

night, not too soon, I believe that I found one. After checking

in, I proceeded to locate my room. After entering; I discovered

that there was no bed,in the room. I checked the. bathroom.

Nothing there either. 'Irv-frustration I called the desk cliark.

"Did you open the door in the bathroom that leads into your
bedroom?" she asked toie,:antly. "No," I said sheepishly.

In due course I found my bed.

The moral of this tale is all too obvious: 'one :should
always look around the corner.

I believe that my experience can serve as a basis fer my

first comment this morning. To date, there has been alrady a
considerable display of statistical pyrotechnics among some
who toil in the indicator shop. Instead of looking around the

corner in order to discover the workings of the higher educa-

tional system, all too many analysts take the available data,

chtirn them arunnd in most sophisticated fashion, and then
treat us to conclusions that tend to leave most practitioners

in wonderment.

Choosing the Right Content

In the Financial Measures Project in particular, we have
not yet: solved the problem of what is the right content. Before .

we engage in all these statistical fireworks, wemmst first
nr-:juce the appropriate "data elements, for without them we-)shall
not be a!,7,1e to obtain _the correct indicator information.. 'Un-
fortunately, it is proving to be very difficult to convince
certain analysts that presently available financial information

3



is essentially dysfunctional- if one plans to use it for describing

the financial condition of colleges and universities'. I have been

saying this for so long that zany of my'friends look for an
escape hatch when they sge me coming down the hall.

How y of you have ever participated for any length of

ks. time the annual closing ,of a,coliegels "accounting books" and

in e preparation of the:"f.inancial audit?" Apparently only a

of you seem to have had'this experience to judge from the
showing of hands. Iteemg to me that this is one of the more
interesting experiences, and one should have it before going
into financial indicator work.

-
One, really has to learn something about the translation

process of taking financial data' that have been used for managerial

and budget: control purposes and transforMing this information into

a fiduciary accounting format. Most of us could not manage the
institue.on financially if contented ourselves with this final
audit format.. A clear sign of its limited utility can be seen in
the fact that, until!. the next auditing period along,. we go

back to our internally developed information systems.

Of course, a40.4 and Internal financial management informa-
tion do overlap in certain areas. Unfortunately, those who are

peddling indicators in higher education ffnance at the national
level seldom succeed in making a bridge between the data elements
the institutional policymakers use and need and those that tend to
be available for-national statistical use. And, if the decision-
makers within the institutions will not give much credence to the
variables that are routinely used in higher education financial
analyses, we should be very careful why and under what circum-
stances we u'Se the available data in our national policy work.

Unfortunately, the content problem has not yet been solved

by the higher education industry. There is as yet no consensus on

how we move from audit-centered, fiduciary,and HEGIS-modified
financial information to relevant policy information. Depending

on whose policy we are talking about, the policy information .

requires changes. If we are talking about federal policy and
financial adequacy in relation to access in postsecondary education
we are asking different questions than when we are, interested in
institutional viability, financial or otherwise.

Getting to the "Bottom Line"

One of the trustees at our college keeps asking: Have we done

,better this year than last? Are we falling behind? Assuming that
we agree that we are doing reasonably well, and reasonably the
right things,'are we making progress?

4
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In order to make progress, we know that the college's
expendable and earnings assets must grow. To beE;in with, they
must grow at least at the rate of collegiate inflation. They

must also grow in relation to the institution's long-range
plans. Unless there is some improvement in the quality of the
educational program, there exists the danger that pure infla-
tion will be. passed on tostudents and funders.

Last year atthis conference, William Wilkinson of The
University of Rochester commented on his "expendable funds"
c'Incept, There is nobody in this room who can tell us what
H gher Education's "expendable fund" balances are at this
mo1ent or at any other time in history. The::e. is nothing in

our time-honored fiduciary accounting system that will allow us
to derive this important bit of information.

At our institution, we have been developing a "bottom ne"
concept. Some of my friends believe that non-profit institutions
should not or do not have a "bottom line." This is, of course, .

debatable. Our trustees appear to care less about the debate and
possible controversy; they tend' to be interested in things that
provide them with answers. The "bottom line" is to them not an
objective as in a for-profit business, but an essential datum.
Are we generating, over time, an adequate flow of revenues?

Capital Charges

A case in point is deferred maintenance. The concept has two
meanings in college accounting. On the one hand, it is a book
entry for actual expenditures which are charged to subsequent
business years. On the other hand, the term refers to needed
plane improvements that are being postponed. In both instances,
current expenditures tend to be understated. In collegiate
practice, the expression "deferred maintenance" has become a
catch-all phrase which really tellsus that we are generally under-
financing,purselves. To the extent "deferred maintenance" can be
defined quantitatively, college and university fund balances are
by and large overstated.

Actually, the expression 1k
is misleading since it hides the

true urgency. We Al face the need to define the financial
requirements. for putting our laboratories, our equipment and
equipment reRlacement programs, and our housing and teaching.
spaces into a condition of functional adequacy. Risher education
has perennially under-financed its capital requirements. If we
make our financial analysis in terms of actual accounting data:,
we shall ,.:ontinue to understate-this capital requirement. Only
by plugging in a factor for capital consumption will we come
even close to defining the beginning of the problem.

5
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G. Richard Wynn and I tried to work with this capital con-
sumption concept a few years ago, and we defined for some 48
private colleges a simply staggering built-incapital requirement
based solely on the capital expenditures that took place during
the 1960s. June O'Neill attempted to do something similar in

her path-breaking study. The industry welcomed our efforts with
something akin to a yawn, and the pundits bogged down in a
squabble about "depreciation"--which really is not the point at

all.

The issue is whether or not colleges and universities over
time generate enough revenues (expendable on current account) to
cover all types of costs of operation. Marshall called this
"financing tie firm in the long run".and meant by it that current
revenues would embrace variable as well as fixed costs, operating
as well as capital costs. Higher education finawe tends to
embrace mostly variable r:osts in the Marshallian sense. A major
portion of capital consumption costs are not covered. What would
be the optimal capital requirement for regenerating the historical
investments in plant and equipment in existing programs? And how
would one handle the requirement for compensating for the inevitable
technological and cultural obsolescence of the historical capital?
It is with this in mind that our trustees have begun to experiment
with a modified reporting format (as reported in last year's
proceedings.) 1

A Comprehensive Reporting Format

Exhibit 1 refers to a revised comprehensive reporting format
developed by the Committee on Finance of the College of Wooster
that,. among other things, attempted to separate strict operating

from capital-related expenditures. We took our cue from the
business world and asked ourselves hpw we would obtain the so-called
"operating result." While not exactly a budget-driven model, we
had to make certain changes that moved us away from the traditional
audit format.

Once we agreed on "normal annual revenues" and identified the
"normal annual operating expenditures," we first came up with a-
net revenue or expenditure line from which certain other things
could be deducted, such as the interest cost on our long-term debt.

The next step concerns the capital char'ge which includes
allowances for long-term debt reduction, new equipment purchases
and library acquisitions, and major plant improvements. In our
case, both the debt and the improvement components are based on a

1/ New Developments in Measuring Financial Conditions of Colleges and

Universities: Papers Presented at a Working Conference, Annapolis,
Id., October 20-21, 1977 (Washington: Economics'and Finance Unit,
American Council on Education; National Association of College and

University Business Officers; National Center for Education Statistics,

[19781).



Exhibit 1

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF. 1975 - 78 FINANCIAL. CONDITION
Budget and

Actual Actual Actual. Etaimates
1975 1976 1977 1978

1. Revenue for Current Operations
2. Expenditures for Current Operations

3. Net Revenue from Operations
4. Minus: Interest ou Debt

Sub-tutal

5. Minus: Capital Charge

6. Net Revenue (or Deficit) after Capital
Charge

7. Plus: Other Unrestricted Gifts
and Revenues

8. Tutal Net Revenue (Deficit) from
all sources

9. Allocation of Net Revenue (or Deficit);
a. Transfer to (from) Plant Main-

tenance and Debt Reduction Reserve Fund
b. Transfer to (from) Educational Develop-

ment. 4 Stabilization Reserve Fund
e. Transfer to (from). Trustee Designated

Enduument

10. Unallocated Balance

$ 9,583,906 $ 9,949,129 $11,145,221 $11,719,000
9,037,405 9,404,937 14:: 213 857 10,882,725

'546,501 544,192 931,364 . 836,275
467,547 319,320 285,395 258,240

78,954 224,872 645,969 578,035

462,305 853,680 884,000 851,000

- 383,351 . 628,128 - 238,031 - 2/2,965

4 459,581 44,129,044 + 488,031 1. 280,000

+ 76,230 + 500,916 + 250,000 1 1,035

:370,416

245500

(115,000)

100,000

150,000

76,230 7,035

11. Reserve nnd Balances:
a. Plant Maintenance and Debt 'Reduction

Reserve Fund; 599,712 741,595 . 705,274
L. Educational Development and Stab111- 1.

zation Reserve Fund; -0- 245,500 345,000. 345,500
c. Covernment Bond Reserve Funds; 356,963 381,794 407,229 432,000

12. Net Change In Restricted Fund Balances 1,094,397 616,421 2,506,654 NA

.13. Consolidated Net Worth $38,078,739 $41,007,647 $44,475,586 HA

October 4, 1977



five-year plan. Other institutions might prefer to factor in a
"capital consumption" figure here. The problem is essentially
one of stabilizing the component in the long run, and this means
that it may often exceed actual expenditures; on other occasions,
the latter will be greater than the total capital charge.

This now .gives rise to transfers to or, from specifically
designated reserve funds. When the capital charge exceeds
expenditures, reserves must be built up in the amount of the
excess. When expenditures exceed the capital charge, on the
other hand, reserves will be called upon to make up the difference.
Another alternative for funding might be to use debt financing
when reserves are either inadequateor not appropriate as a
source.

Finally, we provide a line on which we record all those
current expendable (normally, unrestricted) revenues which in
the normal audit report flow through the current revenue section.
Included here may be unrestricted bequests, and also gifts that
have been earmarked by donors for the kinds of capital purposes
embodied in the capital charge concept. Many colleges -- if not
most of them -- would tend to show a deficit before this special
revenue line. And such deficits are more likely if the capital
charge embraces an adequate "capital consumption" installment.

Even the special revenue line will not push the bottom line
into the "black" in the majority of those instances where "capital
consumption" is realistically calculated and not understated.
What remains is either a long-range revenue deficiency or an
addition to true sur'lus. If one were to agree to a "full cost"
reporting of expen .- es similar to the one adopted by June
O'Neill or to even iciest program-driven "capital consumption"
formula, it is,our impression that the large majority of colleges
and universities would report an historically negative "bottom
line." And this would give us a measure, however superficial, of
the under-financing of individual institutions and the industry as
a whole.

Both for the sake of institutional_ planning and development'
as well as for national policy perspectives on funding requirements,
such a reporting format becomes more than academic. Given the
capital development of the 1960s throughout the nation, the need
for capital renewal will coincide with enrollment weakness re-
sulting from demographic forces. Contrary to conventional wisdom
based_on traditional accounting data, in spite of declining demand
there may be a significant increase in revenue requirements that
result from this capital dimension. The reporting format alone
does not produce the requisite revenues; but it certainly sharpens
one's awareness of future requirements.

8
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As we begin to classify colleges and universities in
comparative analysis, we already know that a number would now
begin to show deficits. This is what I refer.to as "stages in
financial health" studies.

Student Cashflows

Since last year's conference, John Minter Associates of
Boulder, Colorado, have taken up the challenge for improving
financial reporting formats in several areas. One of these
concerns is cash flows from and on behalf of students. As you
know, established reporting formats, both under NACUBO and HEGIS
guidelines, make it impossible to determine who pays the bills
and flow much they are. Although our initial data are subject to
questions because many institutions 'apparently do not know the answers
either, some reasonable guesses can be made from data in
PennsylvInia and in Ohio.

The formal college and university audits provide information
on tuition and fees income, on auxiliary enterprise revenues, and
on student aid expenditures. But nowhere can we find an accounting
of the cash flows that bring together what the student owes and
what the student and others pay toward this liability. Exhibit 2
gives an idea of how one might approach the reporting. The dis-
aggregation of the various cash flows is essential if one is to
obtain an idea of the financial viability of a given college.
Such centrally and comprehensively provided information would also
help answer public policy questions on where state and federal
funds are going.

With this kind of information, it is now possible to develop
indicators of institutional dependence that are more meaningful
than those we hear about at tais Conference and elsewhere that are
based on the. traditional revenue breakdowns provided in presently
available national statistics. Some private institutions have be-

,

come increasingly dependent on public funds, a point that is made
vividly by recent Brookings Institution studies. Other institu-
tions, hoWever, have also moved up the weight of their own
internal (unfunded) discounts. Still others have improved their
own financial flexibility. And if one can obtain information on
the number of student aid recipients for each separate cash flow
category, national and institutional information on the infamous
"tuition gap" can be provided with considerably greater precision
than is the case today.

It has been suggested that institutions will tend to object to
such disclosure. Actually the exhibit containE little that is not
already being reported, except that the pieces are not currently
provided in one comprehensive report, but are being supplied piece-
meal to separate agencies. As for the criticism that such a report-

9
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A. Revenue frau Student Curless

a. :roes. Tuition and Tees

b. Dormitory Teas

Stood Service Twee'

B. Student Aid ZACW00 (Restricted) .

a. Endowment

b. Gilts

c. State AppropriatiOns -0SC. 7V-AA

d. Tedexal,Crants-SEOG. LOG

e. Other

'Sub-Total B.

C. !spaniels for Student Aid Grants

a. /Unclad (Or Restritted:

b. Unfunded

Sub-Total C..

Net Totals (A (1) - C

D. work Study

a. Revenues

b. Expenditures

Z. Lows,

a. Institutional

b. NOM

c. TITL

e. other

r. Enrollment

a. body Count

b. 7 Academic (On campus only)

c. T /triennial (On campus only)

G. Operating Budget

a.. current Cparating Revenues.

b. Current Operating Expenditures.

Operating surplue/deficat

EXHIBIT 2.
NET CASS now ANALYSIS ram! / TOR STUDENTS

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

I I

I I

I

I I

If

I !-

I

*These should correspond to normal operating budget including interest expense on plant debt and debt amorTiaatzun

payments; exclude capstal transfers to/from other funds.

Collage Respondent

S/77
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ing requirement is "onerous," we can only reply that if institu-
tions do not have readily available what is, in essence, managerial
and planning information, one wonders how they conduct their
business in a rational and informed manner at all.

Since last year's conference the reporting format has evolved;
and further. evolution is likely. We expect some publications to
appear during the next several months and prior to any possible
third Indicator Conference here in Annapolis.

Inflation and Analyzing Expenditures

When we ask the question of whether or not financial progress
is being made in higher education, inflation indicators come to
mind immediately. Among other thingsi-an inflation indicator tells
us when an institution oi- an industry holds its own, advances or

falls behind, in terms of its constant dollar expenditures. In

order to have even remotely useful productivity measures, an
idea about the extent of inflation is a prerequisite.

We now have Kent Halstead's Higher Education Price Index time
series; George Baughman has developed an inflation measure for the
public institutions in the State of Ohio. But in spite of the recog-
nized need, for some unknown reason, it still is not yet a reporting
requirement to arrange expeaditures by major line items, such as
faculty salar.:es, classroom anA laboratory supplies, interest on
debt, etc. As any accountant will know, it is relatively easy to
translate our traditional breakdown by functions (such as Instruction,
Auxiliary Enterprises, Administration, etc.) into a basic line-item
structure.

The line-item structure 'is essential if one must,distinguish
among variable and fiXed costs. It is not enough, as some very
recent studies are doing, to take the tenure track and say that
this is the "fixed" Cost of. the institution. The line-item structure
must encompass the capital cost element as well.

It is mind-boggling that it has taken all this time to alert
the higher, education accounting establishment to the need to know
and report the structure of expenditures in a higher education
-institution. We therefore welcome the news that NACUBO has-

:

obtained funding for a project designed to develop a recommended
object of expenditure classificatioh structure. Hopefully when
the results come out they will comprise an assessment of the whole

institution. We also trust that the reporting'requirements will
allow sufficient differentiation among institutions by type, and
that the primary effort will not be to impose a uniform format,
however appealing it may be politically.
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I should like to urge those of you who are primarily in the
statistical game to address yourselves to the content of what you
use N.Olen you engage in your extremely sophisticated pyrotechnics.
There is at present much statistical and mathematical-elegance
and very little substance to what is being churned around.

I believe that if all of us here who are working on
developing financial measures will concentrate on the essential
first steps of concept development and consensus making, we shall
shortly see considerable movement toward a resolution of what
tends to frustrate all of us: the paucity of functionally
appropriate data. And let me suggett that we all should pay more
attention than we sometimes do to the managers and.to the manage-
ment information that they use -or need. Please do not ignore

those of us who work in the institutional trenches.

Washington policymakers haw, a tendency.to impose on insti-
tutions reporting practices and policy directions that from time
to time ignore the reality of how inst!.tutions function. The

Financial Measures Project cann,)t aftord to do this. It would be
aserious.bisiake if a group of outsiJers develop2d "big conclu-
sions" --the "big picture" while not understanding what matters
to institutions and what makes them financially viable. The
result could be that, as now, the measures would be ignored by .

all who'see no practical use in them. A worse result could be the
distortion of an .already weak condition. So please, help us who work.

at institutions, remain involved in your broader eff,Lrts. I am
grateful for oppnrtunities such as this. The exchange of views
and the moving Loward a commca goel are promising uevelopments.
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A MULTIVARIATE APPROACH TO THE
ANALYSIS OF INSTITUTIONAL FINANcIPJ,

CONDITION

Douglas J. Collier
National Center for Higher Education

Management SysLems

This is a summary of a report of progress made in the first year of'
a two-year project being carried out by the National Center for Higher

Education Management Systems (NCHEMS). In this project we are developing
indicators of institutional financial condition for higher education insti-
tutions, and our progreSs report-includes: 1) a discussion of the poten-
tial role of indicators in higher education, 2) a discussion of the
definition of "fihancial condition," 3) the description of an approach
that was used to identify and test indicators of institutional financial
condition, and 4) a summary of the results of those tests. Since this

is the first year of a two-year project, we must emphasize that the results

being described are interim results only. This report focuses only on
the purpose of the NCHEMS Ihdicators project, the approach that was used
in that project, and the results obtained from testing the indicators
that were identified. A full report of the first - year's results has been
documented in A Multiv4riate Approach to the Analysis of Institutional
Financial Condition. 1/

NCHEMS project, "Ind/card-is of Institutional Financial Condition,"

will assis~ the development of indicators that :an be used to monitor
and understand changesin the financial condition-.of individual post-
Secondary education institutions. The focus of the project is on the

creation of a set of tools that can be used to assess potential financial

distress (rather than to report on the complete financial status of par-

ticular institutions). The project itself is a two-year effort-in whiCh
the first year was directed toward developing and testing an approach for

Const: lcting financial condition indicators. The second year will be
used to refine that approach and to develop a financial condition indica-

. for (or set of indicators) that can be widely agreed upon as a valid

predictor of strong or weak institutional financial condition.

Douglas J. Collier and_Cathleen Patrick, A Multivariate Approach
to the Analysis of Institutional Financial Condition.
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems,
Bouldgr, Colorado, September 1978. .(monograph).' Study funded

under aNcontract with the National Institute for Education.
N
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The Project Approach

The precise goal of the project is to develop indicators which
allow their users to distinguish those institutions which are in a
strong financial condition'from those which are in a weak financial
condition. Thus, a criterion against which hypothesized indicators are
judged is whether or not they are able to discriminate between strong
and weak institutions. Three steps were followed in accomplishing that
goal;

1. A framework was developed to reflect the various dimensions of
an institution's financial condition.

First, the "dimensions" of an institution's financial condition
were identified. If a comprehensive set of dimensions could be
identified and if indicators could be developed which would
monitor changes along these dimensions, then we should be able
to use some combination of these indicators to monitor changes
in the institution's overall financial condition. One example

of a dimension of financial condition is revenue drawing power.
An institution must have sufficient revenue drawing power if-it
is going to be able to survive. Drawing power represents the

overall ability of the institution to attract revenues (i.e.,
to set tuition rates at a level which maximizes their net contri-
bution to revenues, to attract grants and contracts from external
agencies, to solicit gifts from donors, and to generate endowment
income). The revenue drawing power dimension should, therefore,
reflect not only the amount of revenues an institution has
generated from year to year but should reflect in addition the
ability o: the institution to continue to attract these revenues

in the future. The following six dimensions were agreed upon,

by NCHEMS staff and consultants to the project as-the initial
framework to be used for the identification and development of
indicators:

a. revenue drawing power
b. financial independence
c. risk
d. revenue stability
e. financial fle.tiility
f. reserve strength

2. Indicators were identified which measured change along. each dimension.

Each of the dimensions listed above was Used to identify and develop

indidators. We limited our consideration of indicators.(at least
initially) to those which could be constructed using HEGIS data,
since a goal of the project is to develop indicators which can be
replicated by any higher education user..

14



3.° The set of indicators was constructed using the HEGIS data base
and tested to determine hether nr not they could discriminate
between strong and weak Jnstituticns.

Once the individual indicators were developed for each dimension
of financial condition, they were tested using an institution-
based HEGIS data set. These tests determined which of the
hypothesized indica&rs discriminated between weak and strong
institutions. While initially a univariate approach to test the
usefulness of each indicator was used, a multivariate approach
(in this case, multivariate discriminant analysis) was acknowl-
edged as the necessary final step to achieiie significant
discriminating ability.

The following steps were followed in testing and validating the
individual indicators:

. Calculate each proposed indicator separately for public four-
year institutions and private four-year institutions.

. Calculate summary descriptive statistics for each indicator
by institutional type.

From these preliminary statistical results, find the errors,
or inconsistencies due to HEGIS data problems; correct gross,
data errors and recalculate descriptive statistics for all
measures using corrected data.

Select those institutions considered by "experts" to be in
a decidedly strong or weak financial condition for use in
determining the discriminatory ability,of the indicators.

Examine the profile of all measures for each institution in
order to check their "face validity."

(

Intercorrelate the measures separately by institutional.
type (public and private) to investigate the degree of relation-
ship among the measures.

Perform a discriminant analysis, where institutions rated in
strong financial condition are coded "one" and institutions
rated in weak financial condition are coded "two."

Refine the discriminant analysis results by the addition or
deletion of indicators to attempt to find the "best" discrim-
inating equation.

Summary of Results

.The preliminary results showed the significant potential of the
'approach. A multivariate discriminant function was identified which
correctly classified (predicted) 76.7% of the private four-year

15



institutions in the fample in the appropriate strOig or weak category.
This dicriminant fur,ction was based upon indicators of risk (interest
ratio), flexibility (nrestricted funds ratio), reserve-strength
(average fund balance), and independence (dispersion), as indicated in

the exhibit belbw;

Plans for the second year include additional theoretical work on the
indicators, improvements in the ratings of the institutions (as ...Tell as
increasing the number of institutions rated), and an extension of some
of the statis:.i.cs. These refinements should result in a valid set of

indicators that can effectively discriminate between financially strong,
and financially weak higher education institutions.

EXHIBIT

PREDICTION RESULTS FROM DISCRIMINANT COEFFICIENTS:
PRIVATE FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES

(N.43)

Predicted Group

Actual Group N Strong (1) Weak (2)

Strong

Weak

(1)

(2)

21

22

(17)

( 6)

81.0

27.3

(4)

(16)

19.0

72.7

76.7% of 43 institutions classified correctly

Standardized Coefficients for the
Discriminant Function . .

Interest Ratio .63

Unrestricted Funds.Ratio -.75

Average Fund Balance -.64

Dispersion of Income Sources -.41-

Fixed Expenses Ratio -.57

Canonical CoFrelation Coefficient .63

Wilke Lambda Statistic .61

Chi Square 19.32

df 5

probability" .002.
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USING HEGIS DATA FOR
AGGREGATE ANALYSES OFTINANCIAL CONDITIONS -

1

Paul Mettins
National Center for EduCation Statistics

Measuring the financial condition of postsecondary institutions
is an ongoing effort of the American\Council on Education (ACE), the

.,National Association of College and University Business Officers
(NACUBO), the National Center for EduCation Statistics (NCES), and
selected institutions. The project is\designedto develop Lad apply
improved financial and other measures to the condition of colleges
and' universities.

One section of the Association for nstitutional Research annual
meeting in May 1977 was devOted to finan4ial measures, and a follow-
up meeting on the same topit-was convene by the American Council on
Education in June of:that-`yeafter't is meeting,8 NCES became more
actively involved in the-i'Ssue,'tak he initiative to develop a
tape, based on 1975 financial and other HEGIS data, in order to arrive
at state-by-state ratios that could be tested.

The Center aggregated two of the ratios developed from the tape.
and presenteiLthese data at the meeting last year here in Annapolis.

--Analysis of these data revealed considerable variation among the
states..... Some of the discrepancies appeared to be a function of the
state's institutional population (for example, the inclusion of the
U.S.. service schools). Other variances are not so easily explainable.

Since such variation may be useful in identifying institutions
either already in financial difficulty or. tending in that direction, the
measures were further analyzed. It is hoped that these data will be
useful to states in carrying out institutional planning.

A.Major purpose of the project is to develop and analyze more
current measures of the financial condition of postseCondary insti-
tutions. This complies with two of the Center's legislative mandates:
(1) "To conduct and publish reports on specialized analysis of the
meaning and significanc4;of such statistics;" and (2) "to assist
State and local educational agencies in improving and automating their
statistical and data.collection activities." This project will con-
tribute to the Mission of NCES by publishing reports on specialized
4nalysi6 and interpreting the significance and meaning of these
financial data. It will also help state postsecondary education agencies
to improve their statisticaldata-collection activities by:

1. consolidating data for the colleges in their state on a single
tape; and
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2. 'calculating selected measures and helping to demonstrate

the uses aud benefits of the Center's .on-line EDSTAT system

and the variety of statistical program packages tat can be

used with that system.

One of the policy issues that the study addresse§is_t_ Who is

providing direct support to colleges--students, private sources, or
federal or state governments?

NCES has also been working with various goverament offices on

the problem of how to dIstribute funds under the Strengthening Developing

Institution§ program. Some of the state work we4have completed may be

of help in-determining,ctiteria for funding under this program. For

example, the data show.considerable variation from state to state as

well-as within any one state. The mean of the ratio of state and

local appropriations to each full-time-equivalent student varies from

a high of $5,500 to a low of $1,100, with many states clustering around

the $1-,500 - $2,000 range. The mean of the ratio of education and general

expenditures to each full-time-equivalent .student varies from a high of

$9,953 to a low of - $2,000 with many states clustering around the

$',2,500 - $3,500 level.

Alaska has the highest ratio of expenditures per FTFstudent.

Nonetheless, it is still possible far a postsecondary institution in

Alaska to be in financial difficulty': Therefore, the notion that a.

single measure can be used to assess the financial health of all ,

postsecondary institutions in.the nation may, need further examination.

.
In reviewing the ratios which.have.so far been developed, one

of my associate's suggested that data covering one year provide'only a

snapshot of the issue and that.it might-be useful to develop radios

over timia. This could be a worthwhile project for the 'future, es--

pecially since HEGIS financial data for 1976 and 1977 are now available.
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MOINITQiING-THE FINANCIAL STATUS OF
INDEPENDENT INSTITUTIONS IN NEW YORK STATE

Paul Wing
Norman A.-Mercer

New York State Education Department

The New York State Board of Regents and State Education Department
have been. concerned for several years with the financial conditions of

the collegea and universities in the state. They have developed procedures

for monitoring this financial status and for. correcting problems that

are evident...These procedures respond to a number of fundamental

concerns:--

(1) to maintain the diversity of higher education opportunities
for New York State citizens;

(2) to identify institutions in or headed for difficulty so that
assistance and guidance can be provided; and'

(3) to avoid payments by the State to institutions that.are

destined to fail In the near future.

The project currently deals only`with independent linstitutionq,

primarily because finance data important fpr evaluating' independent`

institutions is not meaningful for public institutions. Attention is

being devoted to the problem of indentifying indicators that,are not

related to the public/independent statusof inatitutiOrt

The data base for the monitoring effort is derived primarily from

the Higher Education Data. System OHEDS) maintained by he Education

Department,. which is based.in large part on the Federal GIS system.

Basic data or. 145 independent institutions have been comp ed and stored

in computer files. The 145 institutions include some 115 chartered
independent colleges and universities, hospital schools of nursing,
seminaries and proprietary institutions. This basic data bank covers -

10 major categories of information, with a total of 57 datez. items for
a- period of 5 years. ..Hence, for each institution, a maximum of 285 items of
information Is available. The computer is programmed to print out
this information in a twoLpage profile (Smple copy below). 2

7
-----

Initially, DeP75.tment staff examined the institutional profiles,
with speciallprtentions-to a handful of'key indicators, to classify the
institutions by f4q*ucial crditIon. Based on this examination, specific
indicators have n6Wkbeen identified and a computer program has been
developed to classify institutions directly and to provide printouts of
the classification. Five classifications are used in descending order
of financial distress. Group I,Inclqdes'those with the-strongest and
most indicators of financial diffiVy. :Groups II, III and IV have



progressively fewer signs of difficulty. One-half of the .independent

institutions in the State show no significant signs of financial diffi-

culty in recent years or at the present time and thus were assigned to

Groupli.

. Twenty institutions were placed in Groups I, II, and III. Detailed

) case studies have been prepared for each of these institutions. There

may be offer institutions headed for financial difficulty on which

case studies should be prepared. Project staff are continuing their

review of profiles, supplementing the work of the computer, to identify

such institutions. All staff in higher and professional education have

also been alerted to the need to inform the monitoring project staff

of any problems at individual institutions which they happen to find in

the course of their work, institutional visits, etc.

.
It should be noted that only a relatively small number of variables

have-been identified as key indicators of financial condition. The

total amount of quantitative data reported by the institutions in the

HEDS/HEGIS annual surveys and the supplementary reports and documents

routinely received from institutions constitute a considerable mass of

data. Several thousand data items are probably available on each

institution for each of the last 10 or more years. The Higher Education

Data System extracts from these some 150 key items for the permanent

computer bank for each year. The items contained in the computer profiles

are drawn from these and several supplementary sources, primarily audit

reports. Given the thousands of data elements_ available, it would be

possible to, calculate an almost infinite number of ratios, percentages,

averages and other measures, but staff early recognized_the_possibility

of becoming inextricably immersed in a statistical morass. The six

indicators finally chosen are quite sufficient for a preliminary deter-

mination of the financial condition of an institution.. That process of

preliminary iclentification and classification has been kept relatively

simple, precisely because it is preliminary and because it is essential

when dealing with more than 100 institutions.

A'grant'of $24,150 from the Ford Foundation has contributed much

to work coMpleted'over the past nine months. The funds were used to

employ temporary staff members, with education and background in

accounting, finance and statistics, who completed the loading of five-

year trend data into the computer and prepared drafts of the case

studies. The case studies are reviewed by regular professional staff

and are edited an'd 'rewritten for submission to the Deputy Commissioner

and the Commissioner.

The case studies on the eight institutions which have been found

to be in serious.financial. difficulty are being submitted to the Commissioner

for his review. The Regents Guidelines for Commissioner's Procedures

in Addressing Cases of Higher Educational Institutions Experienoing

Financial Distress, adopted by the Regents in January 1977, specified the

procedures to be followed. Basically, the inStitutional.leaders will.be

informed of our findings-, provided with a copy of the case study and

invited to consult with the Commissioner. It is important to acknowledge
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that the staff findings and the case studies are based upon the

information available through the 1976-77 year. Information and

reports on the 1977-78 year will not be available until September-

November of 1978. The troubled institutions are expected to be visited

this fall for the.purpose of reviewing the case study and other findings

with the chief executive officer and other staff of the institutions.

The Commissioner's staff will secure"additional information on what

has transpired in the past year, and will determine what the institu-

tion is doing to address its problems and its own perception of, prospects

for the future.

ENROLLMENT
Undergraduate

Fu 11 Time

Sample PrOfile

FALL FALL FALL FALL FALL
1973 . -1974 1975 . - 1976 1977

PartTime
Subtotal

Graduate and 1stProf.
FullTime

2,974. __2;898
491 520

"3:465 .3,418

PartTime
Subtotal

Total (Headcount)
FTES

ADMISSIONS (FIRST - TIME)

3,176 _ _ 3.343 : 3,408
576 474 . 475

. 3,752 3,817 . 3,633

68 .61 67 85_ 55 ____

709 748 771 661 569
777 _ 838 _ : 746 . .

624
4,242 4,227 4,590 4,563 4,507 ..

3,442_____3,362_.:__3,692____3,806 3,811'

Undergrativate
_Applications-- ---_-==.2-;r02-7

Acceptances 1,833
Percent 67.20

Enrolled 823
Percent

Graduate and 1stProf.
Applications _215 323
Acceptances 205 310

Percent

2,424. 2,498
2,069 2,142

85.35. 85.75
795 944

44.90

FACULTY
FullTime
PertTime

STUDENT/FACULTY..RAT 10

PLANNED ENROLLMENT
Undergraduate

Full Time
:PartTime

FACILITIES (Ii{ THOUSANDS
OF SO. FT.),

Gross Sq. :Ft.
Net Assignable: Sq. Ft.

(Exc.-fResidential)
NASF/FTES.( Sq. Ft.)
DormitoryCap. (Beds)
Dormitory, Occ. (beds)

TUITION & REQUIRED
ANNUAL' FEES

Undergraduate
Graduate

368
349

95.35 95.06 94.84

2,928
2,270

. 77.53
988
43.52

619
595
96.12

2,643
2,168

81.37
967
44.60 -

1973-74 1974-75
-

1975-76 1976-77

512 ..

49,
p7.46

1977-7S

200
94

136
103

15.96______17.12_

23.

29

804

333
96.60

2,1130 2,40 6' 2,400

843

235
______74.36

931
_... 931

(Continued)

191
106

842

--
923
-948

2,350
2,420



Sample Profile - continued

-
___.1973 -74 . 1974-75 _1975-76 1976-77 -1977-75

FINANCE (IN THOUSANDS)
CURRENT FUNDS

Total Revenues .... 11,262 11,943 13,197 14,758
Total Expenditures &

- Mandatory Trans. __---11.253.--111.737 ...L.)2,967 .__ 14.469
Surplus/Deficit 4 ' 206 230 290 --

Educational & General
Total Revenues _____9,673 . 10,463 _11,564 . 12,863
Total Expenditures &

Mandatory Trans. 9,739,____10,420._11,482 .___J2,604____ __ . -______.
Surplus/Deficit -65 43 83 259 --

,

__________.. .... _________ ._ __ _._ _
Auxiliary Enterprises

Total RevenUes _ _ _ ___ 14275 _..1,216___1,353 _.. 1,674
Total Expenditures -&---

Mandatory Trans.... ,519. 1.3441,511 1,826 _ __-_-_.= :._

Surplus /Deficit -243 -127 -157 -151 --

Independent Operations -

Expenditures -- -26 -25 33 --

Endowment Income 40 54._,___ _62,____ .......7..___
Current.Assets 1,259 1,286 2,089 2,761 -
Current Liabiltties _____2,281 1,645 _2,218 . _2,600 -.

--

Current Ratio 0.55 0.78 0.94 1.06
3alance -1 021 -358 'T-128._ _ .. 161 .

Tuition & Fee Rev/Adj. _____________ .___ ____
E&G Exp. 0.89 0.91 .., 0..94. e 0.96 --

Spons. Res/E&G Exp. _0.06 0.02 0.04 0.04 --

Revenue from NYS % -, __8.34. 7.95 _6.41 5.65 -- ......

Revenue from US X 4.35 . 4.62 3.39 3.68 -
OTHER FUNDS
Total Assots Excluding__ .'

Plant 5,256 5,738' 7,138 8,268 -
Total Fund Balances- . _ _ . _ .

Excluding Pla t 2,614 3,972 4,861 5,549 --
_35,693 _37,114 ._.. . .--r_ _._Plant & Equipme ________26,877_____36,446-__

Long Term Debt P ant 4,544 4,399
Dormitory Authority 1,565 1,530
Other - . 2,979 2,869

Total Endowment(Booki_
Quasi-Endowment

1,451
--

1,465,
--

DE8T SERVICE PAYMENT
E&G Principal & Int. ....

.
Auxiliary Enterprises

Principal & Int.
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4,159 3,959.
1,405 1,335
2,754 2,634
1,474 1,475

-- 950
- -

136 _135.

-180 205



HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCING IN THE FIFTY STATES:
INTERSTATE COMPARISONS

Kent Halstead

National Institute of Education

Marilyn McCoy
National Canter for Higher

Education Management Systems

The importance of state and local government support in financing
higher education requires intense study of the topic. Information is

needed to'aSsess past appropriations patterns and to assist in
formulating future strategies.

To date, much of the public discussion of state and local appropria --

tions has focused on state rankings of total support provided. This

simplification of an extremely complex situation is often misleading or

misinterpreted. The face value of high or low state rankings in total

support is not particularly informative. Rankings can be explained by

a variety of factors. It is important that educators and legislators'

involved in the funding process know these influences and be able to

evaluate their merit. For example, appropriations are strongly influenced

by the public's interest or apathy toward education, or by the state's

financial strength. Also economies of operation are introduced when
enrollments are large or when more students are enrolled in lower cost

community colleges. Appropriations also are set with knowledge of the
availability of additional funding froili tuition and non-state sources.

Information useful for assessing past performance serves equally well
in guiding current decision making. For examine, financing profiles may

be compared to suggest how states can add revenues by securing better

balance among the several funding sources. Enrollment patterns may also

be studied to determine if the mix is consistent with state program
requirements, access opportunities, and economy of operation. (Some

states with an emphasis on community colleges have achieved remarkable

success in this regard.) Where greater apprcpriations are required, the

range of tax revenue allocations to higher education--4 to 17 percent- -

indicates ansple room for states with low rates to negotiate increases.

These and other factors need to be examined in advocating fundin3 changes

or in justifying current support levels.

The relative financing posture of a state must also be thoroughly

understood to effectively respond to questions by citizens and legislators

regarding a state's national ranking. Certainly explanation must be

provided citizens where the range of state and local government appropria-

tions to higher education runs from $130 per capita down to,less than one-

fourth this amount ($31); and to students and parents when tuition at
public comprehensive 4-year colleges ranges from $1,191 to $203; and to

lstudents, faculty, and administrators at public major doctoral gr ting

institutions where total support per student varies from $7,860 o one-

third'this amount ($2,689). An understanding of the cause of these
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differences and their justification is an important aspect of state
accountability--a responsibility of state higher education system
officers, institutional officers and state legislators.

Study Design

Responding to these needs, the National Institute of Education
the Natiohal Center for Higher Education Management Systems have
c011aborated in preparing a study titled Financing Higher Education in
the Fifty States: Interstate Comparisons. 1/ The study, to be published
in alternate years (beginning with.FY 76 data), focuses on the presenta-

:

'tion and analyses of a wide variety of factors affecting state financial
support of higher education. Components of the analyses include:

Review of state appropriation increases relative to enrollment
growth and inflation.

Study of the source and evolution of enrollments.

Identification of state public system enrollment patterns.

Investigation of state fiscal capacity and effort and the degree
to which tax revenues are allocated to education.

.
Evaluation of institutional support and student aid levels by

institutional classification.

. Examination of institutional expenditure patterns.

To facilitate the above analyses, this study provides a systematic

construct or model of data relating to state financing. To simplify,

yet comprehensively and rigorously investigate the multitude of factors

involved, three rules have been employed:

(1) Data elements were carefully selected to concentrate on essential

measureable factors only,.with secondary determinates excluded.

(2) The presentation is organized into five components - -- PUBLIC
ENROLLMENTS, GOVERNMENT FINANCES,, INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL, OTHER
REVENUES, and EXPENDITURES - -to encourage more simplified

independent analyses.

(3) A majority of factors are interrelated by formula to demonstrate

relationships and permit quantified assessment of the consequences
of alternative input values.

1/ Available in early 1979 from the U. S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D. C.



An additional important feature of the model is the emphasis
given comparative values. The indices provide immediate measures
of variance; high or low positions relative_to other states or the
U.S. average, suggesting conditions a state may particularly wish
to examine for consistency with objectives.

Explanation of Analysis

The analysis of state support of Iligher education is presented for
each state on facing pages. An example for the United' States as a whole is
provided following the text. The three part presentation--"Commentary,''
"Trends," and "Financing Diagram" are explained below.

Commentary_Section

This short commentary highlights major aspects of the state's higher
education financing profile.

Trenr' Section

The table "Trends in State and Local Appropriations to Higher
Education" shows one-year changes (FY 75 to FY 76) in appropriations in
absolute dollars, per student, and adjusted for inflation. Appropriations
per student after adjustment for inflation (6.6 percent from FY 75-to
FY 76) indicates the degree to which purchasing power per student unit
has been maintained. Institutions must also, of course, expand their
budgets to support new programs and add funds for improvement in operations,
as when larger more complex computer hardware or services are purchased.

The second trend table, "Trends in the Mix of Support to Public Higher
Education," shows the changes in the roles of different institutional fund-.
ing sources over a four-year span from fiscal year 1972 to 1976.

State Higher Education Financing Diagram

The financing diagram is a graphic display of'information and relation-
ships which establish a state's profile of financial support for higher
education. In the upper left portion of the diagram, public enrollments
are derived from high school graduates., in-migration, and entrance and
retention rates. At the lower left, appropriations are derived from
state and local finances involving tax capacity, effort, and allocation.
Enrollments and finances are presented on a per capita population basis.
The institutional category section of the diagram relates appropriations
and students.according to the state's enrollment profile. Institutional
revenues combine state and local appropriations with revenues from other
sources. In this institutional section, as opposed.to the previous state".
focus, amounts are expressed on a per student basis rather than per capita.
.Finally, institutional revenues are converted to expenditures to show the
utilization of financial support.
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DATA AND RATIOS USED TO ANALYZE
THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF INDEPENDENT

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN PENNSYLVANIA1/

John Minter
John Minter Associates

Two years of intense study of Pennsylvania colleges and
universities covering four years of financial data have provided
an excellent base for the empirical study of financial data and
ratios. During this time we have learned not only what the insti-
tutions desire as financial indicators but also what they are
willing to pay for. In this brief summary of the Pennsylvania_
report we are giving only the rationale for the data and ratios
we have used and the summary reports for the institutions
agg:egated.by type.

The Concept of a Going Concern

The p4poses of the Pennsylvania studies are to measure
cumulative financial condition and financial progress and to
develop and refine selected measures of financial condition., The

/4

framework for these anallybes is the condept of a going concern.
This approach views institlitio s as though they will continue to
operate rather.than face bank uptcy and liquidation. The problems
of restricted and unrestricted classifications of funds are thus
minimized. The data are used to determine whether or not such
risk's might be increasing or decreasing. One risk category is

..nonfinancial, including low morale, legal jeopardy, uncertain
revenues, and uncontrolled expenditures. A second risk category
is financial and it includes the inability to increase debt,
the decreasing ability'to pay debt, shrinking equity capital,
and shrinking working capital. A change in an indicator=may
be interpreted as a change in the risks to an institution -,

continuing as a going concern. It is the long view that interests
us and the financial indicators derived here are one part of
assessing long-run financial stability.

1/ The research committee of the Pennsylvania Council of
Independent Colleges and Universities, particularly Dr. Richard
Hoffman, Vice President for Planning and Budgeting, Franklin
and Marshall College and Mrs. Cathleen Conger, Director of
Financial Coding Services, John Minter Associates, have made
significant contributions to the work reported here.
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Trend Consensus

Another type of analysis borrowed from business is consensus.

analysis. The 'technique is elegant.7.y simple, yet it has ptovpd

as accurate and reliable as Federal Reserve Board indices.1/ the

method is this. -The percentage of firms'reporting-a decrease in

an indicAtor--sales, for example--is subtracted from the per-

celitage of firms reporting an increase. The result a "trend

consensus." Of course, some firms experience no change at all.
If most firms are reporting increases, the consensus will be
negative and large.' Small consensus numbers suggest an even split

in directions. Changes in the size of-either positive or negative
consensus are signs of change in the entire industry. This type

of analysis describes industry-wide performance and shows the
proportion of individual institutions experiencing positive,
negative, or no trends at all. Each institution is given equal

weight andme are hot concerned with the magnitude of cbange-7only

its direction.. See Table F for the trend consensus in financial

ratios for Pennsylvania in FY 1977.

Source of the Financial Data

This survey, like others, relies on the financial data

provided by institutions. Quite different, however, are the steps

by which the final numbers are derived. The burden of response by

the institution was-kept to a. minimum by requesting.audited
financial statements and, supporting schedules rather than asking

for completed questionnaires. The John Minter Associates (JMA)
staff then re-coded the audits to AICPA and NACUBO standards. Any

ambiguities or missing information was cleared.up by a telephone

conversation with the chief financial officer at the institution.,.

Upon completing this task, coding sheets were returned to each

institution for verification. These were the final numbel:s incor-

porated in our data base. Thus, we were assured of compliance
with NACUBO definitions and reasonable comparability on an
institution-by-institution and year-by-year basis.

There are two important reasons why this-effort is warranted
compared to the option of using self-reported financial data

such as Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIS). Many

institutions are not yet reporting according to the NACUBO guide-

lines. Thus, for_some expenditure categories we find as many as

17-Ammer, Dean S;, The National Association of Purchasing Manage-
_

ment Business Survey: Past Performance and Present Applica-

tion in Forecasting, New York, 1977.
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4.A. of the institutions reporting differences of plus or minus
15%. Overall, we find that 22% of the national sample of indepen-
dent colleges and universities reporting differences in total
revenues of 2% or more; 15% are reporting differences plus or
minus 5%. These latter figures are about the same for total
expenditures. While many individual institutions are reporting
to NCES correctly, one can never be sure-which ones. In

addition, some key figures needed for financial analysis, such as
current liquid assets and different classes,of liabilities, are
not reported on the government form.

Presentation of the Analysis--Executive Financial Summary

A.-special effort is made to present financial data for easy
use by the executive officer. As a result, John Minter Associates',
in cooperation with the research committee of the Pennsylvania
Council of Independent Colleges and Universities, has developed
an`Executive Financial Summary. Tables A through D present the
executive summaries for each of the Pennsylvania groups. Op one

page the reader can find the most important financial and related
ratios'and trends for the study. Each president may discover
some "news" about the performance of the institution when compared
to others. Or performance may be "verified" as expected trends
appear. Both - findings are useful frsr follow-up examination of'a
variety of distribution tables which are included in the report,
but not in this summary.

On the pages following Table F ar presented the executive
summary ratios with their definitions, interpretations, and
significance for the Pennsylvania institutions.

We consider our greatest achievement this year to be the fact
that the presidents themselves are leading the workshops reviewing
the results of this study with their peers. The Pennsylvania
Council of Independent Colleges and Universities Research Committee
continues to function and we-anticipate further refinements both
in the data and the financial ratios that are used to indicate
financial condition of individual colleges and universities.
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VONGINSUg OF CHANGE IN CONSoLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

PENNSYLVANIA INDEPENDENT CULLOLS AND'UNIVER5ITILS
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SOURCE: AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS CODED TO NACUBO STANDARDS. JMA BOULDER COLORADO



ASSET AND LIABILITY RATIOS

RATIO The Total Net Liabilities as Percent of Total Net

Assets.

DEFINITION The total of all liabilities less interfund debt .

divided by the total assets less interfund debt.

INTERPRETATION This ratio reflects the degree to which assets are

debt financed. By excluding interfund borrowing,

both from the liability and asset sides, the extent

of external debt financing can be seen.

PENNSYLVANIA Overall, Pennsylvania institutions are decreasing

their debt financing.. exceptions were Groups

One and Three which, in 1975, assumed a higher burden

of debt compared to the year before.

FIGURE I

Total Net Liabilities as Percent
of Total Net Assets
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RATIO _Internal Debt as Percent of Total Unrestricted Funds

Balances:

.DEFINITIOU Total amount of internal borrowing as a percent of

total unrestricted funds balances.

INTERPRETATION Because fund accounting allows for the short and long

term borrowing of assets from one fund group to another,

it is sometimes difficult to determine the precise

level of available unrestricted fund balances (e.g., if

construction in progress is temporarily being financed

by current unrestricted or quasi endowment funds, the

unrestricted funds balances available to the institution

are overstated by this amount).

By showing internal borrowing as a percentage of the

total unrestricted funds balances, the institution has

a better estimate of the percentage of available

unrestricted funds it can call upon.

PENNSYLVANIA Internal debt is on tha rise again. The increase is

particularly noticable in Group Three institutions,
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RATIO Current External Liabilities as a Percent ofCurient

Liquid Assets.

DEFINITION Only external current liabilities (not including internal

borrowing, deposits, or deferred revenues) are divided

by cash and near cash (excluding prepaid expenses and

inventories).

INTERPRETATION The test of true liquidity (in business it is called

the Quick Ratio or. Acid Test) is the relationship

betweea the amount owed to vendors and creditors and

rkr ticoua: of cash or near cash available to pay these

..aJ.4:,tions in the current jeriod. Most colleges show

a catrent external liability ratio higher than the current

liability ratio, or, one might say, a current financial

.pcsition of greater risk. 3.

PENNSYLVANIA The median CELR for all Pennsylvania ,institutions moved

up from45.4 to 47.1 in 1977. The CELR was calculated

for only the last two years of the study and, if this

increase was to continue over period of time; it could

become significant. 51x of the institutions reported

an increase in CELR for :977 over 1976.
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Group III institutions reported the largest increase.,

in the median, from 28.9 in 1976 to 36.7 in 1977

suggesting that current external debt is increasing

at a faster rate for these institutions, though Group

III institutions median CELR is much lowerj36.7)than

for all Pennsylvania institutions (47.1). Group IV

institutions actrally decreased their median CELR in

1977 to 51.6 from 59.4 in 1976.

FIGURE III

Current External Liabilities as
Percent of Current Liquia Assets

(Median Institutions)
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RATIO Current External and Plant Liabilities as a Percent of

Current Liquid and Plant Assets

DEFINITION Current plant liabilities (current accounts and contracts

payable, and the current portion of mortgages and notes

payable due within the year)'and corresponding assets

(excluding internal borrowing) set aside to pay the

annual plant debt are added to the Current External

Liability Ratio formula._

INTERPRETATION This formula gives the reader a more complete picture

of current financial risk for an institution. Both

current external liabilities and current external. plant

liabilities need to be net in times of financial distress.

It is often the institution's inability to meet its current

mortgage and notes payable obligations that create a cash

flow crisis. If adequate revenues 'are set aside to

service plant debt, the ratio remains unchanged. If

current plant assets are not available, though, the

ratio can only increase, reflecting much higher risk to

the institution.

PENNSYLVANIA Overall, current external debt is increasing. Group

II and III Institutions had a Trend Consensus in 1977

that was active but balanced, a positive 2; 51Z up and

49Z down.
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RATIO

DEFINITION

Current External and Plant Liabilities as a percent of

Current Liquid, Plant and Reserve Assets...

Reserve assets (quasiendowment funds) are now added

to the Current External and Plant Liabilities Ratio

formula,

INTERPRETATION One can now look at the complete picture of current

financial risk for the institution. If the institution(

has adequate reserves to meet both external current and

plant debt, the financial risk decreases, reflecting

in a realistic interpretation of the financial situation.

If the institution does not have adequate reserves to

call on, the Current External and Plant Liabilities

Ratio remains unchanged\and the institution's financial

risk has not diminished:\

PENNSYLVANIA External liabilities relative to liquid assets and

reserves are decreasing overall. The median institution

of Group III, however, posted an increase from 29% to

33Z. .
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RATIO '''Current Liquid Assets as a Percent of Current Unrestricted.

Fund Balance.

- DEFINITION Current unrestricted cash and near cash (short term

investmenta, accounts receivable) ape divided by the

unrestricted current fund balances.

INTERPRETATION This ratio allows an institution to establish a measure

of true liquidity of its unrestricted current fund

balances. If unrestricted current fund assets include

large amounts of internal borrowing and/or prepaid items,

the unrestricted current fund balance ma7 be misleading

as it is not truly liquid. By applying the formula of

current unrestricted liquid assets to current unrestricted

fund balances,one obtains a more detailed picture of the

financial' health of the institution. The higher the

ratio, the better short run financial picture.

The institution that shows a very low ratio of liquid

eaL.2ts to fund balances probably should be concerned

with its cash flow. If that same institution has low

reserves (quasi endowment) and a high ratio of current

external And plant obligations, it may be in a financial

rieksituition and careful consideration should be paid.

to cash flow. The institution with adequate reserves

to call upon need not be as concerned with a low currant

liquid asset letio.

PENNSYLVANIA The median ratio shows a downward trend for 1977. Trend

Consensus shows a positive 3 with 501 by and 47; down,

illustrating a weakening situation.

FIGURE 'VI
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WORKING CAPITAL RATIO'

-RATIO Unrestricted Funds Balances as a Percent of Education

and General Expenditures.

DEFINITION The total of all unrestricted funds balances dividad by

the total of all educational and general expenditures

and mandatory transfers.

INTERPRETATION The purpose of this ratio is to compare total unrestricted

fuels balances with total yearly educational and general

expenditures. Unrestricted funds could then cover that

amount of yearly expenditures. There is general agreement

that this ratio ahould remain resonably constant. If

the ratio is decreasing, it could mean that expenses may

be increasing too rapidly given the institution's

operating base. An institution in the midst of an

expanded building program, though, may also experience

a decrease in this ratio but need not be significantly

concerned. The key here is whether or not the downward

trend is reversed after a period of two or three years.

PENNSYLVANIA Overall, more Pennsylvania institutions are reporting

a decrease in the amount of unrestricted funds balances

in relation to educational and general expenditures.

Trend consensus is negative and has increased from -14

to a -23. Expenditures are increasing more rapidly than

revenue bases.
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. DEBT SERVICE RATIOS

RATIO Current External Plant Liabilities as Percent of

Education and General Expenditures .

.

DEFINITION Total -plant liabilities owed to external sources and dUe

within the current year compared with total education

and general expenditures.

INTERPRETATION It is impottant to relate current external plant debt

to a relatively stable operating category to establish

whether the proposition of plant debt is increasing or'

decreasing. (Educational and Generalilevenues would

give almost the same ratio.) The ratio should be slowly

decreasing except when a new facility is built and debt

is increased for that purpose.

PENNSYLVANIA Essentially stable overall.
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RATIO Current External Plant Liabilties as a percent mf

Unrestricted Funds Balances.

DEFINITION The total of external plant liabilities due within the

current year dividad by the total of unrestricted funds

balances'available to the institution.

INTERPRETATION It is important to isolate exteipal plant debt due within

the year-from total plant debt (both external and internal).

It is not unusual for an institution to borrow from one

fund (current and/or endowment) to provide monies to

another-fund (plant) for construction or renewal and

replacement. It is also not unusual for an institution

to owe large amounts in mortgages and notes payable due

over an extended period of time. The institution needs

to isolate the external plans debt due within the year

from total plant liabilities and compare that external

debt with the resources upon which the institution can

draw to pay that debt.

The trend here should be a decreasing ratio over the years,

rejecting retirement-of indebtedness. Constrection in

progress would affect this ratio. In institution with

a high ratio of current plant liabiiity to unrestricted

fund balances may want to consider the effects of added

construction debt to existing plant liabilities. Of

course, large plant fund drives could also be called

upon to offset needed renewal and replacement or

construction in progress.

PENNSYLVANIA The median debt service ratio of current external plant

liabilities to unrestricted funds baladCes dropped

significantly in 1977 over 1976. The 1977 median Was

7.5 whereas 1976 was 9.9. Trend consensus, as.we

would expect, is negative, but not strong at -16.
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RATIO

DEFINITION

OPERATING NET RATIOS

Net TOtal Revenuei as a Percent of Total Revenues

Total net revenues after expenditures and mandatory

transfers divided by total revenues.

INTERPRETATION The result of current operations (before non-mandatory

transfers) is measured in this ratio. An operating

result of 0 or greater.generally means the current

year's operation is in balance. A generous excess of

revenues over expenditures can mean a flow of new

money into the.inetitution. A modest negative ratio

(signifying a surplus of expenditure over revenues) may

not be distress, but a wish not to appear affluent or

"profitable". '

To some degree this balance can be manipulated though

certainly not as such as a balance struck after non-

mandatory transfe'rs. A negative balance of increasing

'proportions should be viewed with concern.

PENNSYLVANIA The trend for Pennsylvania institutions in 1977 is a

negative 30 (-30) which is a strong indication of the

institutions' struggle with'inflation. While the

1977 median ratio for Pennsylvania is 2.4, up over the

low of 1.9 median of 1974, it is a serious drop from

the 1976 high of 3.3 and the 1975 median of 3.2. 621

of Pennsylvania institutions showed a decrease in 1977

of their net total revenues as a percentage of total

revenues.

FIGURE X

Net Total Revenue as
Percent of Total Revenues

(Median Institutions)
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,RATIO Nat Educational and General Revenues a8 Percent

of Educational and General Revenues.

DEFINITION Total educational and general revenue (excluding Auxiliary

Enterprises and Independent Operations) less total

educational and general expenditures equals total net

educational and general-revenues (surplus), divided by

total edUcational and general revenues.

INTERPRETATION This net revenue ratio measures the result of edUcational

andgenerat,operations: In a, healthy institution, one

would expect this ratio to be positive and remain constant

or to be increasing. A negative (net Res) ratio or a

decreasing'ratio over a period oftime suggests that

educational and general expenditures are increasing at

a more rapid rate than are revenue sources. An institution

with a strong reserve base (quasi endowment funds) is

better able to withstand current operating dosses. An-

institution with a negative ratio over 4 period of time

should consider its total unrestricted finds balances and

see how many years can offset this:negativetrend. Of

course, this ratio is eAtablished before other transfers

are colsidered. An institution which finances some of its

current'. cporatinn: through realized Endowment gains on

invenim.1n, may actually plan on a negative ratio, knowing

it will offset this leas through other transfers.

PENNSYLVANIA The consensus change for PencsylVenis institutions for this

E G Net Operating Eatio shtwed a negative 2S. While .

the andian of 2.5 for 1977 shows that Pennsylvania

invAtutions are not running their educar:onal and

general operations at a net loos, it doe. reflect that

inflation a concern as the moulian has dropped from

3.5 in'1976, and from 3.7 in 1975 and 1974. 61% of the

institutions reported a decrease in this operacug net

ratio. the exception to this trend were the Group III
- - _

itatitutions where 56X of the institutions were

repor,:ing an increase with a median rate of 6.6%.

:RE XI
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RATIO Net Auxiliary Enterprises Revenue as Percent of Total

Auxiliary Enterprises Revenue.

DEFINITION Total auxiliary enterprises revenue less total auxiliary

enterprises expenditures and mandatory transfers equals

total net auxiliary enterprises revenue (iurplus),

divided by total auxiliary enterprises revenue.

Intercollegeate Athletics havelbeen excluded.

INTERPRETATION This net revenue ratio measures the results'ofauxiliarr

enterprise operations. One would expect'ehat auxiliary

enterprises would be self-supporting. Thus this index

ihould be positive and remain constant over time.

Whedinstitutions are showing a negative (net loss) ratio

for auxiliary enterprises it suggests that either revenues

are not being carefully allocated between educational and

general and auxiliary enterprises, or that iXPenditures

(institutional and plant maintenance) are not being

carefully allocated to auxiliary enterprises. . Price levels

May also be low (perhaps delibeiately so).

PENNSYLVANIA The one Operating Net Ratio that is improving for Pennsylvania

institutions across the board is the Net Auxiliary-Enterprisei

Ratio, illustrating that Pennsylvanii institutions are

making positive progress towards self-supporting auxiliary

enterprises. 591 of the institutions reported increased

net auxiliary enterprises revenues ratios. The 1977

median Is 1.3, up over 1.0 in 1977; .2 in 1975; and .8
ew

in 1974.

FIGURE XII
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RATIO Net Student Aid Grant Revenues as Percent of Total

Student Aid Grants 'Revenue-

DEFINITION Total student aid grant dollars (funded from restricted

sources) less total student aid grant dollars awirded
.

divided by total student aid grant dollars funded from

restricted sources.

INTERPRETATION Zero net ratio is desirable; however, most institutions

award more student aid grant dollars than are covered

or funded by sources restricted to student aid. The

result is expenditure of general fund unrestricted

dollars for student aid, in effect, a discount. If

careful budgeting and budget control are not exercised,

the effort to-increase enrollments through "unfunded"

student aid may bring about a serious drain on operating

resources.

PENNSYLVANIA All types of institutions were showing larger negative

ratios in 1977 compared to prior years. Overall, the

four year trend has been toward larger deficits in

grants programs. The noticable increase in negative

balances, in the most recent year suggests concern both

for rising costs (to be offset by aid) and enrollment

competition (more aid to attract students). These trends

are not good signs.

FIGURE XIII

Net Student Aid Grant Revenues as Percent
of Total Student Aid Grant Revenue

.(Median Institutions)
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RATIO Tuition and Peer Contribution

DEFINITION Tuitt end fees revenues divided by total educational

and general expenditures.

INTERPRETATION This index shows revenues from tuition and fees as a

percentage of educational and general expenditures.

Within higher education there seems to be a general

agreement that this ratio should be as lowas possible

and be decreasing, provided the decreasing trend does not

occur as a result of unplanned enrollment decreases or

inelasticity in tuition pricing,12,The pressure upon this

ratio is upward As a result of a slower rate percent

increase in private gifts and grants and in endowment

income.

PENNSYLVANIA The median ratio of tuition and fees revenues as a

contribution source to educational and general

expenditures increased overall for Pennsylvania

institutions in 1977, 'Group II accounted for most

of the increase,.
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RATIO Federal Government Revenue Contribution

DEFINITION Total federal government revenues (including indirect

cost reimbursements, appropriations, and restricted

grants, but excluding student aid in which the

institution does not select the recepient (BEOG's))

divided total educational and expenditures and

expressed as a percentage. .

INTERPRETATION Most institutions have shown'a substantial increase in

federal government revenues since 1974 due to the increased

number of federal government programs available to higher

education. This increased revenue support of educational

and general expenditures nay be substantially affected

through a change in Congressional priorities. The trend

toward more and more input to revenues from public sources

might be regularly assessed as an institutional policy

issue.

PENNSYLVANIA Federal support has decreased slightly overall and notably

in Group II institutions. JA negative Trend Consensus

increased from -1 to -16 over two years.) This may

reflect reduced student aid because of lower

enrollments. Group IV continues stable and relatively

i the, most dependent on Federal support.

FIGURE. XV
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RATIO State Government Revenue Contribution

. DEFINITION State government revenues (excluding state selected

recipient scholarships) divided b1 total educational

and general expenditures.

INTERPRETATION The importance of public monies to the institution can

be best illustrated by determining its endowment

equivalent at an 8% return. This can put in perspective

the Board, faculty, and student self- interest in legislative

communication. Direct state revenues used for institutional

assistance help to maintain lover tuition and fees. Without

this assistance, most institutions would need to raise

tuition rates to offset this revenue loss,

PENNSYLVANIA As with federal revenue sources, state revenue sources in

1977 also did not keep up with inflation. The negative

Trend Consensus for Pennsylvania institutions increased

in 1977 from -15 to -39'. Only nineteen percent of the

institutions reported increased revenue contributionf

rations from the state. 58% showed decreased revenue'

ratios while 23% showed no change. The median value

remained essentially static.

FIGURE xvi

State Government Revenues Contribution
(Median Institutions)
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RATIO Gifts and Grants Applied Contribution

DEFINITION Total revenues from gifts and grants applied divided

by total educational and general expenditures, -'

expressed as a percentage.

INTERPRETATION The proportion of educatiodal and general expenditures

financed by private gifts and grants applied is the

significant factor here. The object is to show a constant

or increasing value for this index. Are development

goals keoping up with inflation? More attention may need '

to be applied to a decline in private gifts and grants

for current operating purposes.

PENNSYLVANIA While the median for Pennsylvania institutions.increased

from 6.8 in 1976 to 7.2 in 1977, Trend Consensus was

static, a modest positive trend of 7 but with considerable

movement. 432 of the institutions were reporting

increase in this revenue contribution ratio. 502 were

reporting a decrease, and 7% reported no change. Overall

this ratio has remained constant. Group I was down in

1977 while Group III posted a strong increase to recover

from 1976.
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RATIO Endowment Income Applied Contribution

DEFINITION Total,endowment incense applied to current operations .

divided by total Educational and General; expenditures

expressed as a percentage.

INTERPRETATION The percent of endowment income to E & C expenditures

should remain constant or show a slight increase ovec

period of time. Institutions can improve the net results

of current operations by increasing the level of support

from endowment income, but this may be at the expense of

future operations by drawing dawn capital reserves or

limiting the growth of endowment assets throuWappreciation.

PENNSYLVANIA Endowment income is a relatively stable source of revenue

income to E b C expenditures for Pennsylvania institutions.

This can be expected as ,it is probably the most controlled

revenue source for the institution. However, for Group

-III this source has not kept pace with expenditures. This

is not a good sign because of the substantial contribution

endowment to E & C expenditures:

0
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RATIO Educational and General Revenues Contribution

DEFINITION
4

The total of all educational and general revenues

(excluding Auxiliary Enterprises and Independent

Operations) divided by total educational and general

expenditures and expressed as a_percentage.
- ,

INTERPRETATION This ratio measures total (not net inc e) Education and

General revenues contrpution to total ducational and

General expenditures. One would expect this ratio to

be 100 or above and to remain constant r to be

increasing. Because fund accounting al ows.for some

revenue sources (e.g endowMent gains o investments) to be

shown as'transfers rather than as revenu , it is difficult

to. establish a precise value for this rat

PENNS' IA The Median 1977.E 6 C revenues to E S G expenditures was

down to 102'.5 iiom 103.6 for 1976, and 103. 8 for 1974.

61% of the Pennsylvania institutions reported a decrease

in the ratio while only 35% of theinstitutiopi reported

improved total' E S C Revenue Contribution.
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BU1DING AN ACCURATE FINANCIAL DATA BASE

Cathleen A. Conger
John Minter Associates

Let's step back a moment, and examine the quality of the
data base used for financial indicators. The major difference
in using HEGIS data and in using data obtained from an audited
financial statement for an institution, is that one is self -
reported and must be taken at face value; the other is prepared
by a third party and provides a complete financial picture,
with supporting statements providing both detail and accuracy.

Making the Data Comparable

In using an audited financial statement, John Minter
Associates (JMA) recodes each audit completely to the NACUBO/
AICPA audit guidelines of 1974, and provides such refinements
as distributing staff benefits and work-study expenditures to
the exdenditure areas where the salaries have been incurred.
We provide this refinement of detail for approximately 65% of
JMA's participating institutions, and thus are able to provide
comparable expenditure categories within our study groups.

Audit changes are made.retroactively, thus all data
are comparable within an institution from year to year, and
among institutions within a study group.

Audit changes are essential for comparative data. An

easy illustration is an institution that decides in 1977 to

capitalize its library books. On the surface, this audit change
looks like investment in plant substantially increased in 1977.

Instead, MIA obtains the capitalized value of the library books
for all years that institution has participated in our studies.

Exhibit A-2 illustrates JMA's refinement of financial data.

This well-managed institution is not the exception, but typical
of the reclassification of financial data that' JMA provides.
In a simplified version, this is the data reported to REGIS,
and the data JMA recoded, using the audited statement and
contact with the institution.
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EXHIBIT A-1

COMPARISON OF FINANCIAL DATA
(dollars in thousands)

Revenues' HEGIS JMA

Tuition & Fees $ 6,686 $ 6,686

Federal Scurces 78 548

State Sources 433 9

Private Gifts & Grants 2,062/ 1,277

Endowment 485 505

Other 299 74

sUixiliary Enterprises 2,829 2,829 /

/

,:stal Revenues $12,871 $11,928,
/

/
i

I

I
,

Expenditures HEGIS JMA

1

/

Instruction $ !4,612 $ 4,238

Academic Support 211 /743

Student Services \ 581_ /590

Institutional Support A,119 1 999
\

Plant Operation \786 i 794

Scholarships 2,46 /1,470

1

E & G Mandatory Transfers 0 186

;
I

Auxiliary Enterprises 3,11$, 2,976

Total $12,739\
r

.11096
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In this exhibit, note first that the revenues are overstated on
REGIS by $943,000. This happened because there was confusion
over which student aid revenues to include, and which to exclude.
Many institutions include both the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants and\the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, while
others exclu* both. Here both were included, but included under
private giftd and grants. Also included under State revenues
were $424,000 of state-designated scholarships that should have
been excluded. JMA excluded student aid totaling $718,000.

Another major concern with revenues is "Other Sources."
This institution used $225,000 from its unrestricted current fund
balance reserves from prior years in this year's current operations.
To balance the Statement of Current Funds Revenues and Expenditures,
this was shown as a revenue instead of as a.net reduction of un-
restricted current fund balance.

A minor revision was the reclassification to endowment income
of $20;000 designated for scholarships incorrectly classified as
private gifts and grants.

Exhibit A-1 also shows a quick comparison of expenditures.
The institution had already distributed staff benefits, but not
work-study expenditures. The major other concerns were in the
academic support area and the institutional support area. Only
library expenditures had been reported on HEGIS for academic
support. Some mandatory transfers had been included under
institutional support on HEGIS. There were additional minor
misclassifications.

Exhibit A-2 reports the net result of the Current Funds
Revenues, Expenditures, and Mandatory Transfers. HEGIS and JMA
tell a different story, but neither tells the entire story of the
institution's financial condition for that year.

Funds Flow Statement

Of the three major financial statements, the Statement,Of Changes
in Fund Balances offers the most data for understanding the financial
"bottom line" of the institution.

It summarizes all the financial activity of the institution
during a given period of time. Yet, this very crucial statement is
the one to which institutions and the industry have paid the least..
attention. Many of JMA's participating institutions (up to 50%)
do not provide a consolidated Statement of Changes in. Fund Balances
in their audit. Without this consolidated statement, institutions
are not as aware of their total financial condition or the relationship
among fund groups.
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CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES & EXPENDITURES

HEGIS JMA

TOTAL REVENUES

TOTAL EXPENDITURES &
MANDATORY TRANSFERS

$12,871

12,739

$11,928

11,996

NET REVENUES BEFORE
NONMANDATORY TRANSFERS $ 132 (68)
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Within the past year JMA has collected data from

consolidated and individual fund Statements of Changes in Fund

Balances. We have recoded this information in a consolidated

Funds Flow Statement that allows us to provide consistent data

for all JMA's participating institutions..

The major distinction of JMA's Funds Flow Statement is that

we have identified the total of new revenues to an institution

from other additions and have distinguished the exch age of

assets among fund groups.

In order to identify new revenues, JMA has coined the phrase

"Exchange of Assets" which refers to a situation when the. expenditures

of one fund group become the revenues.of another fund group. Under this

heading, there can be many items, but most significant are

those under plant. Expenditures which are capitalized and

retirement of indebtedness can be considered exchanges of assets

rather than revenues and other additions, expenditures and

other deductions.

Exhibit B provides a consolidated example of JMA's Funds

Flow Statement. This institution received significant revenues

under plant and endowment from private sponsors. In fact, of

total gifts and grants from private sponsors received during

this year, 51 percent went into current operations, while 49

percent went into other funds.

Other revenue sources to the institution were government

grants to loan funds, investment income, and realized gains on

investments.

Institutions with large endowment funds receive a
significant amount of support from realized gains on endowment

investments, and even when these are used for current operations,

they are not recorded as a current fund revenue, but as a

transfer, and so are not identified as a separate revenue source.

Expenditures are limited outside of current funds. Most

significant is interest paid on physical plant. This institu-

tion does not capitalize plant equipment expenditures from

current funds, but pays for all renewal and replacement out of

current operations.

Here the institution has spent $1,124,000 on capitalized

plant facilities from unexpended plant resources. It also

has reduced its principal debt by $319,000.



ALL AMOUNTS IN THOUSANDS EXHIBIT 8

FUNDS F/01 STATEMENT

MIAMI LOAN ENDOWMENT PLANT

REVENUE RESOUW;ZS

Customer 9,515

Gover-.nent z57 293

11,!..i7nec Soonsura 1,277

Excess of RestTlcted
Rezeipts (48?

46

134

7

142

33

1,051

36

TOTAL PRIVATE 1,229
SPONSORS

Investment Income 505

Realized Gains

Other 74

TOTAL NEW REVENUES $11,880 339 316 1,087

EXPENDITURES

Current Operations 11,417

Other 223 9

Renewal b Replacement 168

Interest on Indebtedness
295

Building Razed
28

TOTAL EXPENDITURES $111585 223 2 3Z3

Less Mandatory Transfers

EXCHANGE OF ASSETS

6 Renewal b Replacement

1,124

319

Plant Facilities
Capitalized

Retirement of
. Indebtedness

TOTAL EXCHANGE OF ASSETS.
1,443

MANDATORY TRANSFERS

For NDSL (33) 33

For Principal' (180)
180

For Interest (198)
198

TOTAL MANDATORY TRANSFERS (411) 33 378

NONMANDATORY TRANSFERS

For Principal (118)
118

For Quasi Endowment (4)

For Unexpended Plant (8)

TOTAL NONHANDATORY TRANSFERS (122) (4) 126

NET CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES (238) 149 303 1,268
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JMA's Funds Flow Statement allows for more detail on both
mandatory and nonmandatory transfers, and thus provides a.
better understanding of the relationship of the fund groups
within the institutional operations.

The net changes in fund balances are coded, thus
providing the "bottom line" for the institution. This Funds
Flow Statement combined with JMA's recoded Balance Sheet and
Statement of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures, and Other
Changes provides a complete consolidated managementli tool for
the participating institution, as well as consistent overall
financial trends for the industry.

An example of the detail JMA can. now provide for each
fund group is, Exhibit C. By combining statements, we\can
provide complete d on plant fund operations. We can tell
how much the inves' lent in plant assets increased, which ones
increased, what was debt-financed, how much was spent on re-
newal and replacement, what is the external plant debt owed,
what is due in the current year, and the total plant liabilities
including internal borrowing. Of the total plant fund balances,
we separate the amount related to net investment in physical
plant fund balances, and thus provide a more accurate detail
of the resources available to the institution.

.Most significantly, the net result of.JMA's Funds Flow
Statement is that JMA can now provide a consolidated Statement
of Changes in Financial Position for both the industry and for
the participating institution.

Statement of Changes in Financial Position

Exhibit D-1 reports the total revenue resources-used by the
institution, what they were expended for, and the total net in-
crease in fund balances for the entire institution. It can also
summarize ;-te e----:.hange of assets for that given period of time.
Additional infolation could also be provided on the unres'tri'cted'`,"
..xpendable, and restricted fund balances available to the institu-
tion at the end of the given period of time.

Next, the total net result for the institution (see Exhibit
D-2) is compared with the result for its current operations only.

Thu!..:, an institution reporting negative net current fund
revenues of $68,000 reorts an increase in total fund balandes
of $1,458,000. For financial planning and trend analysis, both
figures should be known.

JMAis-tbw able to provide a consolidated Statement of
Changes in Financial Position using the financial statements
presently recommended by NACUBO/AICPA audit guidelines of 1974
without the institution having to change its present financial
statement format, without losing the distinction of the major
fund groups, and without losing comparability with other higher
education institutions. . 1.
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INVESTMENT IN PLANT

INCREASED
TOTAL ASSETS ASSETS

INCREASED
DEBT'

INCREASED
FUND BAL.

$ 1,033 LAND $ 66

24,294 BUILDINGS 1,547

2,575 EQUIPMENT 77

275

$ 66

1,272

77

$27,902 TOTALS $1,690

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Expenses Incurred During the Yea.

Renewal & Replacement $ 168

Interest on Indebtedness 295

Building Razed 28

Total External Plant Debt Owed at End of Year:

Current Portion of External Debt 3E2

TOTAL PLANT LIABILITIES

TOTAL PLANT FUND BALANCES

NET INVESTED IN PLANT

275

$ 6,771

$19,545

$1,415

$ 8,420

$21,586



EXHIBIT D-1

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION

REVENUE RESOURCES

$ 9,515From Customers

Government 850

Private Sponsors 2,414

Investment Income 548

Realized Gains 142

Other 153

TOTAL REVENUE RESOURCES $13,622

EXPENDED FOR

Current Operations $11,609

Other 232

Renewal & Replacement 168

Interest on Indebtedness 295

Building Razed 28

TOTAL EXPENDITURES $12,164

NET INCREASE IN :,i1) BALANCES $ 1,458

EXCHANGE OF ASSETS

Plant Facilities Capitalized $ 1,124

Retirement Jf Indebtedness 319

TOTAL EXCHANGE OF ASSETS $ 1,433

EXHIBIT D-2

SUMMARY

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION

CURRENT FUNDS TOTAL FUNDS

TOTAL REVENUES $11,928 $13,622

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 11996 12,164

NET REVENUES $ (68) $ 1,458

Exchanges of assets, mandatory transfers, and nonmandatory
transfers change the relationship batween fund groups, but
not the total financial condition of the institution.
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A VALIDITY CHECK ON THE
HEGIS FINANCE DATA

Cathleen Patrick
Douglas J. Collier

National Center for Higher Education Management Systems

The National Center for Education Statistics collects data
about the financial operations of the colleges and universities
in the U.S. through its Higher Education General Information
Surveys (REGIS). From the annual HEGIS finance survey, data are
collected about each institution's revenues, expenditures,
assets, liabilities, and changes in fund balance. The HEGIS
finance date set, due to its comprehensiveness and frequency of
collection, constitutes what is considered to be both the primary
source of information about higher education's finances as well
as the primary financial database for research in higher educa-
tion.

The HEGIS finance data, however, have been frequently
ciitized because they are believed to be inaccurate. It is
suggested that many institutions place a low priority on
completing; the HEGIS finance questionnaire. In some cases
institutions have been known to repudiate their own HEGIS data
if those data are used to describe the institution's financial
operations. Obviously such charges about the accuracy and
validity of the HEGIS finance data haide seriously undermined
their utility and have caused many to discount research findings
when those findings have been based on HEGIS data.

This study was designed to address the problem of the
validity and accuracy of the HEGIS finance data. The approach
used was to compare a set of variables for a particular group
of institutions from the HEGIS finance surveys to the same
variables from the same group. of institutions collected by
John Minter Asso'ciates. John Minter Associates (JMA) has been
collecting financial data from private college. and universities
for several years for use in publishing annual reports on the
financial condition of private higher education.) The
approach taken by JMA in obtaining and verifying the financial
data they use in their studies is one that the authors feel
results in a "standard" against which the HEGIS finance data
can be compared. JMA asks each of the institutions in its
national sample (125 privateinstitutions in total) to submit

1Minte" W. John and Howard R. Bowen, Independent Higher Education:
Foutdi Annual Report on Financial and Educational Trends in the
Independent Sector of American Higher Education. National
Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, Washington,
D.C., July 1978.
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their audited financial statements. A JMA staff member then
recodes the data from-those financial statements in a standard
format using the definitions and guidelines specified by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Audits
of Colleges and Universities f1ICPA: 1973). These are exactly

the same guidelines and defin_ ions specified for use in

completing the HEGIS finance s_rveys. Once the data have been

recoded, they are sent back to the institutir: for verification
to ensure that the recoding has been done correctly and that
the data are accurate. The authors believe that the JMA
procedures result in an accurate set of financial data for the
125 institutions included in the sample. Since the JMA recoding

.procedures are based upon the same reporting definitions and
guidelines as those used in collecting HEGIS finance data, a
comparison of the two sets of data for the same institutions
should serve as a meaningful test of the validity of the HEGIS
finance data (i.e., how well did respondents to the HEGIS finance
survey follow the specified definitions and guidelines in reporting

their .data).

Research Study Design

The authors looked at a set of financial variables which
included categories of current fund' revenues, assets, liabilities,
and changes in fund balances.' JMA provided the authors with
summary statistics (minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation,

and three quartile points) for three fiscal years (FY74, FY75,
FY76) for the following financial variables:

net tuition and fee! (revenue for tuition and fees minus
expenditures for scholarships and fellowships)

revenue from gifts and grants

revenue from endowment gifts

"other revenue" (the sum of "other" revenue and services of
education department)

1It should be noted that this study was undertaken to validate the
variables that were used in an NCHEMS project on indicators of
institutional financial condition. Therefore the HEGIS variables
selected for comparison with the JMA data base were those variables
which were needed for the Indicators project. Ideally a full range
of HEGIS data elements would have been studied and Compared in
ordr: to be able to make more generalizable statements about HEGIS
finance data. However JMA was only asked to provide data for those
variables that are discussed in the remainder of this report, and
it was not possible to obtain further statistics from JMA.
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physical plant debt

plant assets

physical plant interest (not available in 1973 -74 on our

data file)

net increase (or decrease) for the year in eacWof the five

fund accounts (not available from HEGIS in 1973-74).

The JMA summary statistics were provided for a random sample

\

of 125 private institutions that JMA considers to be its "national

sample." A full range of private institutions are included in this

sample: large and small, libeial arts and specialized, doctoral

granting and baccalaureate. The authors calculated the same
statistics as those provided by JMA for the 125 institutions usLng

t e finance data submitted for HEGIS. Statistical tests were then

combined with judgments of the magnitude of differences to
determine if there were, in fact; significant differences between

HEGIS data and similar data collected using the JMA procedures.

The purpose of these comparisons was to address the following

questions:

1. Are the HEGIS financial data significantly different from

the JMA financial data?

2. Are certain HEGIS data items more likely than others to

differ from the same JMA data items?

3. Pave the HEGIS finance data become more or less accurate

over the three-year time. from FY74 to FY76?

Because the authors did not obtain individual institutional

data frOm JMA, it was not possible to investigate themagnitude of

error in,th HEGIS data for individual institutions, but it was

possible\to thoroughly address the issue 9f the reliability of

aggregated HEGIS data for private institutions.

The Statistical Approach

The basic statistical question in this study was: are the

distributions of each HEGIS variable significantly different-from

the JMA distributions? If all the summary statistics obtained for

each sample i are reasonably similar, then one can infer that the
a.,distributions are the same and, therefore, that the HEGIS,data are

probably as reliable and valid as the more carefully collected JMA

'data. For this study, the statistics obtained were the:
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minimum

maximum

mean

standard deviation

25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles.

Figure 1 shows a plot of the distribution of a HEGIS financial
variable (external plant debt) across the 125 institutions with the
seven summary statistics available indicated on thegraph.

The research approach used statistical hypothesis tests where
possible to test for differences the summary statistics, and
where hypothesis tests were not possible, visual examinations
and comparisons were made with the results from the t sets of

data to check for consistency and similarity. In analyzing these
data, two pertinent facts about the distribution of the data
surfaced. First, the data were not normally distributed. Iii

general, as is depicted in "igure 1, the data were highly skewed
in the positive direction a'd truncated in trio negative direction
(usually at zero). Second, since both sets of data are estimates
of the same population, the data are correlated to some unknown
degree. Because individual data for each institution were not
available from JMA, the actual correlation between the two sampl,
could not be calculated. Hypothesis tests for diffeiences in
means were, therefore, calculated for three different values of
the correlation coefficient (r=.50, .75, and .90)..

The two hypothesis tests that were possible (i.e., for which
formulas have been derived for dependent or correlated samples)
were for the difference between (a) the means and (b) the variances.
It is well known that the t-test for mean differences is robust
even under extreme violations of the normality assumption. It is

perhaps equally well-known that the test for equality of variances
is extremely sensitive to non-normality, so much so that most
variance tests may be considered tests of the normality of the
distribution of the data.l A few values of the test for equality
of variances for dependent samples were calculated and very high t
values were found, a finding which\the authors believe generally
reflected the extreme skewness of the data rather than a true
difference in variances.

,1There is a test for equality of variances that is not sensitive to
non-normality, but it,requires individual data, and, thus, could
not be used.
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The t-test for means which we used was:

-
2)
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are the variances; N1,where X
l'

X are the

the sample sizes; rij

means; S1
2

S2
2

1,1

is the correlatien between. the samples.

(This is the standard formula for this test except that is

are

usually Oven, rather than the V(N1 N
2
)/2. In most cases, one

would haVe matched pairs of data and, therefore, equal N's in each

group. In our study, the samPle sizes were sometimes slightly

diff:.-c'Evt tot the two samples.)

Statistical Results

Tables 1, 2, and.3 show all summary statistics (with the
exceptiOn'of quart-41es) fo.:1973-74, 1974-75, and 1975-76,
respectively, for each of 'the 13 variables. Each:of the statistics

is discuSsed below.

N Sumber:' f Observations

There Were,viitior fluctuations in the number of institutions

with non-zerodata. Both, FC.IS and JMA repotted nonzero data for
plant assets and net tuitio: and fees for,eVery'institiStion in
every y&ar.---For-theother'five variables-, the two samples differed..

by one to three inSt'itutinS and in no case differed by more than 11
institutionsof a total of 125)=.

Minimum

Generally, across the three years, minimum values recorded or

the JWt and HEGIS similar.sampes were quite simr. For 19 of the
variablLs, thc.; rich sets 9f minimum values were three thousand or
fewer 'dollars apart. The largeSt differences between the two sets
of data occured in two areas. The first area was in the chdnges in

the fund balances. In 1974-75, the minimum values for the annuity
and life fund balances, Were substantially different as were the
1975-76 minimum v.,lues for hange in the lean fund and plant fund
balances. Other minimums _or fund balance increases or decreases
were quite similar for VEG S and J.M.4. The other large discrepancy
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Data Element

Het Tuition and Fees2

Sifts and Private Grants

Endowment Income

Other Revenue

External Plant Debt

Plant Assets '

Physical Plant Interest

Current Funds Balance
Het Change

Loan Funds Balance
range

,/c Funds Balance

. s.d Life Funds
1. Net Change

Pltart,Fulids Balance

Net'Change

Table 1
,

1973-74 FIMANCIL DATA SUMMSRY STATISTICS (S000) ,

CALCULATED USING UEGI: VERSUS mat MINTER ASSOCIATES DATA'
(H 125 IV TUTIOMS)

H

REGIS ,.:MA

Minimum

REGIS JIM

Maximum

HEGIS Jm4 ,AEGIS

Mean

JNA

Std. Oev.

HEGIS Jr%

125 I...''; -68 18 48730 46098 sion 5314 72I5 7339

125 .,..; 2 2 30250 33074 i 1823 1929 4160 4415

115 112 1 3 50490 51689 1 1540 1501 5586 5063

120 124 2 3 112800 23830 : 2739 1185 11429 3484

113 119 111100 96940 ; 6647 ,6326 11580 10424

125 12E 596 430000 758254 32900 38225 57320 37741

ECM: These values were not collected in the 1973-74 HEnis Survey

/ /Zeroes were excluded from analysis for the first seven variables in this table and included in the.remaining five.

/

2'Iet/
tuition and fees is revenue from tuition and fees minus expenditures for scholarships and fellowships.

Table 2

1974-75 FlUAMCIAL DATA SUTVIARY STATISTICS (S000)

CALCULATED USIII0 HEGIS VERSOS JOIR1 11111TER ASSOCIATES DATA

(11 125 IUSTITUflONS)

Bata Flement IIEGIS

M

JFIA

Minimum

HEGIS JIM

Maxima

IIEGIS J/IA

Mean

HMS JHA

Std. Dev.

IIEGIS Jr%

Het Tuition and Fees? 125 125 650 7 53250 53930 3564 5702 7044 0131

i Gifts and Private Grants 125 125 2 2 35150 75150 199? 2097 4919 4041

1 Endowment Income 114 II] 4 2 570013 5705 1606 1643 6253 6212

1 Other Revenue 121 124 2 5 27961 28698 1465 1441 4350 '-97

External Plant Debt 117 119 3 4 110900 95212 6713 6537 11710 1,, A

Plant Assets 125 125 590 591 430000 .764234 33879 40073 60040 90094

Physical Plant Interest 115 108 1 4 4742 4742 201 310 516 snn

Current Funds'llalance
Het Change 125 125 -5677 6311 27580 6314 416 115 3149 1.413

Loan Funds Balance
Het Change 125 125 -363 -303 5974 3181 226 210 666 534

Endowment Funds Balance
Het Change 125 125 -21160 -20925 110900 34043 66! -4 11. !II . 4220

Annuity and Life Funds
Balance Het Change 125 125 -524 -1159 2703 21113 72 03 371 404

Plant Funds Balance
Net Change 125 125 -263 -225 12370 13509 1144 1584 2549 2164

1 Zeroes were excluded from analysis for the first seven variables In this table and Included In the remalnInn five.

?Het tuition and fees Is revenue from tuition and fees minus
expenditures for scholarships and fellowships.'
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Table 3

1975-75 FINANCIAL DATA SUMMARY STATISTICS (5000) ,

CALCULATE' USING HEGIS VERSUS JOHN MINTER ASSOCIATES DATA'
(N = 125 INSTITUTIONS)

Data Element NEGIS

N

JMA

Minimum

HEGIS JMA

Maximum

HEGIS JMA

Mean

HEGIS JMA

Std. Oev.

HEGIS JMA

Net Tuition and Fees2 125 125 -57 -30 , 61830 63720 6259 64R6 8945 9322

Gifts and Private Grants 123 125 3 3 35150 35440 2159 2184 5109 5053

Endowment Income 112 113 5 4 57000 57650 1685 1734 6334 6374

Other: Revenue 124 124 1 , 9 3383n 33838 1596 1568 513? 4891

External Plant Debt 117 119 1 19 139400 127631 7137 7180 14230 13E06

Plant Assets 125 125 599 598 430000 775494 34390 41998 62220 93822

Physical Plant Interest 117 106 1 3 4911 4911 285 324 523 610

Current Funds Balance
Net Change 125 125 -11440 -12601 1589 2193 -L18 -155 1253 1373

Loan Funds Balance
Net Change 125 125 -192 -99 3290 3634 220 243 4Q6 545

Endowment Funds Balance
Net Change 125 125 -831 -959 49920 34073 1205 1273 5019 4292

Annuity and Life Funds
Balance Net Change 125 125 -795 -750 1121 2480 49 88 177 351

Plant Funds Balance
Net Change 125 125 -555 -278 17540 18142 1328 1574 2684 3119

Tota' FIE Student
. Enrollment 125 125 125 125 20551 19332 2769 2885 3358 3473

'Zeroes were: excluded ;ram analysis for the firLt seven variables in this table and included in the remaining five.

2
Net tuition and fees is revenue from tuition and fees minus expeilJitwas for scholarships and fellowships.
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between the two groups occurred Jm the minimum reported value
for net tuition and fees for 1973-74 and 1974-75. (It should
be noted that a few negative values were found for this
computed variable for both JMA and HEGIS samples, indicating
reported excess of scholarship and fellowship expenditures over
revenues from tuition and fees.)

Maximum

Reported maximum values for JMA and HEGIS were within three
percent of each other for the four revenue variables in fiscal
years 1975 and 1976. (There were somewhat greater discrepancies
in 1974, probably because the new HEGIS form, which incorporated
more specific reporting instructions, was not in use at that
time.) HEGIS maximum'values for plant debt and plant interests
were within 16 percent of the JMA values. Within the fund account
variables, .however, there was considerable variability in reported
maximums between the two samples, with the exception of ti'n
crease (or decrease) to the plant fund balance. These di nces
were not consistent in magnitude or direction across the iunu
accounts, and tended to decrease in 1975-76.

Mean

Table 4 shows the results of calculating t - tests for the
differences between the means for JMA and HEGIS fur three pcss:P%1
values of the correlation coefficients (r=.50, .75, and .90;. The
critical value of t is 1.98 for a two-tailed te t with a=.05 and
120 degrees of freedom. In no case for r .75 did the means
differ significantly bets.. en the two samples, and in only four
instances (of a possible 31) did the means differ significanCLy
the correlatioh was assumed to be as high as .90. Even for tle
four statistically significant variables (19i4 ",orhet' reveau,
1975 and 1976 change in plant fund balance, rand 1916 change in
annuity and life fund balance), the t values *.serer only slihtly
greater than 1.98; since in performing 33 t tests one would expect
(by chance alone) three Type I errors, a finding .of four ,uch values
does not provide much evidence of highly signific At differaces
even for these four variables. There is ahrsthor l_tason to -.!j3c.11unt

the importance of these statistically 91gnificant mean differences.
Given the other distributional similarities found ttween The two
sets of data, one can argue that a correlatioF.! tne
samples of .90 tends to support the hypothesis -;:bt the diirThntions
are nearly identical, even if the means were moceratelv differt
in these four instances.

Standard Deviation

As was stated previously, because the distributins wt h5-lily

skewel for all 1.3 variables, it was not possible to statIL:tJ.La3ly
test Eor differences in variances of the two sets of data s simply
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Table 4:

SUMMARY OF t-STATISTICS FOR GIFFEREHCES IN MEAN
FOR THREE VALUES OF THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

1973774 1974-75 1975-76

11

Data Element
t when r=

N

t when r= t when r=
.50 .75 .90 .5C .75 - .90 .50 .75 .90

Net. Tuition and Fees 125 -.33 -.46 -.73 125 -.31 -.43 -.68 125 -.28 -.39 -.62

Gifts and Private Grants 125 -.28 -.39 -.61 125 -.22 -.31 -.49 124 -.05 -.08 .12

Endowment Income 113.5 -.08 -.11 113.5 .07 .10 .16 112.5 -.08 -.12 -.18

Other Rev -ue 122 1.69 1. °9 2.:)4 122.5 .09 .14 124 .06 .09 .14

External Plant Debt 118.5 .32 .44 .69 128 .17 .24 .37 118 -.03 -.05 -.07

Plant Assets 125 -.90 -1:19 -1.58 125 -1.57 125 -1.03 -1.36 -1.83

Physical Plant Interest, 111.5 -.57 -.80 -1.25 111.5 -.72 -1.00 -1.54

Current Funds. Balance
Net Change 125 1.34 1.53 1.69 125 .31 .44 .69

Loan Funds Balance
Net Change 125 .13 .18 .26 125 -.49 -.70 -1.08

Endowment Funds Balance
Net Change 125 .77 .88 .99 125 -,1C -.23 -.35

Annuity and Life Funds
Balance Net Change 125 7.32 -.45 -.70 125 -1.43 -1.76 -2.11

Plant Funds Balance
Net Change 125 -1.01 -1.42 -2.23 125 -.94 -1.31 -2.01

Table 5

El1AnCIA1 DATA 14161TilE MINIS F99 OBIS AIM JOIN 010TER ASSOCIATES PATA (5nfln)

1973-74 1974-25 1n75-74

V.,: the 50: the 75' the 25" tie 50* the 75'. tile 25' the 59* 111e 75' tile
-__-

11615 JIBS IIPAIS 10615 J7N 11E615 3P19 11E615 11E615 OAnate Elenmot 195)5 J'w 10A15 4'91 10c151 J.4 -1

het Tuition and Pees 915 1073 2186 2418 5914 6951 994 1185 29:n 2512 6435 Ryon 118n 1757 2791 291; 7911 7444 ;

Gyfts al.1 Private Grants 706 295 564 574 iosn 1101 311 116 691 ASn 1111 1166 778 195 All 810 /".4 1714

Er41",,,nt 1,1CO3,e

fleveooe

55

122

50

60

106

327

197

210

558

717

571

517

67

87

ri 197

213

231

217

794

4111

778

SI?

57

RA

Sr,

71

217

7.11

717

72'

747 71; 1

517 '11
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observing the standard deviations for botil groups, one can see
that for (a) the four revenue variables, (b) plant debt, (c)
'plant interest, (d) loan fund balanc:2 net change, and (e) plant
fund balance net change, the standar deviations were quite
similar, For plant assets, the JMA standard deviation was
about half again as large as. for HEGIS across all three years.
The other dissimilar standard deviations were in the three
remaining fund balance net change variables. In general.,

standard deviations of the two groups were more similar in
1975-76 than the other two years.

Quartiles

Table 5 shows the three quartile points for each set of
data and each scal year. Again, there is no statistical
test for percentile differences between dependent samples.
Visual inspection of the results in Table 5 leads to the
conclusion that the three qua -t-Llepoints are remarkably
similar--across all 12 variables and across all three years.

The Distribution as a Whole

Figure 2 shows the net tuition and fees with the seven
summary statistics indicated for both HEGIS ark. JMA. As can
be seen in Figure 2, six of the seven statistics fell in the
same frequency class for both samples, and the seventh, the
maximum, was two classes higher for JMA than for HEGIS. While
we cannot obtain an actual frequency distribution for the JMA
data as is shown here for HEGIS data, there is every reason to
believe that the plot would differ little from that graphed in
Figure 2. This graph is typical of others that could be drawn.

Conclusions

The purpose of this study T7ns to address three questions:

1. Are HEGIS financial data significantly different
from the JMA financial data?

2. Are certain HEGIS data elements more likely than
others to differ from the same JMA data items?

3. 'lave the HEGIS finencLJ data become more c,r. less
accurate over the three year time period from fiscal
7ear 1974 to 1976?

Addressing the second question first, there is, in fact,
more agreement between HEGIS and JMA for certain items than
for others. The four revenue variables and :le plant eebt
variable are the most consistent between the two samples across
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the three years. Plant assets, physical plant interest, and net
change in endowment fund balance are next in consistency,
followed by the remaining four netchangeinfundbalance
variables. Even for this group of variables, however,
differences were generally not substantial across most of
the seven statistics: means were almost never significantly
different; standard deviations were not very different; the
three quartiles were quite similar; and most minimum and
maximum values were comparable.

There were some trends observed in the degree of
similarity of the statistics we ex-mined across the three
fiscal years. Some of the larger differences between REGIS
and JMA maximum and minimum points tended to become insignifi7
cant by fiscal year 1976. The differences noted for "other
revenue" in 1973-74 also became insignificant in the following
two years (probably due to the change in the REGIS financial
data survey form that occurred between 1974 and 1975). Differences
between REGIS and JMA data for the five fund balance variables
were somewhat inconsistent between the two years for which we had
data: for some of the five, differences decreased slightly and
some increased slightly_from 1975 to 1976.

Perhaps the question of greatest interest in viewing the data
over time is whether not the most recent data (1975-76) can be
said to be reliable and accurate when compared against JMA data
as the standard. The answer to this question is also the answer
to the first question stated above co' :ming whether or not the
two data bases are significantly different. The two sets of data
yield statistics that are very similar in most cases for 1975-76.
In this year, the means for all variables were not statistically
different (except for t.,) variables when the correlation is
assumed to be .90, an assumption that in itself tends to supnort
the hypothesis of similar distributions, even if these two means
are moderat21y statistically different). The standard deviations
were kenerally in. the same range. (The two variables which had
somewhat different standard devlations were plant assets and net
change in the annuity and life income fund balance.) And minimum,
maximum, and percentile points were all in close agreement between
REGIS and JMA in fiscal year 1976.

Overall, we believe the results of this study show that the
REGIS data (at least when considered in the aggregate) co pare very
favorably to data obiained independently using procedures known to.
he very reliable. There is evidence from this study that REGIS
data, at least for private institutions, are becoming increasingly
accurate over time, and that any of the variables reported on in
this study (and probably most other financial variables) can be
used in the aggregate with confidence that the results are reliable
and
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COMMENTS ON METHODOLOGICAL
AND STATISTICAL PROBLEMS PRESENT IN

FINANCIAL MEASURES ANALYSES

A. Jackson Stenner
NTS Research Corporation

I was introduced to the problems and potential of measuring
the financial conditions of colleges and universities last year at
the first annual conference on this topic. Prior to 'last year's
conference, I critiqued a paper published by Lupton and Augenblick
in Change magazine and, at Carol Van Alstyne's request, made some
recommendations for improving the methodology' employed in that
study. I-admit to being a newcomer to this field, but at the same
time find that some of the statistical and methodological approaches
surrounding the veasurement of financial health are closely related
to techniques and approacher, with which I have been working for

t several years. My remarks today are quick reactions to the papers
we-have-heard-and, as such, may at times appear a little disjointed.

Analytic Framework

First, I am impressed with the importance of a good conceptual
framework to guide the development of indicators of financial
condition, or financial health. I am also impressed -ith the

variance in conceptual frameworks.-that evolve when serer..

analysts set about the 'ask of framework development. A very in-
formative exercise would be to compare a ciuple of these concep-
tual frameworks. For instance, Paul Wing's and Doug Collier's
frameworks could be applied to a common data set tc determine how
our inferences might change regarding financial conditions of these
institutions if we adopt a different conceptual framework. As one
consideration for further research, I suggest that it would be
fruitful to identify additional conceptual framewoks, and then
apply all these conceptual frameworks to a rommou data set and see
what judgmental differences we might Arrive at.

Level of Analysis

A second general point which was addressed briefly by Hans
Jenny, is that we are perhaps too 2omfortable with the process of
aggregation of data from one level to the next. There are some

very knotty technical issues surrounding the aggregation pr:.,:lem
that are being explored by very competent statisticians today.
Much of this work is far enough developed that it has something to
offer to those working in this area.
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The process of going from institutional to regional-data and
then to some kind of national index is not as straightforward a
process as it might first appear. It is not like adding up the
number of cattle in the state of California and then getting the
number of cattle in HEW Region Nine, and then the number of cattle
in the nation. The relationships, in particular, among the,
indicators within states, within regions, and at the national
level,. must remain invariant if we are going to be permitted to
make the same inferences about differences at those levels when
the figures are aggregated. I am persuaded from the limited
analyses I have done in this area that those relationships do not
remain invariant. Blind aggregation of relational data without
consideration of how the meaning of indicators changes in moving
from level to level is a dangerous practice because we infer
meaning from the relationships that these variables have with one
another at their respective levels. When these relationships
change, then the inferences we choose to make from the indicator
values must also necessarily change. Too often we do not qualify
our analyses at these respective levels wLth some attention to the
structure of the indicator relationships and how that structure
changes from level to.level. This same concern applies to year-to-
year analyse:.

Quality and Performance Indicators

The third general consideration, which was addressed by a
couple of presenters today, concerns the assessment of "quality"
in addition to input of financial variabies. Clearly the pre-
vailing zietgeist at the Secretary level in HEW is characterized
by an emphasis on performance or qualLty indi ators.

Let us takv a topic closer to my area of current interest,
Head Start, a program for disadvantaged three-, four-, and five-
year olds. Secretary Califano is committed to developing a set
of 25 to 30 indicators for what you might call the programmatic
health of Head Start. HEW wants to apply these indicators each
year as a check on the extent to which the program is in place and
operating as Cengress auu HEW intend it to operate. This applocc,h

is appropriate primarily for mature programs because it is
for granted that the program is effective and there is little
probability that any new information is going to dislodge Head
Start as a line item in the Administration's budget. The prc8ram
has built up a constituency and it is taken for grarted that Head
Start is successfully delivering some social good. The question as
far as HEW is concerned is: How do we keep it on track? This
movement toward performance indicators is gaining momentnm and may,
in the future, affect higher education.

There is increasing recognition of a discontinuity between the
policy perspective--the time frame within which policymaking
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operates at the Federal level--and the ability of evaluations to
deliver information to policymakers. This discontinuity is
recognized as being rather large, and since institutions have short
memories, we may anticipate increasing emphasis on quick turn-
around studies and annual indicators that can alert policymakers
to trends. It is thiS latter Federal interest that makes the
financial indicator work so timely.

Collier-Patrick Study

I would like to make a couple of comments about Doug Collier's
and Cathleen Patrick's paper. I think their work, which built upon
Andrew Lupton's and John Augenblick's methodology to a large extent,
effectively addressed some of the problems in that earlier work.
Collier's is the kind of work that enables this development process
to proceed rapidly. It is one thing to sit around and talk about
the types of problems one encounters in doing this. kind of work and
what the solution might be, and another thing to actually try it.
I think we have seen in the one year between Andrew's and John's
work, and Doug Collier's work here, a rather substantial improve-
ment._ I would like to touch a little bit on some of the methodo-
logical problems which I think were resolved in this new pies' of
work and some which still remain.

Cross-Validation of Results

The first consideration in all of this work is that whenever
we use measures of association, in this case product moment
correlations, it is absolutely essential that we cross-validate
those estimates, particularly when the correlations are computed
on small sample sizes. Now the typical way we think about cross-
validation is that we have some kind of hold-out sample but, as
Doug might rightfully point out, when you only have 45 cases, it
is not a wise thing to take half of and use them for cross-

validation purposes.

But there are a couple of alternats in small sample re-
search that do enable you to cross-v lidate your results, one of
which was developed by John Tukey. in applying ttie "Jack Knife"
technique. you systematically back ol:: ten percent of the sample,
let's say, and recompute your, estimates on the remaining sample,
then average n2:ro,'2 rfich of the replicates to get an estimate of

the regression coefficient. This estimate is a more generalizable
value than one computed without the "Jack Knife" technique. I

would encourage that small sample work such as Doug's draw upon
some of the cross-validation methodologies that have been developed
to inform us a little more about how much confidence we can place
in some of-these values.
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Generalizability Analysis

. I was a little surprised to see in Collier's correlation
matrix example how little relationship there was among die
indicators. There are two possnilities Ior those small
correlations: One is that the values are conceptually independent;
another is that they are very unreliable. If you have a lot of
error variance in these indicators, then you are not going to get
very high correlation among them. I suggest that some rather
rigorous reliability, or what is now being called generalizability,
work b, done on these indicators to try to identify the different
,sources of error that influence indicator scores and the extent to
Which measurement error is conditioned by the type of institution.

There has been a lot of focus on private and public institu-
tions. That split is intuitively a very obvious split, but there
might be some dimensionswhich we are ignoring now, which w_ed to
be taken into consideration. The sample may need to be broken
on those dimensions because the estimates that we get are not in-
variant across those characteristics. By invariant. across those

characteristics, I mean the indicator does not have the-game
meaning in public institutions as it might have in private institu-
tions. There maybe other similar breaks 5n institutional type
that would render our indicators invalid when we are interested in
comparing indicator values that cross those types.

The only justifiable basis for grouping indicators into
categories once data is available -- conceptually you can do it
before the data arrives--is if the correlations among indicators
within the Category are higher than-the-correlations of-those
indi ors with indicators in other categories. I did not see any

evidence for that in the presentation. But as Doug Collier
mentioned, th,lre is interest in applying factor-analysis or multi-
dimensional scaling. Either would allow you to get some indica-
tion of the extent to which the group.ag of indicators is
empirically a sound procedure.

Continuous vs. Dichotomous Variables

One problem with the s'cudy, which was also the problem I
raised with the Lupton and Augenblick study, is that we would like
to think about financial condition as a continuous variable, not a.
dichotomous variable. I think some of the pcopie who made repre-
sentaions"today alludr+to the fact that it is not necessarily a
discrete kind of thin, you do not reach a point where all of a
sudden you are/financially in trouble--where if you had ten
dollars more you would ;ave been financially all right. It is a

continuous variable.
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Sources of Error in Ratios

Lastly, ratios are very sensitive devices. Are, as I have

listened to Kent Halstead for the. last three times that I have
heard him speak--he has a way of thinking, a paradigm, which I
think would be very useful. When anybody presents him with an
indicator he immediately reverts to tlinking about ways that it
might not tell you what you think it is telling you, which is an
armchair way of looking at different sources of error. I think
these indicators are very errorridden; a fruitful activity
would be to attempt to identify the different sources of error
which operate on the indicator scores. I would suggest that a
ratio brings two potential sources of error. The error

'associated with both the variables present in the ratios can run-'
up that error count very quickly. Thinking about the whole problem
of error and how we can estimate error is a very useful way of
thinking abol the whole range of reliability and validity issues,

-ause they all revolve arouhd the notion of different sources of
Dr in our indicators. A useful activity might be to develop a

taxonomy sources of error for these kinds of measures.
J
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS: THE FIRST STEPS

.Nathan Dickmeyer
American'Council on Education

A good analysis of the financial condition and prospects of
a college or university can help guide policy decisions
tuition levels, salary increases, staffing levels and endoWmant -
payout ratas: Financial analysi2 can also provide early Warnings,
of approaching crises:. These analyses typically begin with budget
item projections from.histOrical or logically based rates of
growth-and lead toan,examination of various budget proportions.:
arid- comparisons with similar institutions.

effort blends the data-gathering Workbook being put to-,
geth:,7 by 1.-yn Mawr.Collegeancl the computerized financial trade-
off Alysis of Stanford 1.TniversitK.11 Our .goal is to develop a

a T:ancil-(and,desk calcUlator) approach to financial,
a, ' for a small SthoolVhich approximates tby sophistication

ord's analysis of available financial optIonsThis paper--
desr',,ibas the data needed for the analysis and the "problem

flnOin'2/ necessary to begin the analytis. The detail of the
lias been made into a workbook and is now belng tested,

Pr *_a Gathering

The data .nee stary for. careful 7axcalys.is must be brought to-
gether Trommany sources and in many forms, '.:cluding:

A. Cott of Funct on. The Higher Education cenel:al Survey:
(HEGIS)- asks for:expense- data in this form, at :least ih gross
categories like instruction, -research and student services. .

1/ The comparative financial analysis. project at Bryn I.1.1wr is

-directed by Margaret Healy, Treasurer, and.funded by the
.Ford Foundation. Carol Van AlStyne, Hans Jenny, Richard
Ramsden, and Nathan Dickmeyer have served a.--tontultants to

to the project.

A desCr n'clon ofStanfOrd's work is available in Dickmeyer,
Hop 'nsand ,classy,' "Trades: A Model for Interacive
Planning," NACUBO Business Officer. (March 1972i): 22-27.

2/- Pounds, W. F., The Protess of Problem Findipg,", industrial
Minagement Review (Fall 1969):, 1-19.
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A. Cost of Objects. Data in this form would include all
administrative salaries, all supplies and all equipment. Having
data available in object form makes projecting future costs
easier. Most cost series trend data (e.g., Halstead's Higher Edu-
cation Prices and Price Indexes areare based on object_costs.

Object data provide a good vehicle for cost control. Policies
for average salary increases, travel or equipment are sometimes
easier to monitor than total program costs.

C. Marginal-Costs and Revenues. What is the cost of a
change? Given the real probability of changing numbers of stu-
dents or faculty, or changing tuition or salary levels, what is
the full impact of these changes? What is the total incremental
cost of adding a faculty member inclUding salary, benefits,
library costs, secretarial costs, etc.? What would be the net
gain of adding 100 students? This calculation reduces the tuition
revenue gain by the projected increases to institutional student
aid, to library costs and to student services costs.

D. Budget vs. Expense Data. In institutions where controls
successfully keep expenses near to budget figures-and where yearly
budget changes are thoughtfully incorporated to make sure that
budgets are not merely recognitioas of expenditures faits accompli,
we recommend the use of budget data. Budget data are immune to the
one-time "accidents" of expenditure or income which are easily
corrected the following year and which should not be included in
any projection calculations. Second, the data are timely. In

general, a good budget for any year is available one or two years
before good expense data. However, where budget data are not
available, or where budgets are sham concoctions of guesses about
what powerful budget officers will actually do, expense data are
best used.

E.,, Projections. With the data above, projections s\ould be

made using these rules.

1. If no policies or information exist about future levels of
a budget item, simple mathematical projections should be
done. At Bryn Mawr we have projected using the weighted
average of historical growth rates with four to five
years of data. The weights imply a 50 percent gain in
relevancy for each succeeding year.

1/ Halstead, D. Kent, Higher Education Prices and Price Indexes,
DHEW Publication No. (OE) 75-17005, 1975.

iv
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2. If better information is available, historical trends
should be ignored. In,California, the cost of utilities
can be predicted using rainfall estimates and natural
gas availability estimates. Historical trends (which
include drought years) produce poor estimates. Also,

gift income can be better estimated from pledge counts
and knowledge about the ebb and flow of gift'campaigns
than from historical trends.

3. If policies exist, for example; that tuition or salaries
should follow the estimated consumer price index (CPI),
then these figures should be used for projections rather
than historical averages. Part of the analysis, of
course, will be to vary these figures in a search for the
policies which best produce'the desired financial balance.
However, as.a starting paint, policies (or even nonpoli-
ciesli --practices which simply "are" even though some,
control may be possible) should be explicitly recognized
in the projection.

F. Aggregation. At this point the decision maker is prob-
ably inundated with numbers, and, if non-computer analysis is
going to be possible, some simplification must occur.

1. Lump together all those individual numbers which may be
covered by a single policy--all administrative salaries
(both student service and general), all fringe benefits,
etc.

2. Lump together nonpolicy items whose costs or revenues may
be grow',,g similarly and can be covered by a single,
approximated growth rate -- equipment, all contracts

including fire, police, custndial, etc.

II. Problem Finding

With the data assembled as above, some quick checks are
possible.

A. Growth Rate Imbalance.

Applying the appropriate growth rate to each expense and
income item (the endowment income projection is more complex but
has been described in the workbook) , the total dollar growth of

1/ Bachrach, P. and M. S. Baratz, Power and Poverty, New York:
Oxford University Press, 1970.
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expense and income can be calculated. If the new dollars of
expense exceed the new dollars of income (and they usually do) an
examination of the policies reflected in the analysis is war-
ranted. income growth rates (e.g., tuition) may
need to be raised, or planned expense increases (e.g., salaries)
may need to be cut back. The urgency of the problem is dictated
by the size of the increasing deficit each year. Another option
is'to undertake cost cutting campaigns to make one-time reduc-
tions of higher growth sectors of the budget, thus bringing down
the overall average growth of expenses.

B. Asset Depletion.

1. Endowment. Is the endowment forecasted to continue
to provide the same share of income to the budget? In other words,.

is the value of the endowment growing-as fast as expenses?

2. Is maintenance expenditure per square foot of space
keeping abreast of needs?"

3. Are current assets providing the same cushion as be-
fore, or does there seem to be a movement (not necessarily bad) to-
ward a precarious cash position? (Is it getting harder and harder

to send in that bi-weekly social security check?).

C. Control Indicators.

The projected growth rates are useful as indicators of past
policy, because they summarize in one number the behavior of a
financial item over several previous years. From these numbers
one can detect the inefficiency of a budget control system, for

example, expense growth far above the CPI (especially when calcu-
lated per student). Likewise, partial control may be evident.
Salaries may show careful budget control while other expenses may
have been allowed to run wild. Certain income items may show
neglect at a time when diligence is needed.

D. Quality Shifts.

What is the projected student/faculty ratio? Are administra-

tive costs swamping instructional expenditures? Have policies
forced library acquisitions (in volume not dollar terms) to fall?
What is the projected cost of enrolling a student (e.g., has qual-
ity and reputation slipped such that the scholarship, recruiting
and admissions cost per new enrollee has skyrocketed)?



III. Analysis

A. Growth Rate Analysis.

With Bryn Mawr College data, we have been able to outline
some of the policy options necessary to bring expense and income
growth rates into line. Single changes like the necessary yearly
increase to tuition are easy to calculate by substitution. Simple .

algebra Allows the graphing of two-variable options. like the amount
of increased tuition growth against necessary decreased faculty
salary growth.

B. Asset Depletion.

Payout policies were tested by simple substitution to find
the best rate to ensure the continued effectiveness of the
endowment.

C. Control'Indicators.

Bryn Mawr has shown good salary budget control and excellent
attention to fund raising. The growth of a numberof nonsalary
expenses may be worth investigating according to the analysis.

D. Quality Shifts.

This analysis is incomplete.

'Conclusion

The workbooks for data gathering and analysis ,are two

potentials. First, administrators may find problems ani explore
policy options. Second, they may become familiar enough with this
style of analysis to begin to computerize the projections, aggrega-
tions and policy option exploration. Without this preliminary
work, the computer approach can be too threatening and "Black Box."
Doing the analysis by hand in a simplified form can make the trans-
ition to more soPhisticated approaches much easier.



COSTING CONCEPTS, METHODOLOGIES, AND USES

David I. Carter
The University of Alabama System

This paper presents a brief discussion of costing concepts,
methodologies, and uses and a review of a specific instance in
which cost data was used to evaluate an institution's operations
and determine its level of funding.

Value of Costing

Costing has been higher education's "moon shot." It is possible
that higher educaticn will spend a minimum of $10 million for costing
in the current fiscal year. Higher education has probably spent more
than $500 million for costing in the past 50 years.

But despite these expenditures, "costing" has yet to be made
an effective administrative tool. Most of the work in the field of
costing is on how to do it--and not on how to use the output of
costing. Furthermore, in general, costing efforts produce average
unit data for past periods. Such data are of value in looking at the
future only if (a) they are normative and (b) the exact circumstances
and conditions reoccur, neither of which is likely.. But, despite
these stated shortcomings of costing; benefits have resulted:

By doing costing, higher education has been obliged to
look at the totality of its operations.

By doing costing, institutions are led to understand the
interrelationlips among their various activities.

Concepts

Higher education institutions have a pattern of life, and this
pattern of life is made up of streams of activity both in the cases
of revenues and expenditures (see. Exhibit 1). Furthermore, within
these major streams are various minor currents. For example, within
public institutions, state appropriations are generally received at
the beginning and for certain intervals of the fiscal year, while
tuition and fees are received at different times and intervals.
Similarly, in the case of expenditures, salaries are paid at certain
interval's while supplies and equipment are paid for at different
intervals. It -is the recognition of such variations and the inter-
relationships between them that allows for the most effective
financial administration. The work currently being done by NACUBO
on cost behavior recognizes this point and has the potential of
being of gkeat value to higher education institutions.
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Comparable Data

The "comparability" side of costing is also being dealt with.
Even when the proper kinds of cost data are in hand, it is necessary
to have compatible information from institutions that are similar in
nature to those being evaluated. That is to say, the effective use
iof cost data depends on (a) uniformly derived information and (b)
similar types of activities (see Exhibit 2).

Cost Classifications

Cost data can be classified in six ways. The purpose at hand
dictatev. the class or classes of data that should be used (see

Exhibit 3). The cost classes are associated with the primary admin-
istrative functions: planning, execution, and evaluation (see Exhibit

4). There are "soft" and "hard" uses, characterized as being intui-
tive and direct, respectively. The accompanying exhibits reflect
how cost data should be used. However, this use varies depending
on politics, legislation, organizational structure, organizational

level, management styles, etc.

As elusive as this general area maybe, this is where the hard
work in costing is needed and, indeed, costing will not.become an
effective management tool until real progress has been made here.

Use of Cost Data in Kentucky

The Council on Higher Education in Kentucky recently established
a policy regarding the use of cost data. The policy provides that
cost data will be used by the Council (1) to set tuition and fees,
(2) for broad planning, and (3) to respond to various legislative

requests. The policy further, directs the staff to actively pursue
the development of cost data which could be used to recommend budgets

and to evaluate programs among Kentucky's eight institutions. Finally,

the policy states that cost data should be used for the detailed dis-

tribution of funds and to control activities only at the institutional
level.

In response to the Council's direction, the staff has for two
years coordinated for all institutions a very detailed cost analysis

generally following the approach established by NCHEMS's Information

Exchange Project. However, since this approach produced primarily
aIerage historical costs, efforts are being undertaken to modify the

study so that in the future it can deal with such matters as fixed
and variable cost and incremental costs. The staff felt that this

step was necessary if the data were to be an effective tool for

budgeting and program evaluation.

Cost data has been used to evaluate and determine the funding

of one of Kentucky's state universities. The approach used was to

compare that institution with five of its sister institutions. The

process consisted of first determining whether or not a selected
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institution was comparable. This was done by looking at its size

(enrollment, total expenditures plant value, etc.) and by looking
at the relative proportion of effort that it had in instruction,
research, public service, etc. As a second step (see' Exhibit 5),
the total direct cost and state support per student-credit-hour,
by academic discipline, by academic level was analyzed (see Exhibit

6). Third, the support cost per dollar of credit -hour instruction
was reviewed (see'Exhibit 7). The summarized findings,of.these
various analyses are provided in Exhibit 8.,

Exhibit 9 addresses the conditions contributing to instances
of relatively high cost at the institution. It is highly inappro-
priate to conclude that an institution's cost is high or low based
on one or two statistics, e.g., total expenditures per student or

total state support per student. SuCh figures hide much more than

they.disclose. Referring to the above example, it can be seen that
while total figures imply high cost, a detailed examination disclosed
that costs were not high in all areas, and that in several areas in
which they were/high, such,costs were justifiable. This examination
also served the institution by pointing ou:: where high costs were
apparently not justifiable and suggesting areas for reducing these
costs.

In conclusion, people that produce and use cost data must go
this extra mile if the cost dc.ta are;: to be administratively effective.
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Exhibit 1

What is "Costing" ?
lAn Adjusted Time Photograp-h)

Revenue Stream'

Examples 1

State Appro.

Tuition/ Fees

Restricted

Endowment

Expenditure Stream 1

Examples

Salaries

Supplies

Equipment

Buildings

0

Period
of

Time
(Fiscal Yeur>

9

Ar\AA,NA/Vv\-

Presumption. The Institution Is a "Going Concern".
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Exhibit 2

COMPARABLE STATE GROUPS* STATE CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPARABILITY

Group 1: Hawaii Group 8: Illinois SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS
Nevada Indiana

Ohio 1. State Population
Pennsylvania

GroUp 2: California
New York

Group 9: Connecticut
Massachusetts
New Jersey
Rhode Island

2. Percentage Increase in Population (10
year period)

3. Population per Square Mile

4. Per cent of Population Living in Urban
Group 3: Iowa Group 10: Minnesota Areas

Kansas Vermont
Nebraska Wisconsin 5. Per cent of Population over 21

Wyoming
ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Group 4: Georgia Group 11: Delaware ,,

Texas Maryland 1. Per Capita Personal Income ..
loVirginia Michigan

Washington 2. Percentage Change in Per Capital Income
(10 year period)

Group 5: Louisiana Group 12: Alabama
New Mexico Arkansas 3. Personal Income
Utah .Kentucky

Mississippi 4. P4:rcentage Change in Personal Incama
North Carolina (10 year period)

Group 6: Arizona South Carolina
Colorado i. Tennessee 5. Per cent of Population below Poverty Level
Florida

Group 13: Maine 6. Unemployment Rate of Civilian Labor Force.
Missouri

Group 7: Idaho New Hampshire 7. Total Farm Income as per cent of Personal
Montana Oklahoma Income
South Dakota Oregon

West Virginia 8. Wages and Salaries in Manufacturing as
per cent of Personal Income

9. General Revenue per $1,000 of Personal
Income from State's own Sources

10. Per capital Revenue of State and Local
Governments. from State's own Sources

11. Per capital Tax Revenue of State and
*Alaska and Nor,th Dako::.a did not group with any Local Government
other state at the comparability level established.

12. Per capita General Expenditures
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Exhibit 3

COST CLASSIFICATIONS

I. Activity.

Variable

Semi-Variable

Fixed

3. Variability

r
Marginal

Average

0 I F
I N U
R 0 L
E I L.
C R
T E

C
-1.

Tracezmility

4. _2:-.T..!/ity

Standard

Actual

5. Mathematical 6.' Performance
Methodology

APPROPRIATE CLASS DETERMINED BY USE
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0

1..' Activity,

r.

Exhibit 4
,

OSES OF COST DATA

Planning ("soft ")
Academic Capital FInoriktlal

o. Primary
b. ;uotiort
c. Fu II

.
Execution ("hard")

Direction Control
cvo6ualTtn (°e..;.")

2. Traceabilily

h. Direct
b. rndireCt
C. Full

3. Variability

. V Hob!
b. Semi- yar Ie
c. Fixed

4. Longevity

a.
b. Caoltal

5. Mathematical Methodology

a. Average

.

b. lamina!

Performance

o. Actual
b. $tonclord

A
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EKU
49.27.

Exhibit

Percentage Relationships
Crom the

1.975/76 Cost Stutly

KSU
53.9%

MO
53.57.

yu
49.71.

NKU
46.0%

WKU
53.SX

natruction. .research and Public Service
Expenditure!? as a percentage of Education

and General "Operating" Er."ydnditures

4C/7e-

3C/7.

707.

EKU KSU MO NKU WKU

_ 4cr/. 90.47. 67.37. 5.07. 94.17. 8.27. 5.57.

Irmtruction ?..a.nera.1 :tures as a pe'rcentage

of prity..ry program expenditures

S67.

EKU mo ru ;KU W(UKSU

n.27. 89,2% 12.2% 90.47. 90.67. 90.57.

_75 ?_
Expenditures for credit hour inatructicn

as percentage of exiienditnires for

total iosrruction
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Exhibit 6

Tots1 Direct Cost 6 State Support
per Studenc Credit Hour
8), Academic Discipline

(Lower Division)

100..

so-

0 :zw-STATE

111 STATE

0700 Cccouter 6 Lnformaricii
Sciences

0803 Education 1000 Fine b Applied Arts 1100 Foreign Language,

1900. Physical Sciences 00
1/3....

5000 Ai/trios Fe Comarce Tech. Health Service And Paramonic
Tech. e 41)

0 101

CD

Total Lower Division Dast,per
Credit Hour

0



51.1:

Academic
Support
S.))

EASTERN

.96

KENTUCKY
STATE

Exhibit 7

Support Costs Per Dollar
of

Credit Hour Instruction

S .95

IOREHEAD

51.09

HURRAY

c.

51.16

NORTHERN

S .92

Academic
Support
5.20

Inst.
Support

5.21

WESTERN



Exhibit 8

SUMMARIZED FINDINGS

STATE OTHER TOTAL

I. Direct Instructional Costs/SCH
A. Lower Division-Undergraduate

Biological High High High
Business & Management High High High
Education High High High
Fine & Applied Arts High High High
Letters Medium High High
Social Sciences Low Medium Medium
Total High High High

B. Upper Division-Undergraduate
Education High 'High High
Fine & Applied Arts }fish High High
Letters Medium High High
Public Affairs & Sciences High High High
Social Sciences Medium Medium Medium
Total High High High

C. Combined Disciplines/Levels High High High

II.. Support Costs/FTE Student
A. Libraries High
B. Student Services High
C. Physical Plant 0 & M Low

III Support Costs/$ of Credit Hour Instr.
A. Libraries Low
B, Academic Support Low
C. Student Services High
D. Institutional Support Medium
E. Physical Plant C & M. Low

IV. Support versus Primary Programs
A. Libraries s Instruction Medium
B. Student Services s Instruction High
C. Academic Support s Primary Programs Low
D. Institutional Support i Primary Prog. Medium
E. Physical Plant 0 & M i Primary Prog. Low

Instate 'Out-of-State

V. Tuition as % of Full Costs
A. Lower Division Low
B, Upper Division

Low
Low Low

C. Graduate Low LOw
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Exhibit 9

CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING
TO

INSTANCES OF HIGH COST AT KSU

sigh Direct Unit Costs in Selected Disciplines'

Low Enrollment

High Attrition of Lower Division Students (?)

Proliferation of Student Majors (?)

sigh "Student Services" Costs/Student

Student Services Administration

Student Counseling

Financial Aid Administration

sigh "Library" Costs/Student

Low Enrollment

OTHER KEY POINTS

:xpenditures for Instruction, Research and Public Service Compare Favorably
lith Other Regional Institutions

:xpenditures for Support Programs As a Whole. Compare Favorably With
)ther Regional Institutions
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THE POTENTIAL OF A SHARED MCDELING SYSTEM

FOR MEASUREMENT OF COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL CONDITION
1
I

by Daniel A. Updegrove
EDUCOM

At least three related rationales cansbe.identified for mea-

suring the comparative financi.A. condition of colleges and univer-

sities. The first is the natural curiosity among institutions

competing for some of the same students; faculty, and resources, as

each institution examines its inputs and outputs in an ongoing quest

for better management and a competitive edge. The second is the

need for criteria by which to measure the effects on educational

institutions of current and proposed public policies. (The Lupton,

Augenblick, and Heyison research published in Change (September

1976) was motivated by the deliberations of the Booher Commission

in New Jersey.) Finally, several institutions have recently closed,

and scores of others perceive themselves to be in a state of financial

crisis. For these institutions, comparative measures might provide

(1) objective: criteria by which to measure the crisis and (2) pat -

terns. to ensure institutional survival.

A wide range of research is being brought to bear on this

important subject, as documented in the ACE Financial Measures Pro-

ject publications and in these conferences. Although progress has

certainly been made since Earl Cheit's first warning of the "New

Depression," It seems fair to conclude tha;: most educational admin-

istrators do not believe that measures r(levant to their institutions

have been devised. This conclusion is not too surprising, since there

is such a diverse range of colleges and universities, and since

relatively few institutional planners and decision makers have been

involved in the research to date.

Financial Planning Models

Until recently, similar criticisms could have been made abort

financial planning models for higher education. Models such as HELP/

PLANTRAN and SEARCH, CAMPUS, and RRPM, were judged to be, respectively,

too simple or too complex-to be useful for a variety of institutions.

These models were constructed primarily by outside consultants and

agencies with little input by institutional decision makers, and they

were by and large uniform and static, with little flexibility for

individual variations and changes. Thus, despite the clear-cut need

for a tool to monitor changes in external conditions and to examine

alternative policies, the fixed planning models were found wanting.

1/ The research and development reported in this paper were' supported

by the Lilly Endowment.
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A-dIfferent-modeling-strategydeveloP ed at Stanford, has

achieved notable success for financial planning, and may hold promise

for comparative financial health measurement as well. Massy, Hopkins,

and Dickmeyer built a planning model of Stanford University (TRADES)

which was tailored to Stanford, understood and amended by key decision

makers, and interactive, that is, operated om lit time-shared computer

terminal. As such, it has informed Stanfo d fina oial policy for the

last three years.1/

EDUCOM, in turn, has taken the Stanford specific content out of
TRADES and produced a modeling system known s EFPM, for EDUCOM Finan-

cial Planning Model. With EFPM, each insti ution, using the model pro-

vides as input data not only the values of key variables, bUt also the

content of the variables, their names, their interrelationships, and
.

their order in output reports. 'Thus,. each institution builds a model
from the ground up, subject only to a limit of 560 variables.

The EFPM Users Group

EFPM is already in use at Carnegie-Mellon, Colgate, Harvard,
Oberlin, Purdue, Virginia, and Yale, and will be used shortly at
Loston College, Brown, Butler, Cornell, Cuyahoga Community College,

Louisville, Mills, New York University, Princeton, Rochester Insti-
tute of Technology, San Jose State, Smith,, Stanford, and Wooster.

One reason for the rapid adoption and use of EFPM has been the

deavery mechanism. Rather than send the program ,on tape to be run

(or converted to run) on a local computer, EDUCOM makes EFPM available
over a nationwide dial-in network on .a central computer at Cornell

University. Each user has instantaneous access to the most up-to-

date version of the program (via local or short- distance telephone call,

to one of 200 cities in the U. S. and Canada hooked into the telephone

access network).

Network delivery also facilitates the emerging Users Group.
oIndividual users can send and receive on- line-messages and "electronic

mail." They can easily transmit data, submodel specifications, and

results, either from terminal-to-terminal or via the high-speed printer:"

and mailing service at Cornell. And, of course, they can co nicate

questions and suggestions to the EFPM staff. Could this combine ion

of a flexible modeling language, highly motivated and trained mo el'.

users, and_a_cOmputer network be used to research and develop co' -

parative,health. measures? We believe this can berdone, and an

informal poll of EFPM users supports this belief.

1/ W. F. Massy. "Reflections on the Application of a Decision

Science Model to Higher Education." Decision Sciences, Vol.

April 1978, pp. 262-69; D. S. P. Hopkins and W. F. Massy.

Range Budget Planning in Private Colleges and. UniVersities."

New Directions for InstitutioLal Research, Vol. 13, Spring 1977,

pp. 43-65; N. Dickmeyer, D. S. P. Hopkins, and W. F. Massy.

"TRADES.A Model for Interactive Financial Planning." Business

Officer, March 1978; W. F. Massy and D. P. Hopkins. Planning

Models for Colleges and Universities. Palo Alto: Stanford

University Press (in press).
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Comparative Measures in Modeling

nip starting_point for comparative modeling is the identifica-'
tion of subsets of comparable institutions. Current EFPM sub- groups
include major research universities (Cornell, Harvard, Princeton,
Stanford, and Yale), and small selective private colleges (Colgate,
Swarthmore, and Smith). The institutions within each sub-group would
then have to agree on several quantitative health measures to be
built into their financial models. Although definition and inter-
pretation difficulties abound, some institutions are already making
use of inter-institutional measures such as_ average faculty compen-
sation and faculty compensation per student. 1/

The common measures could then be coded into the EFPM format and
calculated in the course of forecast and tradeoff operations. The
comparative measures should "track" with the assumptions and addi-
tional outputs of the model, and with each other. However, a set
of suggested health measures might proVe to be mutually tnconsistent
or unrelated to the health indicators previously used at the institu-
tions. For any institution, however, subjecting a set of health
indicators to a range of exogeneous and policy inputs in a model
could be a useful way to test, calibrate, and refine the measurea.

Assuming that the institutions find several of the measures
valid, summary measures like base-year means and medians could be
stored in on-line data files accessible to'all EFPM users. Alter-.

native forecasts for any institution could'then show the institution's
relativestandingwith respect to its peer group.. Finally, the com-
parative measures, or even the comparative standings, could be used __,

as constraints to define feasible forecasts; and as-targets for
feasibility searches and tradeoffs.' Thus, one must ask, "What
combinations of tuition growth and faculty salary growth would put
our inatitution'in the top half of the reference group?"

Comparative Modeling

In contrast to the micro- formulation proposed above, one,could
also-consider more macro-questions about modeling at the institutions.
These macro issues include the choice of primary planning variables,
the level of aggregation of variables, and the specification of the
model and its submodels (if any), in addition to sUch'extra-model
issues.as the location of the modeling within the formal organization,
the prime mover(s) behind the modeling effort, and the effects of
the modeling-on-decision making. We already see a lively interest_,__

1/ Two ofs.everal indices in a recent report"by Swarthmore, comparing
current position to a reference group that includes Amherst,
Bryn Mawr, Colgate, Haverford, Oberlin, Pomona, Wellesley,
Wesleyan, and Willi_ms.
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in these comparative questions among EFPM users. 1/ One of the
advantages of allowing each modeler to start with a blank slate is
that many original formulations are proposed; of course the pot
responding-advantage-af-using-a-common_system is that the formula- .

tions are all comprehensible to other users. Although poorly
understood at present, we believe that the study of comparative
modeling will yield important insight into higher education finance
and administration.

Substantive Postscript

.
One observation supported by both the Stanford and the EFPM

research is that the primary planning variables are more likely to
be growth rates than level variables.' Therefore, we would expect
important progress to be made by focusing on comparative analysis
of change,-rather than strictly on ratios and the like calculated
,for any given year. Indeed,one of the prime values of modeling is
therecasting of financial problems from yearly budget "bailouts"
to intermediate term equilibrium.

1/ These organizational and political issues surrounding modeling
are one focus of an eighteen -month EDUCOM development andlevalu-
ation project recently funded by the Lilly Endowment.
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GOVERNING BOARDS AND THE
FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THEIR INSTITUTIONS

by

K. Scott Hughes
National Association'of College And

University Business Officers

A college or university governing board is charged with the
ultimate responsibility for maintaining the financial viability of
the institution. This responsibility includes a number of
competing and conflicting goals. These include such issues as:

-program improvement vs, inflationary pressures
- tuition stablization vs. faculty salary increases
- present student needs vs. future student requirements

These trusteeship responsibilities'have been given to a group
of lay persons who. are mostly inexperienced in higher education
J,dministration and who meet as infrequently as twice a year.

Such a situation requires exceptional communication.between
the Institution and its governing board. This presentation high-
lights how to best keep board members informed and give. them the
opportunity to direct th- destiny of their institution. The

material is contained in-- a-- monograph!( sponsored by the W. K -...

Kellogg Foundation' and produced by the Association of Governing
Boards (AGB) and the National Association of College and University
Business Officers (NACUBO). The monograph is to be published in

March 1979.

Financial Information for Governing Loards

One purpose of the monograph that NACUBO and AGB has produced
is to suggest how financial information should be presented to the
governing board. Instrumental to the-presentation of such informa-
tion is an efficient communication system, which ultimately depends
on the relationship between the board and the institution. The key
persons in this relationship are the chairperson of the governing
board,,chairperson of the finance committee (if there is one), and
the president and the chief business officer of_the institution.
Close cooperation among these persons is essential for financial
information to-flow freely in both directions.

1/ Financial Responsibilities of Governing_Boards of Colleges and
Universities (Washington, D. C.: Association of Governing Boards
of Univeraities and Colleges and National. Association of Colleges
and,;.Univerakty Business Officers, 1979).
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A clear statement of board organization and of how the board
. should function is important. The organization of the institution
should also be clearly defthed and the authority and responsibili-
ties delegated to the president should be well documented. The

officers of each major,unit, usually Nice- presidents, should have
an understanding of their roles and responsibilities with xegard
to the board as a whole and to its committees.

How the board is organized is less important than haVing
clearly defined responsibilities for board members and having a
board that is dedicated to the academic and financial success of
the institution. The board must rely on the president to initiate
the management process, but because of its position, the board has
the ability to provide the following:

1. Strong leadershit. Since the board typically has ultimate
responsibility for the financial well-being of the insti-
tution, it is in a position to encourage establishment of
sound financial management systems.

2. Different perspectives. Governing board members have
broad and diverse knowledge of many kinds of organiza-
tions; such knowledge affords valuable perspectives for
colleges and universities.

3. Resources for the future. Because the bcard is insulated
from routine operations, it can focus on the future of the
institution. One of its primary responsibilities is to
make decisions and to take actions that will protect and
enhance the institution's resources for the use of future
students.

This approach to overseeing the institution's affairs involves
board, responsibility at three levels of the management process:

1. Approving institutional mission, goals, and policies.

2. Reviewing institutional activity.
3. Evaluating institutional performance in meeting objectives.

To carry out,these functions effectively, the governing board.
requires different kinds of information and should devote different
amounts of time to each. Primary kttention should be directed to
reviewing and approving mission, goals, and policies- With clearly
defined objectives, review and evaluation can focus on major prob-
lems, requiring less time.

Kinds of Financial Information

The way in which financial information is presented to the
governing board depends on the purpose of the information and on
what,action the board is required to take. For example,. such War-

(
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notion can range from a routine report on new gifts received to a

complex presentation of the long-range plan, involg many partici-

pants, visual aids, and long discussion.

Financial information can be separated into three broad

categories:
^:,

1. Routine and periodic financial reports. Communicatlon

for this purpose is generally in one direction: from

the institution to the governing board. It may include

reports on gifts received, new faculty appointments, and

single purchases above a given dollar amount. The board

is generally asked to ratify these matters, and little

discussion is required.

2. Presentations requiring board discussion. Communication

in this case involves active participation of both

parties. The administration makes a presentation, with

recommendations to the board, for eliciting the board's

judgment and ultimately its approval. Such matters as

policy formulation, long-range planning, budgeting, aad

the purchase and sale of real property require this type

of exchange.

3. Background reports. The board should be given reports
describing the environment in which the institution

operates. Such reports are for information only, and no

action is expected to be taken on them; their purpose is

to provide background.material for decisions to be made at

subsequent board meetings. This kind of"information
addresses the need for the board to examine and understand

change, and thus to help the institution adjust to changes

in the environment. It does not focus on any particular

function, such as budgeting, or on any operating unit.

Rather, it is provided because the board should be kept

informed of happenings that may affect the institution and

thereby its finances. The information presented may

indicate trends that would lead the board to ask for more

details. A corollary purpose of this kind of information

is to prevent the board frOm being surprised when events

occur that require a change in plans or operations.

The governing board and the institution's officers have the

combined responsibility of designing' --a communication system that

groups financial information in a manner that meets the board's

needs. This can be accomplished by jointly identifying those sub-

jects requiring only routine_reporting and those focus:Ing on more

complex issues requiring the jhdgment and approval of the board.
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Cycle of Financial Reporting to -; Board

Issues taken to the board in a logical sequence and related
to previous and future issues will give the board a further aware-

ness of the time span and frame of reference ior,thr_ decisions at
hand. For example, the planning and budgeting process is continu-

ous. This means that the sequence for establishing the plan,

adoptinga_kgaget, and cortinually reviewing performance in meets
objectives should be well defined, with a clear understanding of

the spec4ific
11,

issues to be brought to each board meeting.

The governing board and the institution's. administrators
should jointly develop a calendar of decision issues that lists
items to be presented to the board. Such. a calendar provides

continuity and stability, but administrators must balance the
routine with the dynamic. Not all issues to be presented fit
neatly into a planning calendar; the board and adminisi--P.'c,',
should establish a management approach that can respond in a

timely manner to issues of immediacy. Even in urgent cases, care

must be taken that the decision issue has been well defined and

analyzed, with only well-considered recommendations presented.

Context for Financial Planning and Management

As part of the context in which financial decisions are made,

governing boards often discuss such issues as the institution's
financial strength and stability, a changing student clientele,
collective bargaining, demands for accountability, and infla-

tionary pressures. However, it is importan& that they understand
how these issues interact in their effects on the institution and

that they consider these effects as part of the planning and

management process.

The following questions should be asked:

1. What is the institution's current overall condition, and
is the institution moving in a desirable direction?

2. What factors in the,extenal'environment might affect the
institution?

:Both questions should be examined in their relation to the

sion. The governing board should know the answers prior to the-bon-,

ducting the long-range planning and 'budgeting process. An annual

report can.be prepared which provides an up-to-date context for both

planning and budgeting decisions, including (1), an assessment of. the

current overall condition_of the institution an#.the direction in

which it is moving, with particular emphasis on how the past year's

operations affected that direction, and (2) alist of environmental

factors expected to have (or that are now having),significant effects

on the institution.



Overall Condition and Institutional Direction

Ideally, every college and university moves in a direction
consonant with its mission. Each time the institution accepts a
new class of freshmen, the kinds of students it-accepts have a
significant effect on what the Institution is and where it is
going for at least the next four years. (For example: Do the
students require financial aid? Are they academically strong or
weak?) The hiring of faculty members and the granting of tenure
can affect the institution for many years into the future.

It has beenargued that no one person or governing boaid
actually changes an institution. Rather, the board and the presi7
dent, with the participation of the faculty,'lead the institution
in the direction it should gO as decisions regarding change are 0
made. Perhaps the .most obvious way to lead an institution is to
decide where, and in what ways, changes are to be made in prqgram
and personnel. But even in a more or less steady state, deci4ons
(not necessarily changes) are made every day that affect institu-
tional direction. C011eges and universities inevitably change,
and the direction of that change is a legitimate concern of the
board.

To- analyze overall condition and institutional directio , more

than financial data is required. 'It is juk as important to now

that the "demand" for the institution's services remains stro
(or, from the institution's perspective, that it has sufficient
"drawing power") as it is to know that the balance sheet reflects
a better financial condition each year. Some of the factors which
may be used to analyze condition and direction of movement. are
drawing power, the learning environment, financial strength, and
the outcomes of the educational process.

External Influences

In addition to considering overall condition and institutional
direction, a second topic to be considered in establishing the con-
text for planning and management relates to the effect of the
external environment on the institution. Current environmental
factOrs affecting colleges and universities include general economic
conditions, increasing inflation, more demands-for accountability,
changing national and regional enrollment patterns, energy costs,
collective bargaining, government regulation- d reporting require-

ments, and. a leveling of financial support.

Most governing boards are aware of these external factors,
which should be understood in the context of opportunities as well
as constraints'. The external constraints on the institution's.
actions are obvious, such ascieaal requirements and limits of
financial support available, but boards should not overlook the
needs and opportunities within the environment that the institution
can exploit.
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For most colleges and uniVersities,. needs are met and
opportunities are provided through three primary programs:
instruction, research,. and public service. Need; and opportuni-
ties, can be viewed in a frameiicrk of those programs, namely,
those related to instructional .programs (which the institution
currently provides or has the capability to develop), those
related to research.capabilitiAi and interests of the faculty,
and. those related to,public service programs the institution
conducts.

With respect to external conditions,. an institution may.find
that a/changing student clientele may, result in declining enroll-
ments of traditional students while it also creates opportunities
for providing instructional programs on weekends or at night to
nontraditional students; for example, retraining, licensing, certi-
fication, and other nondegree activities are increasingly required=
in a. complex society. And while the, energy crisis has raised the
institution's energy costs, it has al-socreated new educational
and research opportunities,

Environmental constraints affecting the institution's freedom
of action are competitive, economic, and legal. Decisions con-
cerning the institution's pricing strategy, that is, the relation

Aetween.ttation and financial aid,.may be constrained by both,
competitive forces, such as the tuition of comparable, nearby
instie9tions, and by economic,forcesi such as faculty salaries.
Therefore, as part of the_context for decision making, the board
sho 1d understand both the opportunities and constraints that are
placed-on those deciSionSby the environment.

While the governing board needs to becaware^of competitive
forces, it is )also important,that 4.t recognize the opportunities
that exist for interinstitutional cooperation, particularly tb.tho
extent that such cooperation results in the sharing of resources
Or the avoidance of program duplication In an environment
characterized by increasingly scarce resources, it is essential

athat cooperation be as important'a guiding principle as competition.

Generating Financial Resources

Colleges and universities typically rely on a variety of
sources for the financialsuppgrt needed to carry out their pro-.
grams: Studenti-pay,fer the cost of tuition, room; and board;
goVernmental agenies provide substantial subsidies and buy services;
private sources Make contributions and also buy services;_the insti-
:tutiOn's own: funds provide investment earnings; and thegeneral
...public may payler such services as patient careor.for.attending
athleticuents (see the accompanying table), Some revenue soUrces,
such asthepayment of tuition,.. camusually be used at the discre-

theinstitution while others can be used only for pu4oses
stated by theprovider.

0
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Source

Students

Governmental
sources
(federal,
state, and
Local)

Private sources

Institutional
sources

Financial Resources

Type of Revenue
(..!)

Tuition and fees
Room and board payments

Appropriations
Grants and contracts

0

Gifts, grants, and con-
tracts

Investment earnings

Sales and services Educational activities
Auxiliary enterprise

activities

Received Through

Charge to consumer
Charge to consumer

Subsidy
Reimbursement for

services

Contribution or
reimbursement
for services

Investment of work-
ing capital and
permanent funds

Charge to consumer.
Charge to consumer

This diversity of financial resources requires a cohesiiie:

financing strategy and the development of administrative policies

for providing management control in fulfillment of the institu-

tion's mission. The governing bgard has ,responsibility for

approving the financing strategy and administrative policies.

The various revenue sources and their amounts are affected

in part by the institution's mission, its form of governance, and

its administrative policies. For example, publicly supported
research universities rely heavily on appropriations from state
leglatures and on federal grants and contracts, while a small,
independent college derives most of its revenues primarily from

tuition,:priv'ate giving, and endowment earnings. Each institu-

tion's governing board should understand the limits of -its

various revenue sources. In,iaddition, the board should be aware

of the flexibility, and degree of manaiethent control assotated
with each source of revenue. For example, the setting -ot tuition

is a sensitive anpolical issue re44iring'much 'of the board'g time:

Tuition and Fee Rates

The tuition rate is establiShed In a political environment;
this needs to be understood by the board. Students, parents,
alumni, faculty, taxpayers, and legislators,have'a vested interest
in the tuition level. The goVerning board'and administratiVe
officers have the responsibility to explain the need for a, tuition

! a
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increase and to justify it in terms of academic program and

economic considerations.

The board, typically has the responsibility for approving
tuition and fees, which are based on a combination of factors,

including:

1. Balancing the budget. Tuition may depend on the amount

needed to finance operating'expenditures.

2. Historical precedence. Particularly in public institu-
tions, there may be a political or historical hasis for
the relative,tuition level. In this case, tuition for
public institutions may be determined by the level of
appropriations the legislature or other governmental body
will provide.

3. Market conditions. A factor in determining the tuition
rate is the amount charged by similar institutions. The
governing board will want to be assured it is not under-
pricing or overpricing the tuition cost to students.

4. Relation to economic conditions. The annual increase in
tuition may be tied to the rate of increase in personal
disposable income or to an index measuring inflation. The

rate of increase in tuition at independent institutions is
generally related to the rate of increase in cost of

instruction (salaries).

These factors impose the limits for increasing tuition. Public

institutions may experience larger tuition increases if legislative

pressures, tax reductions, and/or inflation reduce relative govern-

mental appropriations, but all colleges and universities face the

pressures of additional inflation, new programs; regulatory require-

ments, and limitations,on other financial resources, which tend to

increase tuitioor reduce services.

This example of the factors influencing tuition setting is
indicative of the decision process boards experience as well with

other revenue'spurces.

Spending Financial Resources

The financial resources used by-college-aand universities are
intended to pro:vide services to society.. They are held in trust by
the goverriing board and should be managed prudently and effectively

in accordance with the institutionmission. This is a difficult
responsibility beCause there is no sing4 set of generally accepted
guidelines for allbcating these resources.
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How financial resources are spent can be examined from
several perspectives. Some of the more common classifications
of expenditure are:

By function By organization

Instruction College

Research
Public service
Academic support
Student services

Institutional support
Operation and
maintenance of plant

Scholarships and
fellowships

Auxiliary enterprises

School
Department
President's office
Vice presidents'
offices

By object

Personnel compensa-
tion

Supplies and expenses
Capital expenditures
Buildings
Equipment

Library resources

In the planning and budgeting process, the functional classi-
fication of expenditures is used to identify and evaluate the
institution's programs, while the organizational classification of
expenditures is necessary for operational control and establishing
budgetary authority. Classification by object of expenditure is
useful for determining and establishing administrative policies,
and is useful when the board discusses issues requiring policy
formulation. All the issues (and any others that could be named)
are related to the major object-of-expenditure categories listed
above. For example, financial policy issues concerning faculty
and staff generally involve at least the following: salaries,
benefits, employee relations, equal opportunity and affirmative
action, faculty effort, and conflict of interest.

With regard to policy issues involving salaries, governing
boards should have an understanding of the issues affecting those
expenditures. Salary policies can be complex due to the broad
range of types of employees. This diverse range includes:

Faculty
Tenured (and by rank)
Nontenured (and by rank)
Temporary or part-time
Adjunct
Teaching and research assistants

Staff
Salaried full-time
Hourly full -time
Student
Casual
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The governing board should have an understanding of the trends
of faculty. and.staff salary levels. Two trend indicators are the
change In number of students in relation to number of faculty and
the change in number of administrative/support staff in relation
to the number of faculty. Significant variation indicates a change
in operations, of which the board should be aware. Policies re-
lating to salaries will help insure that salary levels are deter-
mined in a'rational, well-documented manner and in accordance with
existing legislative, union, and regulatory requirements. Salary
policies should include procedures for reviewing performance and
determining salary increases.

A related issue affecting the salaries is faculty tenure.
Although tenure is normally considered in terms of academic issues,
it also carries significant financica implications. The governing
board should be aware that as the percentage of tenured faculty
increases, the institution assumes increasing long-term financial
and program commitments, diminished financial and employment flexi-
bility, and higher faculty salary levels. ' ills, the board should

review and approve a tenure policy, which includes:

1. Terms of academic appointLant.

2. Process of and criteria fog granting tenure.

3. Criteria for notice of dismissal.

Another area of concern to the governing board is competitive-
ness of the institution's salaries. Through the exchange of
salary information with .peer institutions and the use of national,
state, and regional wage and salary surveys, the board should be
kept informed of the institution's relative salary levels. Policy

issues involving salaries are only one of the many expenditure
issues that affect governing boards. The AGB/NACUBO monograph
describes many of those issues and the role of the board.

Managing and Protecting Financial Capital

Financial reports of colleges and universities suffer from
some of the same deficiencies as those of business entities.

Balance sheet figures can never adequately measure the wealth
of knowledge, experience, and potential inherent in faCulties,
student bodies, administrators, governing boards, and other
supporters. Inflation and the never-ending pressures on educa7
tional institutions for "more" even call to question evaluations
of such traditionally measurable assets as marketable securities
and real estate. The board must be concerned with both adequacy
and stability of the institution's capital base in maintaining'"
and fulfilling the institution's mission.
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Planning and Budgeting

So far we have discussed,some of the management issues
affecting the revenues, expenditures, and financial resources of

ehe institution. These issues should be systematically addressed
through the establishment of policies and the implementation of a

sound planning and budgeting process. An active and committed
governing board, interested in understanding the issues facing
the institution, is a valuable asset to the planning and budgeting
process.

The worth of planning and budgeting is that it provides the
focus for directing the accumulation and use of resources in a
way intended to be most beneficial to the institution's mission.

When the board can assure itself that planning and budgeting are
major undertakings of the administration and that they actually
serve as the context for future decisions, then there is good

reason to believe the institution is being well managed.

In addition to seeing that the institution and the board have
been organized to emphasize planning and budgeting, the board has
Other opportunities for contributing to the planning and budgeting

process. One of these is to exaida the context in.which the plans
and budgets are being developed. 'Two natural issues as mentioned

before, are the institution's mission and its environmental condi

tions.

Reviewing the Institution's Mission

At the beginning of each planning cycle, the board should be

asked to review and assess the institution's mission in order to

reconfirm that the institution's mission continues to be based on

a societal need and that the need will continue. The board should

verify that the institution's activities have been consonant with
the mission and that there are no major weaknesses. The-board, as

overseer, assumes the ultimate responsibility for either keeping
the institution moving in the direction of its mission or going
through the complex process of reappraising the adequacy of the
mission as it currently exists.

Evaluating the Impact of Environmental Conditions

The environmental factors described previously are of critical
importance to the board; they provide a background for creating the

plans and budgets. During the early stages of each planning cycle
the board, with the administration, should have the opportunity to
decide how such factors as national enrollment trends, inflation,
energy, and federal government priorities are expected to affect

the institution.. Especially for public institutions, the actions
(and anticipated actions) of state and local governing authorities
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need to.bewell understood and their effedt measured. If the

board undekstands these influences, it can knowledgeably examine
and ultimately approve the plans and budgets. In many respects,

these resulting documents will:be reactions to the anticipated

effects of the external conditions.

Planning the Institution's Programs

Up to'this point in the process, the board has been shown to
have a useful role in providing leadership for planning and budget-
ing, based on an understanding of the context in which plans and
budgets are created. In the next stage of the process, the board
has the opportunity to directly influence the course of the insti-
tution. This substantive role involves at least three issues:

I. Evaluating competing program goals. Governing boards
--Should anticipate that there will always exist a healthy

competition among program priokities. The planning pro-
cess provides the occasion to evaluate existing programs
--academic as well as support--to determine, their effec-
tiveness and whether'they should be continued.. Programs
should be periodically examined in detail, possibly
through the establishment of self-study groups involving
:faculty, students, administrators,, and trustees. The
self-study analysis would evaluate the academic strength,
content, and resources'used for the program and compare
it with similar programs in other institutions. The board
should actively encourage a systematic analysis of existing

programs.

2. Reviewing proposals for new programs.. During the planning
and budgeting-process, the governing board has the respon-

:-

-sibility to review proposals for new programs. These

proposals may include new departments, research centers,
and degree programs that will commit the institution to
the expenditure of substantial resources. The board
should evaluate the merit of such proposals in relation to
the institution's mission. It should also critically
examine the long-term financial obligations' inherent in
these proposals, which may include additional facilities,
tenured faculty, and administrative and support costs.
The board should examine the feasibility of any proposed
increase in tuition, activity fees, appropriations, and
sponsored project reven:es designated to pay for the cost

of the new programs.

3. Balancing th. future against the present. The governing
board assumes the difficult task of balancing current and
future needs. Such decisions as (1) spending accumulated
reserves to balance the budget, (2) increasing tuition,
(3) implementing major-renovation programs, and (4) deter-



mining the amount of unrestricted gifts to save .involve
judgment as to whether resources should be spent now or
protected for future student generations. The decisions
made in these areas will greatly depend on environmental
factors.- Related to this issue is the subject,of
financial viability; the planning process should be the
occasion for evaluating the adequacy of such items as
size of the endowment, condition of physical plant, and
amount of working capital.

The board's program review, evaluation, and decisions depend
on the development of effective and well-documented "decision
packages" prepared by the administration. The introduction to the
AGBiNACUBO monograph describes several principles and techniques
for improving presentations at this important'and difficult stage
of the.pianning and budgeting process.

At the time the governing board is examining the program
aspects of the institution's plans and budgets,. it also needs to
understand the financing strategy. This can be defined as'the plan
that, identifies the revenue sources available and describes how they
are combined to finance the programs.

Planning the Funding Strategy

The financial management issues addressed by governing boards
vary, depending on the funding strategy employed for the.tY-pe of

institution. The various revenue sources are affected differently
by such factors as enrollment patterns, political climate, economic
conditions, and governmental priorities. For example, a public,
two-year institution depends heavily on the changing political,
social, and economic factors of the local community. A private
university is concerned with a different set of factors suckas
general economic conditions, tuition, donOr relations, financial
aid requirements, federal education and research priorities, and
its continuing ability to recruit a desired student body.

Since environmental factors affect the revenue process
differently, it is possible that one type of institution, because
of its funding sources, can be in relatively stable financial
condition while another will be adversely affected.

There are other factors of which governing boards should be
aware when discussing the funding strategy of their institutions.
These factors affect the flexibility, stability, and control of
revenues, and include:

1. "Hard" and "soft" money. A distinction should be made
between revenues that are recurring ("hard") such as
tuition and appropriations and those that are nonrecurring
("soft") such as those received from grants and contracts.
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If an institution relies heavily on soft money to fund
its long-term comitments sUch'as tenured faculty, it
has a.relltivcly risky funding strategy. Board members

should understand,how stable the institution's fuLding is.

2. The interrelationships of revenues and expenditures.
Relationships often exist among revenues, which make the
amount of one source of revenue dependent on others. For

example, gifts to endowment ultimately affect endowment
income, and tuition leve].s often depend on the amount of
public funds appropriated. A seccnd relationship is the
change in expenditures because of a change in revenues,
such as when,an increase in tuition causes an increase in
the-need for financial aid. -A third relationship is the
change in revenues because of a change in expenditures;
this may be illustrated by the cost of housing and -food
services, which determine the price and ultimately the
revenues that are received. On the expenditure side, the
governing board should differentiate between one-time and
continuing expenditures, such as buying a computer or
constructing a building on the one hand and paying salaries-
of tenured faculty or maintaining a building on the other.
The one-time expenditure can often be financed from re-
serves or from soft money. Continuing expenditures, how-

_ ever, should be an integral-part of the operating budget,

where they are subject to frequent control and evaluation.

Reporting to the Board

The AGB/NACUBO monograph identifies financial policy areas of
concern to governing boards and auggests ways for the administra-

tion to transmit financial data to the board. Implementation of"
these ways requires considerable planning and effort on the part
of the governing board and its administration. The monograph tries

to. assist in that process by describing a system of reporting that

should be useful to a board in carrying out its responsibilities.
The basic reporting system which shouldexist in every institution
is composed of the following:

1. _Overview
2. Long-range plan and budgets
3. Operating reports
4. Results of operations
5. External auditor's report

Using the Monograph for Self-Evaluation

The monograph emphasizes "best practice" in defining the
financial responsibilitieS of governing boards and the ways in
which financial information may be presented. It is recognized
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that the "best practice" approach may appear to be.overwhelming.
What is important, however, is to-be assured that .the board is
carrying out its financiaf responsibilities in maintaining the
'institutiorr's mission while incurring a prudent level of risk.

If it is assumed that. the "best practices" described in the
monograph maybe of benefit to most colleges and universities,
there should be some methodby which the proposed concepts are
examined, tested, and evaluated to determine their merit at a
particular institution. 'This can be done.

A recommended method is for the chairperson of the board, the
president, and the chief business officer to initially review the
monograph and to determine its merit for the institution. In fact,
the monograph could serve as a checklist to determine how effec-
tively the institution is communicating with the board. Based on
the initial observations, one or more of the following decisions
might be made:

-No action is required because present Policies and practices
are satisfactory.

-Certain policies and/or practices should be altered immediate-
ly.

-Other issues will require further study.

For the issues requiring further study, the. chairperson of the
board and the president may wish. to appoint a self-evaluation panel.
This panel could be charged with comparing the institution's
financial policies and information systems with those outlined in

the monograph. The panel should have broad representation to.
insure a variety of participation in the evaluation process. Major
variances should be no6ed'and analyzed to determine if any licies
and. practices should be. changed. The chief business officer can
be helpful in evaluating current reporting. practices and in
suggesting to the panel possible areas for improvement.

There will be many instances where existing policies and
practices will be superior to those contained in the monograph
because they are tailored to the specific traditions, characteristics,
and needs of the institution. Even for these institutions, the
monograph should serve as a stimulus for improved governance.
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ENDOWMENT MANAGEMENT:
;PROBLEMS AND PRACTICES

Andrew H. Lupton
Academy for Educational Development, Inc.

It is encouraging that the topic of endowment,matagement and
performance assessment is included in the formal agenda of the'"1978
Working Conference on the Finaricial.Conditions of Colleges and Uni-
versities." Its 'inclusion reflects a growing awareness of the need
to' manage endowment resources more thoughtfully and carefully, to
understand the pivotal role these resources will play in the future for
many institutions, and to note the advances we have been able to make
over the last decade as we continue to search for new ways to improve
endowment management and practice.

As George Keane of the Common Fund has pointed out, the ability
to assess and systematically improve endowment performance dates only
from about 1968; thus, it remains in its initial, or evolutionary,
state. But in this short time the money management industry has made
significant strides in developing relatively sophisticatea ways of
examining practices and performances. Thanks to the,support of the
Ford Foundation, the Twentieth Century Fund, and the efforts_of such
groups as NACUBO'(which provides an annual comparative performance
report) and the Common Fund (which publishes numerous analyses), many
of the practices used to manage pension and other corporate sector
funds are now available to colleges and universities.

Accelerating Need

Fortunately, analytical tools have been made available at a
propitious time. Now, more than ever before, good endowment management
is absolutely essential because so many challenges to higher education
institutions have arisen. For example:

According to Richard Dober,"a nationally recognized
expert on campus and university facilities, more than 60
percent of the space on college and university campuses
has been constructed since 1955. Experience indicates
that the major mechanical systems\in buildings should be
replaced 20 to 25 years after a building is constructed.
Repairs represent a major capital outlay that is required
to protect investments already made. These expenditures,
which are often underestimated, will probably be a major
financial drain on most institutions. Furthermore, many
repairs will be made during the 1980s, when\the-pool of
traditional students, as well as the real dollar revenue
raised per student headcount from tuition and state
sources, will be declining. These circumstances"will
force an increased demand on other revenue sources:\
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r' A study by.,the Academy'for Educational Development on the

admissions and recruitment practices of twenty-one private
liberalarts colleges indicated that in6tituA.onally-
funded student aid expenditures increased about 31 percent
per matriculant between 1973/74 and 1976/77. If this trend

continues, endowment funds will be viewed as one way'to off.
set the impact of this increase on education expenditures:

Although there is some debate on the actual level of in-
. flation at colleges and universities., it is generally
perceived as greater than that indicated by the Consumer
Price Index. Today, nothing seems to indicate that inflation

will slow markedly. Many knoWledgeable observers have begun
to question just how rapidly tuition can rise at all but

the most elite institutions. In situations where tuition
increases are limited, the endowment fund will be expected
to close an ever increasing gap between the expenditure

curve and revenue generated from normal operations.

Under new tax laws, the alternatives available to a potential

donor have changed dramatically and are much more complicated.,

Only the largest institutions rely an legal counsel to under-

stand the benefits and potential liabilities. that an insti-

tution encounters when it accepts gifts in the form of

living trusts, unregistered stock-, and the like. In many

instances, an institution may beheld liable, to a certain
point in time, for the maintenance of the value of a gift.

Such complex arrangements require that institutions and-board
of trustees thoroughly understand. the concepts of endowment

management.

These few examples, though not-comprehensive, support the thesis

that improved endowment management is important to a large number of

institutions.

The Universe of Concerned Parties

How many institutions should be-concerned about improving endowment

fund management? In 1976, according to figures compiled by the

Higher Education Information Survey, 506 institutions had endowments of $3

million or more. The total'endowment holdings of these 506 institutions were

approximately $14.6 billion. Admittedly, only thirty-one well-endowed

institutions account for $7.72 billion, or 52.8 percent,' of the total.

However, the other 475 institutions controlled endowments worth nearly

$7 billion--a significant resource by almost any standard. Exhibit 1

shows this distribution by institutional type and size of endowment,

and illustrates why a significant number of institutions must improve

their understanding of endowment management in order to improve per-

formance and planning for the future.
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Endowment Range

(000a)

Exhibit 1

DISTRIBUTION OF ENDOW

By Institutional Type and Size of Endowment

oaf December 31, 1916)

Inatituti al T e

lndepen ent TOTAL TOTAL ENDOWHENT

Independent Independent Other Roligiooe Humber In Range

Non - profit Catholic Affiliation Public .1110102!

30000 . 5,000 39 10 53 27 129 504,667

5,01 - 10,000 63 i '13 46 28 150 . 1,047,220

.10,001 - 15,000 29 6 19 10 64 . .940745

151001 - 20,000 17 1 .,

7 34 595,630

20,001 - 25,000 15 ,
.. 4 6 25 55704

25,0017, 50,000 31 3 7 8 49 1,651,539

50,001 151000 8 .. 2 5 15 961,495

75,001 .. 100,000 7 .....

..
2 9 772,523

100,001 .. 150,000 7 1 -- 4. 12 1,377,441

150,001 - 200,000 5
.. 1 -- 6 1,002,385

200,001 250,000 2
.. .. 2

c,

487,063

''250,001- 500,000 7
._ .. 1 8 2,587,592

Over 500 2 1 . -- '3 2,266,041

OTAL 232 34 142 98 506 14,612,175,

/i(45.8%) (6.7%) (28.12) (19.42)

Sources: Higher Education General Information System,

1976 Educational Directory, !ICES, 1976/77



Some Illustrative Problems

Over the last three years, I have visited approximately sixty
colleges or universities, where endowment management has been discussed.
The subject is most often brought up hecause presidents, chief
financial officers, and other top-level administrators question whether
the level. of service now,being provided can be maintained through tui-.
tion payments, state support, and Federal. support. Almost with put
exception, top executives expect that increased financial.contribu-
tions can be obtained through the endowment and through current or

future gifts.

Thes expectations often go hand in handwith consistent, but
imprecise, feelings -that current endowment fund managers do not generate
as much revenue from an-endowment as they might. Furthermore, many
presidents are uncertain of the-roles that they themselves, their chief
finLncial officer, the inve:..tment Or-finance committee of the board
of trustees,. and t he full board of trustees,. should play.

1
This prevail'i uneasiness accompanies a:lack of understanding

about the basic conepts,of endowment management and P-erformance
measurement. The following examples illustrate some existing generic
problems..

O One president proudly stated that his endowment fund
had substantially outperformed the Standard and Poor
500 for the preceding reporting period. Quoting from
a report prepared by the chief financial officer, he
listed a number of comparatiire figures. In examining
these figures, we found dirt his statements reflected
the combined performance of the equity portion (63
percent) of the endowment and the fixed income por-
tion (37 percent). The Standard and Poor 500 is a
yardstick only for the equity portion. In examining
just this share of the institution's endowment, we found

that it significantly trailed the _Standard and Poor 500.

_ .

o In another case, a president, expressed his concern
that his endowment's equity performance trailed the,'
Standard and Poor 500 just under 3 percent. He felt

that although this was not good, it was not cause for
grave concern either. Further discussion-revealed
that the 3 percent figure he was using did not consi-
der either the spending plan or the rate of inflation.
In reality, what he had believed to be 3 percent was
an erosion, in real dollar value, of almost 15.5 per-
cent.

O At a third institution, the president believed that
with the stock market,rebounding, he could increase
his spending plan to 9 percent while maintaining his
percentage of the endowment in fixed income holdings
at 15 percent of the total endowment. He felt this
pattern would enable him to increase current fund
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revenues while maintaining the value of the portfolio.
This perception is 'at odds with many experts, who believe
that a 5-5:5 percent spending plan is possible, without
value erosion, only.if-30-r40 percent is held in fixed

imcome instruments.

A '

These examples illustrate why it is so important to help' institutional'

leaders gain a better understanding of endowment management and endowment'
performance. '

Basic First Steps

It seems to me that a number of fundamental first steps must-be
taken to realize the gains we all hope for. I would argue that, above
all, inscY.tutional executives and boards of trustees must accept a
number,4 basic responsibpIties to ensure that the endowment fund

.
contributes to a stable financial condition.

1. The executives and the board of trustees must define
the basic spending plan for the institution. This

spending plan should consider the types and magnitude
of expenditures that can be expected in the future

m and should determine what can reasonably be expected
from the endowment without erosion in real dollar
value.

2. Based on the assessment, the board must select a set
of strategieS that can be translated into policy for the
money managers. These strategies and policies should
consider:

o the debt/equity ratios of the endowment;
and

o the basic equity management strategies (e.g.,
income growth or glamour growth) that'should
be involved. These should be selected so that
some cyclical hedging is possible. Exhibit A
lists eight strategies identified by one large
firm.

3. A careful xeview of,the performance of the current managei(s)
should be made. The review shoulra consider:

o long-term (at least five years) performance;

o maintenance of "style," translated by the
quality, price/earning ratios. and yields of
the money manager's holdirigs compared with
acceptable groups; and,

/

o the changes in style over the last twelve months.
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This assessment should be sensitive to the following facts:

o Approximately 85 percent of all managers fail to

beat the averages.

,0 Those managers who identify a style and strategy

and stick withit enjoy much better long -term track

recordsthan do those who alter strategies and try
to "time the market."

O Rarely can a manager perform equally well when using
several equity strategies and when managing both
equities and fixed income holdings.

Although the assessment is completed, candid discussions
should be held with the current manager(s) to evaluate
performance and to ensure that the man.,,r(s) understand(s)
the policies and expected results.

4. Although it is much more expensive to switch managers than

to provide guidance to improve performance, it may be

necessary to make a change if the current manager performs

poorly. (when, for example, performance is evaluated against
legitimate yardsticks over the longer term); or if'the

current manager shows inconsistency in style/strategy
analysis; or if the manager does not believe he can follow

the policies set by the board of trustees.

If change is necessary, a number of managers should be

invited to make presentations and a new manager should

be selected on the basis of his long-term performance.

Two factors should be kept in mind:

O The initial screening should be made without
consideration of personalities and according
to quantitative criteria. A good manager can
help an institution, but it is important to
remember that he will be hired primarily to
fulfill board policy. A manager must under-
stand that performance alone will determine
whether or not .he Will be ,retained..

O It is futile to.select a manager solely because -4

he has been ranked "Number One" at a given point

in time. .Good managers will consistently out-

perform the averages--the key hasimmeasure--
buethere is no guarantee that a manager top-
ranked this year will assume that same position
the 'following year.
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5. The executives.of the institution and an appropriate,
committee of the board must accept the responsibility

. for monitoring performance. This is a difficult but
essential function and it requires more than just the
ability assess ield ratios. It requires:

o con ideration of the degree to which the mana-
ge is'dble to maintain his. style (since this,
pf sumably, determines his selection and re-
ten ion);

o evaluation of long-term performance against ac-
cepted measures, and emphasis on quality and
price/earning ratios, as well as yield;

o consideration of anticipated new money to be
added to the endowment and assessment of how
this may impact on strategy and policy;

o consideration of the industry groups being held,
given that twenty-four of the twenty-six in-
dustry groups have beaten the Standard and Poor
500 since 1970;

o aFi;essment of the degree to which monies are
fully invested for the benefit of the fund
al all times;

o analysis of the degree of economic and in-
dustrial concentration to prevent a nega-
tive shift in the market from impacting on
all holdings simultaneously; and,

o consideration of the following aspects..;pf those
companies being held in the portfolio:

Expansion of profit margins.

Long-term dividend and earnings growt',.

Good internal growth rates (retain0ed
earnings, plus inventories, plus new
capital).

Good long-term coverage of current dividends.

Good short-term earnings growth (this year
over last year).

Good sales growth.

Sales growth at a rate faster than the
'-

average for industry groups.

A good manager can and will provide such analysis quarterly.
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The acceptance of the responsibilities I have noted above and
the careful implementation of resulting decisions represent key first
steps in improving endowment performance. An intelligent approach to
endowment management and performance assessment will enhance the
financial condition of colleges and universities.

Conclusion

Many new tools and resources are available to colleges and univer-
sities. A significant number of these resources can be obtained
without commiting real dollars--that is, through the use of commission
dollars routinely paid out to support an endowment. Our challenge
is to help institutions recognize that they can systematically
strengthen their endowments and improve performance'by focusing their
attention on the value of quality endowment management.
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Exhibit 2

EIGHT STRATEGIES AND THEIR PARAMETERS1/

1. GLAMOUR GROWTH

S. Accelerating earnings for two successive quar-
ters or rising earnings for both the current
quarter and year verus comparable prior periods.

The compound rate of earnings' growth over the
past five years is in excess of 10 percent per
annum, and the company's sales have increased
over the five-year period.

Market capitalization over $100 million.

Cothpany has paid some dividend it eight of the

last ten years.

QUALITY GROWTH

Accelerating earnings for two successive quar-
ters or rising earnings for both the current
quarter and year versus comparable prior periods.

The compound rate of earnings growth over the
past five years is in excess of 10 percent per
annumand the company's sales have increased
over the five -year period.

Market capitalization over $100 million.

Future price movements are expected to be more
stable than the market as a vgiole.

Companies earning a progressively rising return

on new investments, based on the median return
for four successive three-year periods.

Copyright 1978. All Rights Reserved by John Richter and
V. S. Wiery of Paine Webber Jackson &
Curtis Incorporated. Reproduced with

permission.
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Exhibit 2 continued

'3. SECONDARY GROWTH

Accelerating earnings for two successive quar-
ters or rising earnings for both the current
quarter and year versus comparable prior periods.

Market capitalization over $100 =,ilion.

The compound rate of earning:: growth over the
past five years is in-excess of 10 percent per
annum, with sales increasing o7er the five-year
period, and a relatively low price earnings ra-
tio, given the growth rate.

Current price/earnings ratio over its historical
,(36-month) relationship with the market.

4. THINLY CAPITALIZED

Accelerating earnings for two successive quar-
ters or rising earnings for both the current
quarter and year versus comparable prior periods.

The compound rate of earnings grOwth over the
past five years is in excess of 10 percent pet
annum,' with sales increasing over the five-year
period.

Current price /earnings ratio over historical
(36- month). relationship with the market.

Companies do not have market capitalization
of more than $100 million.

5. WELL PROTECTED INCOME

Companies have paid some dividend in eight of
the past ten years.

Companies have earned enough in eight of the
last ten years to cover their current dividends.

Companies earn a.progressively rising return on
new capital investment, based on the median re-
turn for four successive three-year periods.

Market capitalization in excess of $100 million.
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Exhibit 2 continued

6. INCOME WITH GROWTH,

The compound rate.of earnings growth over the
past five years is in.excess pf 10 percent per
annum, and the company's sales `lave increased
over the.five-year period.

/-
Companies have paid some dividend in eight of the
last ten years.

Market capitalization in excess of $100 million.

Companies earn a progressively rising return on
new capital investment, based on the median re-
turn for four successive three-year periods.

7. VOLATILE

Future price movements are expected to be more
volatile than the market as a whole.

Market capitalization in excess of $100 million.

8. TURNAROUND POTENTIAL

.Accelerating earnings for two successive quar-
ters.

Current price/earnings ratio under historical-
(36-month) relationship with -the market.

Market c; talization in excess of $100 million.
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ENDOWMENT'OBJECTIVES FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION

J. Peter Williamson
Dartmouth College

In the aggregate, college and university endowment funds amount
to about 16 billion dollars, but-endowments are highly concentrated
and the biggest 31 endowments account for over half of the total..
In this paper a clear distinction is draWn between the position of
the individual,institUtion-and the aggregate position of higher
education with respect to endowment fund and financial condition.
Almost all of the careful work that has been done on endowment funds
has concerned evaluation, planning and decision making at the indivi-
dual institutions. 1/ The 'financial condition of higher education in
general can perhaps best be estimated by working from the analysis
of. individual institutions.

Endowment and the Individual Institution

Expected Role of Endowment

For any particular college or university there are several possible
objectives with respect to the role of endowment. The one that seems
most acceptable is the maintenance of purchasing power. That is, the
endowment fund is expected to generate a flow of spending that will
purchase a constant set of goods and services over -future years. This
objective seems to achieve "neutrality" among generations, in that it
offers to supply the same benefits to succeeding generations of students
(and faculty) over future years.

For some institutions, however, a quite different objective May be
appropriate. One possibility is the maintenance of a constant proportidk
of current funds expenditures. This would mean that endowment spending
might be expected to expand as the institution expands, to carry its
share of new programs, for example, and the expenses of improvements in
quality. Another objective, perhaps particularly appropriate to small
private colleges struggling to'co-exist with state supported institution ,
is carrying the "inflation gap" after the institution e is best
to increase other sources of revenue - :rants and tuition. The
expectation here would b h e college will be unable to raise tuition

s rise, and that endowment would be-expected not
y to hold its own with inflation but to make up the deficiency in the

rate of increase in tuition. Finally, for a number of institutions it may
be appropriate.to count on endowment to provide the funds to improve
quality, expand programs and generally enhance the attractiveness of
the institution, all in addition to keeping pace with, inflation.

Much of the literature is referred to in the Background paper by
J. Peter Williamson in Funds for the Future, published'by the.,
Twentieth Century Fund in 1975.
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.Basic Economic Relationships

If we-assume that the role of the endowment 'is to maintain the
purchasing power of spending from endowments, then we can start with
the following basic equation:

Spending Growth to Keep Expected Investment Expected

from + Up with Expected = Performance of + Gift Additions

Endowment Inflation Endowment to Endowment

The equation is set out in terms of expectations, to suggest that
it is a tool for policy making. A8 the trustees of an institution look
forward; they should be able to satisfy themselves: that on the basis of
reasonable expectations the equality expressed in this equation will be

met. The right hand side of the equation includes the, two sources of
increase in endowment funds, gift additions and investment performance.
The left side shows the two uses of the increase, current spending and
growth in the endowment principal to maintain.the purchasing power of

the spending.

The institution generally has some control over the level of

gift additions to endowment. Private institutions with successful
development activities may be able to count on annual gift additions

of 2% of the value of the endowment. Investment performance is very
hard to forecast, but there is a substantial, literature on this, some
of it directed to endowment fund planning,1/, and 11% is probably not a
bad number to use,-allowing for the fact that on average educational

endowment funds.are invested.about 60% in common stocks, 30% in bonds,

and 10% in other assets. The inflation rate that must be me

the inflation rate in the general-economy, b hein ation rate
appropriate to the particulatins on. Over the long run, it appears

that educati 1 1/2% to 2% a year higher than the general

o. inflation in the economy. This has to do with lack of produc

tivity improvements in higher edUcation. Spending is under the direct

control of the trustees of the college or university.

Some boards exercise this control through establishing a spending

rate, like 5% of the value of the endowment.. Other boards simply spend

the income (dividends, interest, etc.) from the endowment, and control

the level of spending through the way in which the endowment is invested.

There is some literature on the establishment of spending policy.2/ If

1/ Examples are Richard M. Ennis and J. Peter Williamson, Spending:
Policylor Educational Endowments (New York: The Common Fund, 1976)

and J. Peter Williamson, Performance Measurement and Investment
Objectives for,Educational Endowment Funds (New York: The Common

Fund, 1972).

2/ See Spending Policy.
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the board of an institution can anticipate 2% in gift additions,
and 11% in investment performance, and if it budgets spending at 5%,

: then 8% remains to meet expected inflation. This is probably not a
bad current.estimate of long run inflation in higher education.

Probably,a first step in using the equation above is to determine
whether it is in fact poseible for a particular institution to meet
the conditions of the equation; To go back to the example above, if
the institution is currently spending 8%, rather than 5%,___Of the value
of its eL.Adowment and :L:Simply unable to reduce the current level of
spending, then it may appear that there is no way to keep up with
inflation. If it is possible to meet the terms of the basic equation,
then the .board of trustees must decide how to do this, and this will
involve a combination of development efforts, investment management,
and spending policy. The decision will involve consideration of risks,'
a topic beyond the scope of this paper.1/

Endowment Needs

It is quite likely that an institution will conclude that it
simply cannot meet the terms of the basic equation without an increase

. .in endowment. The question then is how much additional endowment is
needed. For example, if spending is currently 8% of the endowment value,
anticipated inflation is alsO 8%, expected investment performance is 11%

.and expected additions are 2%,.then expected uses amount to 16%'.
while .expeCted sources amount to only 13%.' Assuming it is not °reasonable
to expect that the 2% gift, additions rate can'be increased, theendow-.
.mentfund. itself needs to be increased by 60%. With this increase, the

1--current level of spending would become 5% of the endowment value and the
-terms of the equation would be met.

This analysis is extremely simplified. It'assumes that there will
be no increase in regular annual: gift additions to endowment, and that
the 60% addition will all come in one year. The process of estimating
the endowment'needed becomes' more complicated as the forecast of gift
additions becoMes more complicated, and as the process of raising
endowment is extended over several years. A few institutions, such as '
Yale University, haVe gone through a detailed analysis of this sort
to establish the endowment needs.

.Financial Condition

On the basis Of the preceding discussion, one might follow two
general approaches to establish the financial condition of the endowment
as a.part'of.the financial condition of the institution. We could show
the probable financial consequences,.over-future years, of continuing.
current investment policy. The results of this analysis would probably

1/ Risk is dealt with in Spending Policy,
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take the .form of a projected stream of purchasing power spending from

the endowment, or a projected spending figure as a percent of probable--

Current funds expenditures.

The second approach would be to construct a "surplus" or

"deficit" measure, using the methodology described under subheading

Endowment Needs, and estimating the amount of endowment needed to meet

the objectives'of the institution.

Endowment and Higher Education Generally

It is harder to describe the expected role of endowment and .

appropriate endowment objectives for higher education in the aggregate
than it is to do so for a single college or university. It,may make

sense to sub-divide the aggregate of higher education into classes of

institutions, among which the role of endowment will- differ substantially.

But if. we can:take theYmaintenance.of purchasing power as the

primary objective in endmhnent management, then we can go through the

sort of analysis that hap beendescribed above for individual institutions

to arrive at a measure ofkiricial condition for institutions in the

aggregate. As in the caseKof'.the single institution, we can either try

to project the level of ppending from endowment in a way that can be.

comprehended, orwe can fry-r,to come up with a.dollar surplus or deficit

for endowments in the Aggregate. Probably the latter would be more

comprehenSible to those concerned with the financial condition of. higher

education.
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ANALYSIS USING FIXED/VARIABLE COSTS - A PROGRESS REPORT

Frederick J. Turk
Peat, Marwick,,Mitchell & Co.

It has been 'a year and a half since the National Association
of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO) and Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell and Co. collaborated to produce the NACUBO
Professional File paper, Cost Behavior Anal sis for Plannin: in
Higher Education.) Since that time, much has occurred in the use of
fixed and variable costing concepts in higher education. NACUBO and

. the National Center for. Higher Education Management Systems (NCHENS)
have received funding from private and public sources to carry on
further.research to determine how-fixed and variable costing concepts,
should be used by post-secondary institutions. for internal management
urposes and by governmental agencies in. allocating tax levY resources.
rl Adams, et al under the aegis of the American Council on Education

pu ished the results of their important research entitled-A Study of
Cos Anal sis in Hi herEducation.2 In May of this year, NACUBO and
NCH convened, an advisory group of those in higher education who
have g ven considerable attention to costing and the use of fixed and
variabl Costs to obtain their advice and counsel in forthulating a
plan res rch over the next 3 to 5 years. ,f

'All th.se activities by NACUBO, NCHEMS, and others are intended
toOrovide institutions and governmental agencies withthe capacity
to deal with e petted changes in the higher education economy in ,

the.1980's., It seems likely that 'interest in 'the use of cost informa-
tion will intens fy in the future as institutions thake difficult
resource allocatiOn decisions based on thege changes.

Since publishing Cost Behavior Analysis for Planning, Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell and'Co. has found that these concepts have held up
well when applied to the actual college and university' resource
allocatiOn problems of our clients. Certain preliminary observations
and conclusions from these experiences, however, may be of interest to
other researchers.' ,

Dual Components Of
Cost Behavior Analysis_,-

Cost behavior analysis, which focuses on planning for the future, .

has two separate yet related activities. First is the process of defining

1/.- Robinson, Daniel D., Ray, Howard\W., and Turk, Frederick J.4 Cost
. Behavior Analysis for Planning in.Higher Education, NACUBO

ProfessionalTile, National Association_ot College and University

Business Officers, Volume 9, No. 5, -May 1977..

2/ Adams, Carl R.,-,Hankins, Russel L., SChroeder, Roger G., A Study of
Cost Analysis in Higher Education, American Council on Education,
Washington, D.C., 1978.
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alfeinative courses of.acticn that Should be considered'and determining'
the cost of each alternative at an assumed most likely level of volume.

Second is the process of applying fixed and variable costing concepts
to tzath alternative to determine the potential cost behavior within_a- -

7:,Icvant,range of service. The latter 'activity involves performing a
sensitivity analysis of:costsat different levels of volume of service.

This dual zpproach has proved useful as a rational costing method
which can be used.; to analyze institutional fl;J:ns,. More importantly,

the method has produced results which seem t.:; tf.. more easily:grasped

by academicians, administrators, and board members.

In our experience, the most complex aspects-of the planning process

involve identifying program plans which describe in sufficient detail

the various alternatives under consideration. It seems that most

people have a natural difficulty in defining alternative futures.

The crux of the resource allocation/planning process is not preparing

cost projections but defining what might be done with enough specificity

that effective cost projections can be prepared.

Strategic Versus Operational Planning

.
We make a distinction between strategic 'and operational planning.

Strategic planning is performed by top level administrators .and results

in policy guidelines or parameters that serve to guide operational

planning. Operational planning is developed frOm the bottom up. It

involves schools, divisions and departments identifying their program

and financial needs within the guidelines established by top level

administrators in the strategic` planning process.

We h ve found that cost behavior concepts can be used effectively

in both s ategic and operational planning. The application of these

practices 41s/been applied most frequently by our clients in strategic

planning. the strategic planning process, long-range financial

projections are typically broad based. For instance, with one

institution we worked with the .president, other senior administrative

officers, and the governing board to examine.the.question of whether

the college should maintain a coordinate relationship with another

institution, merge or become totally independent. With another

institution, we are examining with top level administrators and the

governing board the future implication of various propOsed combinations,

additions,- and elimination of programs. For example, we are using cost

behavior analysis techniques to examine the financial consequences f_

adding an.accounting program and nursing program.

Level of Aggregation

One area which requires further research has to do with thelcevel.

of aggregation of cost information that needs to be developed. isLitt

necessary, for instance, to have detailed cost projections by depar went

or is more summary cost information all that is required?
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our experience over the last year indicates that top level management

and governing boards are almost exclusively interested it sumbary,
information :ref- lecting broad based issues which may affect the entire

future ofthe.institution. Thus all the effort we- expended in developing

a. detailed cost projection base by acaiemic department'was of relatively

little use in the decision process. On occasion, however, specific
sub-issues would arise, such as .the institutional policy regarding
student aid over the next five years. These sub-issues required a special

.cost analysis effort at greater detail. In such cases, the results

of the detailed cost analysis were included as part of the.institution-
wide financial plan. In our judgment, one should avoid attempting to
project costs in._ great detail when more aggregated cost information is

often all that is required to achieve a reasonable projection of cost

behavior. This proposal of course requires more research, to determine

its, validity.

Variables

A corollary issue has to do with the number of variables which are

considered in projecting cost. Clearly, there are many variables
(referred to as environmental and decision factors in the paper) which

affect the behavior of cost. We have concluded that it is best to keep

the projection process "simple" by using'only selected key variables

which produce reasonable cost projections. Identifying the key

variables that should be considered in different segments of a college

or university still requires intensive research.-,

Computer Simulation Modeling in Plannin,.

In making institution7widecost projections,' we sea a compUterized

simulation motel developed years ago by PMM&CO: This del is called..

SEARCH which is an acronym standing for Systdi for the uation of

Alternative Resource Commitments in Higher-Education. SE is a

heuristic model, i.e., it permits the user to go through a -1 and

error process to determine the right mix.-of resources that acre necessary

to achieve institutional missions; goals, and objectives.

We have found that the complexity inherenrin most institutions,

even when a high level of aggregation,of cost determination is selected,.

requires an automated capability to calculate the cost implications of a

wide variety of alternatives at various levels of volume. The'use of

a model, however, cannot substitute for an effective planning process.:

It is clear that models are'only a tool whose value diminishes sub-

stantially if there' is no effective top management or governing board

direction to assure implementation of plans.

.01
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NONPROFIT ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES AND THEIR IMPACT ON
FUTURE FINANCIAL REPORTING 1/

William Warshauer, Jr., Partner
Price Waterhouse & Co.

This paper deals with two major topics which are currently
be3=- , considered by the accounting profession as well as by preparers
and users of nonprofit organization financial reports. These are (.1) the

Anterican Institute of Certified Public AccoUntants' (AICPA) Statement of
Position entitled Accountin Princi les and Re ortin Practices for
.,"tain Non rofit Organizations and (2) the Research Report prepared by
IluBert N. Anthony for the Financial Accounting\Standards Board (FASB)
entitled Financial Accounting in Nonbusiness Organizations; and the related
FAZ8 Discussion Memorandum which contains an analysis of issues related
to producing a document entitled "Conceptual Framework for Financial
Il e.R.ounting and RepOrtiiig: Objectives of Financier Accounting by
Ncqlbusiness Organizations."

First let me talk about the AICPA Statement of Position becaUse
the future of this document is contingent upon future action of the
413.

I. AICPA Statement of Position - Accounting Principles
and ReE2EAL122ractices for Certain Nonprofit Organizations

The Accounting Standards Executive Committee of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants approved at its meeting

September ,1978 a Statement of Position which proposes accounting
Principles and reporting practices for nonprofit organizations not
covered by preViously issued audit guides. The statement is the
clqmination ofalmost three years of research and debate a#14.1.,is addressed

tO the Financial AcCounting Standards Board which has the ultimate
authority to establish principles (or rules) for the accounting pro-

1-eSsion.

The Statement of Position'represents the latest thinking of the
aounting profession on the topic ofnonprofit accounting and, conse-
quently, the most authoritative4ronouncement on the subject yet
issued. The accounting-principles and reporting practices prescribed
therein will strve as the basis for future development of nonprofit
accounting concepts and Standards. As such, the Statement will
currently have an indirect but pronounced influence on college and
university financial reporting, and will, in the future, as a proto
tYAe of a consistent set of nonprofit accounting principles and practices-
aPAlicable to all nonprofit organizations, have a direct and profound
illZluence.on college/and university financial reporting..:;

1/. This version is condensed from ,a more lengthy paper.
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Prior to issuance of the Statement of Position, only four types
of nonprofit organizations--hospitals, colleges and universities,
voluntary health and welfare organizations, and state and loCal
governmental units - -had formal guidance in the preparation of financial
rE orts. The financial reporting requirements of these industries
are articulated in four industry audit guides issued by. the AICPA.
If a nonprofit organization was not covered by an industry audit
guide, it h#d little direction in preparing financial statements, and
could, in fact,prepare them in almost any manner it deemed appropriate.
To further complicate matters, a large body of conflicting concepts
and principles pertinent to nonprofit accounting had developed over the
years. The lack of a consistent set of principleS to apply in preparing
financial statements of nonprofit organizations (not covered by industry
audit guides) rendered financial interpretation of an organization's
financial condition, by those not intimately connected with it's
operation, hazardous.

Accounting Principles

' The Statement of Position recnmmends accounting principles to
be applied in the preparation, of financial reports by nonprofit
entities covered by it. The major accounting principles addressei
ir the Statement of interest to college business officer-I-include:

_ - -

Accrual Basis Accounting

Perhaps the most important accounting principle'defined in the
Statement is the requirement that nonprofit organizations report
on the accrual basis of accounting if they wish to. describe their
statements as being prepared in'conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles. This requirement is for public reporting only
and bookkeeping may be conducted on either a cash or accrual basis
depending on the capability and needs of the organization.

In many respects this is not a new reqUirement, since accountants
muct now state when reporting on financial statements whether or not
accrual or some other basis of accounting is used, and if some other
basis is used, that the statements are not intended to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles.

Fund Accounting

The Statement of Position deemphasizes the importance of fund
accounting in\the preparation of financial statements. While acknow-
ledging that fund accounting may be helpful in achieving a proper ,

segregation of various types of restricted resources, the Statement
does not require the use of fund accounting for organizations that
wish to prepare their financial statements in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles. Instead it places emphasis
on the proper segregation of unrestricted resources from resources

which possess externally imposed restrictions. This recommendation
will tend to reduce the number of individual funds reported 'upon,
and will significantly lessen the confusion to readers of financial
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statements who, heretofore, have often had to contend with financial.
information on numerous individual, unaggregated funds.

Current Restricted Gifts

In the past, the accounting treatment for current restricted
gifts has ranged from recording them as revenue and. support at the
time received to recording them as revenue only when the particular
restrictions were met and the partiCular resources expended. Each
of these extremes is deemed unacceptable in the Statement, which requires
Current restricted funds to.be recorded as deferred income on.
balance sheet only until the time that the organization.7meet6-aonor
restrictions. Once the organization has_incurfed an expense for the
purpose specified by the donor,, revenue should. be recorded to the ex-
tent of theexpeLset--Any remaining amounts would continue to be
deferred until Such time as the organization incurs further expenses
which meet the terms of the restriction.

Note that income is deferred only so long as donor restrictions
are not met. It' is not necessary that the actual restricted funds
be expended to satisfy the restriction, but only that the restriction
be satisfied by whatever funds an organization chooses to expend.
This is important because it denies an organization the capacity to
conceal restricted contributions.from being reported as support by
'using funds from unrestricted sources to satisfy donor restrictions.

Pledges

Pledges which are-legally enforceable shOuld be recorded as
assets on the 7..,alan.ce sheet less an appropriate allowance for that
mort-ion of the pledges which may not be collected. Most organizations
can estimate the amount of 'pledge dollars which will ultimately be
received;. it follows, therefore, that these amounts are assets and
should be recorded as receivables.

Donated and Contributed Services

It is often virtually impossible to place a fair monetary value
on donated or contributed services. The Statement of Position
recognizes the difficulty inherent in evaluating donated services
and specifies that such amounts should not be recorded as contributions,
and expenses unless certain narrowly defined criteria are satisfied.
These deal principally with. circumstances such as whether an employee/
employer relationship exists and whether there is the ability to de-
termine value.

Carrying Amount of Investments

Marketable securities have long been carried by nonprofit
organizat'ons at purchased cost (or fair market value at the date of
receipt in the case of donated securities).

The Statement of Position specifies that marketable equity
securities and marketable debt securities which are not expected
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to'be held to maturity may be carried at either the lower of cost
or market value, or at market value.

--

In those circumstances where there is the-ability and intention

to hold marketable debt securities- -tomaturity, an organization may

report them at eltirer-aMortized cost, market value,, or the lower of

____JamortIZed ost or market value. Other types of investments.which

are not readily marketable,. such as real estate, and oil and gas

interests; may also be carried in the aggregate at either the

lower of cost or fair value, or at fair value.

-Expenses Reported on a Functional Basis

Organizations which receive a significant amount of support
in the form of contributions from the general public should report

expenses on a functional or. rogrammatic,basis. Supporting services

should be reported separately. from program services, and would

normally include management and general expenses, as well as fund-

raising expenses.

Capitalization of Fixed Assets

The Statement provides that fixed assets must be capitalized;

capitalization should. be based on cost for purchased assets and on

fair market value for donated assets. This is a controversial princi-

ple because many nonprofit organizations do not capitalize fixed

assets and may lack appropriate historical' cost data. The Statement

of Position, anticipating this difficulty, provides that if historical

cost is not obtainable, other reasonable bases of measurement may

be used, such as current appraisal value. Fixed asset capitalization

has long been recognized as a generally accepted accounting principle

and no logical argument to exdlude"fixed assets from the balance sheet

exists.

Depreciation

Once fixed assets are capitalized, those which are exhaustible,
that is, which deteriorate and diminish in value, must be depreciated
by allocating their cost over their estimated useful life. 'However,
fixed assets that are not exhaustible such as landmarks, monuments,
cathedrals,,and historical treasures need not be depreciated. Houses

of worship are also excluded from the depreciation requirement.

Primary Financial Statements

The Statement of Position requires nonorofit organizations to
prepare three primary financial statements which are similar to
those required by profit-oriented organizations. These are:
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0 A Balance Sheet;

A Statement of Activity; and

°' A Statement of Changes in Financial Position.

Nonprofit organizations were not required:to prepare a Statement of
Changes in Financial .Position prior to issuance of the Statement
of Position.

Balance Sheet

The Balance Sheet should clearly disclose ,the aggregate amount
of assets and liabilities, of an organization.. Assets and liabilities
of'different funds may be commingled provided that the fund balance
section of the Balance Sheet clearly shows separate balances for
restricted funds and unrestricted funds. Plant funds may be reported
in either a separate fund or combined with unrestricted or restricted
funds, whichever is appropriate.

Statement of Activity

The Statement of Activity should include all support, revenue,
expenses, and capital additions for the period being reported upon.
Two "excess" captions are,required in organizations where financial
activities include capital, i.e., nonexpendable additions. The first
caption identifies the excess (deficiency) of revenue and support
over expenses before capital additions and the second caption identifies
the excess (deficiency) of revenue and support over expenses after
capital additions. The intent of two subtotals is to clearly show
the results from operating activities as distinct from the results
from capital activities.

Transfers between funds should appear in the changes in fund .

balance section of the Statement of Activity, directly after the
caption "fund balance, beginning of the period." Interfund transfers
should not appear above this line--that is, should not be reflected
in either excess caption--because they are internal shifts of resources
between funds and do not constitute revenue; expenses, or capital
additions. Finally, the Statement of Activity should show a recon-
ciliation between the beginning and ending fund balances--that is,
it should report an end-of-year balance for all funds, which reflects
both the activity for the period and transfers between funds.

Statement of Changes in Financial Position

A Statement of Changes in Financial Position is now a primary
financial statement'for nonprofit organizations. It summarizes
resources made available to an organization during a period and
uses made of these resources during the period. Generally, this
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statement reconciles changes.in working capital but it could, for

smallerorganizations,merelypresent changes in cash.

Total-All-Funds Column and Zomparative Statements

If fund accounting is folloWed, presehtation of a total-all-funds

coluxn is recommended, but not required. Presentation of comparative

financial statements is also recommended, but not required.

II. FASB Research Report - Financial Accounting in Nonbusiness Organi-

zations by Robert N. Anthony and the FASB Discussion Memorandum -

Conceptual Framework for Financial Accounting and Reporting: Objectives

of Financial Reporting by Non Business Organizations.

During the last few years there has been a growing concern over

failures in accountability by nonprofit organizations in view of the

highly publicized New York City financial crisis, high costs at colleges

and universities and in the medical field, and allegations

of mismanagement of governmental and philanthropic organizations:

Because of this concern there was a call for the FASB to get

involved in accounting principles for nonprofit organizations. The

Structure Committee of the Financial Accountifig Foundation said that

the FASB must deal with municipal accounting; while others said that

the conceptual framework study currently in process should be expanded

by the FASB to include all nonbusiness organizations, nonprofit and

governmental.

FASB Research Report

In view of the nature of the undertaking and because the FASB

had many items already on its agenda, Professor Robert N. Anthony

of Harvard University was commissioned in August 1977 to explore the

objectives and concepts underlying financial reporting for organizations

other than business enterprises.

The report issued in May 1978, identifies sixteen issues in non-

profit accounting and gives arguments on either side of each issue,

-with no attempt to reach definitive conclusions on any one issue.

Five broad topics are covered in the Research Report. They

deal with the following subjects:

o Review of the current state of financial accounting and

reporting by nonbusiness organizations;

O Identification of the users of external financial statements

of nonbusiness organizations and their information needs;

o Relationship of user needs to information supplied by

different types of financial statements;
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O Examination of certain specific .financial accounting and
reporting areas of nonbutinessorganizations that are
controversial and not uniformly treated in existing
accounting documents, such as pensions and depreciation; and

o Establishment of the appropriate boundaries for accounting
concept's for nonbusiness organizations, including the
question of whether separate accounting concepts are
needed for.busines6 and nonbus -iness organizations and whether
separate concepts may be needed for governmental and nonprofit
organizations. .

FASB Discussion Memorandum-1/

In June 1978, the. FASB Released a Discussion Memorandum which
addressed issues raised by Dr. Anthony entitled, "Conceptual Framework'
for Financial Accounting and Reporting: Objectives of Financial Report-
'.!ng.by Nonbusiness Organizations."

The purpose of the Discussion Memorandum was to. (1) focus attention
on specific issues upon which the FASEwartei public comment, (2) identi-

fy significant issues discussed in the Research Report and (3) amplify
certain aspects of these issues.

The Future Effect of Current Developments on
Nonprofit Accounting and Reporting

It is clear that nonprofit accounting and raporting.will benefit
from the Statement of Position and the establishment of a conceptual
framewor: which will include nonbusiness organizations. The question

is When will such benefits be evident?

In January 1979, distrib,ticai of the Statement of `Position
will commence and preparers as well as users ' finanCial
statements will have a document which. 3peciff appropriate:nonprofit
accounting principles and contains suggested Linancial statement
formats. This will have a beneficial ,effect al:c will improve the - .

financial reporting by those ,:ho choose to adopt. it. However,. because

the Statement of Positidh does not contain an effective date, it need
not be adopted and many organizations will delay. until such time
as the FASB takes action, probably not before 1983 o 1984. In the

meantime, some of the confusion that has existed in the past'will
persist.

Ultimately, the FASB will establish a conceptual framework for
both twsiness and nonbusiness organizations. Based on whit I have
heard, I believe it will he a single framework, cont?ining concepts
applicable, to both bQincss and nonbusiness organizations. It is

conceivable that a separate set of concepts may be developed for

governmental. entities. IF this is the case, a conceptual framework.
for governmental entities will probably be established prlo.I. to one'fo;

1/ Copies of the Discussion Memorandum as well as the Research Reporto
can be obtained Erma the FASB Publication Department, High Ridge

Park, Stamford, Connecticut. 06905.
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other nonbusinesS.organizations, given the current level of dem,!nd
for such a document in the governmental arena. Consequently, standard-
Setting for nonprofit organizations will be delayed. This is why I.
have used the year 1983 pr''1984 as being the eailiest.time which the
nonprofit community will have financial accounting standards prescribed
by the FASB.

I expect that any future standard-setting will lean toward
(1) capitallzationOffiked assets, (2) depreciation accounting,
(3) inclusion in the set of required finandial statements of an

.activity statement which'clearly distinguiShes between operating and
''capital' flows, and (4) an excess caption showing.whether or not reve-
nue and support exceed': expenses. There undoubtedly will be many

other developments.

Many of the current trends in nonprofit accounting suggest prin-
ciples and practices that differ from those expressed in existing
guides, and future pronounceMents may embody these new recommendations.
Some may agree and some may disagree with individual recommendations.
If you are, One who has strong views in either direction, you should
make your position known.
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EFFECTS OF DEFERRED MAINTENANCE ON FINANCIAL"PLANNING

by

Daniel J. Altobello
<:::kGeorgetown University

In Alice of.Wonderland the King of Hearts advises: "Begin at
the beginning, and go on till you, come to the end: then stop."
Perhaps any discussion of deferred maintenance and its effectsnn
financial planning must begin with a definition of the term
"deferred maintenance."

. In a recent study of Jesuit schools I advanced the following
definition, with which most institutions agreed: "Items of main-
tenance and repair which cannot be corrected within 12 months of
thefdate the item was noted. A delay, occasioned by the lack of
funds." From that definition one might conclude that deferred ,

maintenance is really neglected maintenance and that these remarks
might more properly be titled "effects of neglected maintenance
on financial planning."

Why should deferred maintenance, be a problem for the
financial planning of institutions? Let me offer just a few
reasons.

First, higher education faces a decline in the applicant
pool. Thus, at the very time when our major source of funds is
declining, we may also be experiencing major financial problems
that require increased resources.

Second, almost everyone, particularly the federal government,
feels that the physical plant of American colleges and universities
has alTeady been built and, because of declining applicant pools,
needs no further attention. It is assumed that the federal grant
and loan programs of the 1950s and 1960s solved the space problems
of higher education for good!

Third, the economy as a whole--and higher education in parti-
cular--is entering another period of increased inflation and
rising costs.

Fourth, he plant constructed on our campuses with the
readily available federal funds of the late 1950s and early 1960s
will soon be from 20 to 25 years old. Several components of these
facilities are rapidly deteriorating and, if majoi funds are not
committed to their refurbishment, will soon reach the end of their
useful life.
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Fifth, higher education must compete more vigorously-with

ther sectors for the declining applicant pool. Quite frankly,

the deteriorating physical plant can have only a negative effect
on recruiting ability.

Finally- -and most important, I think - -our failure to take
into account the existence of a major maintenance backlog, whether
called deferred or neglected, may be masking the financial distress

of our institutions. On the surface, we may seem to be operating
our.institutions in a prUdent manner at breakeven,' but if in

actuality the plant isideteriorating to the point of becoming use-
r

less, one must question the prudence and even the reality of

these breakeven operations.

In a recent study of the 28 Jesuit colleges and universities,
I reached several major conclusions.

For one thing, judging from research findings I have read,
the Jesuit schools were doing about as well as other institutions
in maintaining physical plant parity,-with approximately 13 per-
cent'of -their educational and general budgets committed'to
physical plant. According to William Jellema's From Red to Black,

a stddy_of 574 institutions, the average of the educational and
general -budget expended on plant in the base year 1969 was 12 per-

cent.

In additicn, I looked at the major components of physical
:plant budgeting to,fletermlne if there were changes within the
physical. plant budget that-might demonstrate some-concern for the
deferred maintenance buildup and some proof that it is happening.
In short, were priorities shifting, and at what costs?

As was immediately clear, none of the institutions could
respond completely, to my detailed questionnaireWhich followed

:exactly the Association of Physical Plant Administrators'(APPA)

chart of accounts. Because neither the Jesuit institutions nor
the. institutions studied by William Bowman of the University of

California, Berkeley, are using this chart completely, it is

impossible to compare institutions on several item's of plant

expense. My study of the JeSuit.scheols did, however, show that --N

in 1973 approximately one-fourth of the physical plant bddget was

committed to the purchase of utilities and to utility plant main7

tenance;' by 1978, that proportion,had risen to about one-third of

the_physical plant budget, an increase of ,one-third.

To take into, account possible changes in the amount of space
heated and cooled, I undertook a further analysis of the mean cost
of utilities per square foot. In 1973 that cost was 43.964; by
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1978, that cost had risen to 93.820, a gross increase of.113 per-
cent, and a compounded annual increase of,16.2 percent.' From
"these figures, two inescapable conclusions can be drawn: (1)

Physical plant is being treated about as well today as it was
before, but it is being asked to do different things for the
money; and (2) the physical plant budget is being asked to fund.
the rising cost of utilities, obviously by not doing other things
that were previously accomplished.

Although the data I collected did not yield specific conclu-
sions about deferred maintenance, they did suggest the following
points:'

1. The definition of "deferred maintenance" earlier is
reasonably accurate.

2. Only 7 institutions out of 28 had formal deferred main-
tenance programs about which they reported.' The deferred
maintenance ranged from a low of $57,000 at one institu-
tion in.1973 to a high of $9million at another institu-
tion in 1978.

3. Even those institutions which did not have a forMal pro-
gram indicated that they had just now begun pulling.
together the-information which would make possible a
succeEsful study at some future date. Deferred main-
tenance is an increasing problem, and growing awareness
of it is important.

In a separate study of selected institutions, Richard W.
Anderson, of APPA, found that between 1970 and 1977 the proportion
of the college budget to plant grew from 10.5 percent to 12.3 per-
cent. At the same time 4the commitment of utilities as a percentage
of the plant budget grew from 20 percent to 26 percent, while the
proportion budgeted for major repairs and renovations decreased
from 8.5 percent to 4.0 pArent (a 50 percent decrease).

Some general conclusions-can be drawn from my study and from
those of Bowman and Anderson. Physical plant is staying even with
respect to itE share of the college budget, but it is absorbing the
utility cost increase, probably at the expense of proper maintenance
and repair of facilities.

If higher education had a deferred maintenance problem in 1973,
this problem is much worse in 1978. What can we expect after 1978,
as even mere funds shift into utility cdsts? Unless we attend to
it quickly, the problem is apt to get worse as buildings construc-
ted in the early 1960s reach the end of their useful life.
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Our concern is: "Does our failure to take deferred main-
tenance into account give a false impression of the financial
health of our higher education institutions?" Does it hide a major:
illness within the fabric of our, institutions which, if carefully
evaluated, would increase our alarm and concern over the financial
plight of the higher education enterprise? Indeed, I think it does.

Three changes need to be made. First,. more study must be

devoted to this topic. Second,- general awareness of the problem'
must be increased. Third, the federal government must be.en-
couraged to continue the Higher Education Facilities Act and to
continue the college holliing program, so that facilities may be
refurbished periodically.

Another area in the analysis of financial condition which
might be considered in the conference's deliberations and
discussions is that of depreciation and depreciation methods in
accounting, as well as funding depreciation to reinvest in the
plant.

In reviewing the agenda, I noted great numbers"of very
interesting problems. I think the deferred maintenance issue may
in the very near term become one of.the most perplexing ones.
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PERSPECTIVES ON FEDERAL POLICY TOWARDS HIGHER EDUCATION

L
Joseph Froomkin

Educational Policy Research Center for Higher Education

I would like to mention some of the possible issues which'
ought to be highlighted during the forthcoming debate which will
take place prior to the reauthorization of the. Higher Education
Act. I discuA these issues at much greater.length in a pamphlet
;called Needed: A New Federal Policy for Higher Education;1 and a

technical report, Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.2

The debate surrounding the reauthorization may be livelier/
than the Administration expects. It i4 no longer safe to assume
that the support for increased funding for higher education will be
unanimous. Skeptics are likely to cite that (1) the number of
young persons eligible to enroll in.higher education will decline
by nearly one-fifth in the next few years, (2) the economy can no
longer absorb painlessly the'products of4"the higher education
establishment, (3) exposure to higher education does not produce
happiness, and-(4) there mustbe cheaper ways of acquiring know-
ledge anyhow. Populists will cite statistics from the Survey of
Income and Education to the effect that over 40 percent of all
students come'from 'families with incomes exceeding $35,000 a year,
and that subsidies to higher education are thus transfer payments
to the wealthy.

Those concerned about the health of higher educatic thus

be called upon to propose some radical new policies to c:::;,....eract
the effects of 'declining enrollments, a serious decline in the

number of new openings for faculty, and the popularity of economy

measures.

The three proposals which I would like to share with you today

deal with these three topics.

1Joseph Froomkin, Needed: A New Federal Policy for Higher Education,
Institute for Educational Leadership, The George Washington Univer-
sity, Washington, D. C., no date.

2Joseph Froomkin, The Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act,
Educational Policy Research Center for Higher Education, Washington,
D. C., July 1978.
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New Patterns of Support for Part-Time Studentgf

We have proposed elsewhere (Needed: A New Federal Pb. icy for

Higher Education) that ir?centives be introduced for employ s to

share three jobs among four undergraduate students. This arrange-
ment would allow an increasing number of part-time students to
attend school two-thirds of the time and coMplete their degrees in'
a reasonable time. The need for a subsidy to students would thus
be lessened, and, more important, so would the students' forgone
earnings, an important part of the cost of attending college. If

such a program were introduced, it would have to be supplemented
by merit scholazchips for full-time study for outstanding high
school graduates and would also haveqo make provisions for'trans-
ferring the most successful scholars out of the part-time prograM.

The pOncipal advantage of this proposal is that it reduces
the financia41. penalty currently paid by ill - prepared students
when they are encouraged by present aid policy tq enroll full-time
and forgo the lion's share of their potential earnings. These
students have little prospect of graduating and benefiting
economically from their studies. Under the proposed arrangements,
most of them would be earning while learning. While it is of
course ,possible that some of the weakest, poorest, and most ill-.
prepared students would drop out even sooner if they were forced
to work and study at the same time, this has never been prayed,
and unlesg some pilot programs are started soon, it will remain
moot.

Increasing the Number of New Faculty Openings

Unless something is done, the intake of tenured professors
will come to a grinding halt in the five years 1982-87-, Even
after that date, we shall have very few tenured positions
opening up in colleges and universities. It is suggested that
the federal government start a program to offer university
emplOymeht to some of the more promising products of our graduate
schools.

This initiative would take the form of a competition td desig-
nate 30 outstanding departments in, say, some 20 disciplines in
sciences as well as the humanities, and would provide funds to
offer-each member of the tenured faculty a full sabbatical year
after three full years of instruction. The replacement for that
faculty member would then be paid from government funds.

This plan is-superior to proposals for establishing special
research institutes to give work to underemployed persons with
doctorates, because the additional hires, under this,yroposal,
would be assured of working in stimulating milieus. It can be.
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expected that departments which are certain of their continued pre-
eminence and confidentof being refunded after the-original Period
will offer permanent positions' to the most promising of the

additional hires.

A less radical solution- whielimight achieve the same result,.
would be to designate some%15or 20 universities as worthy of

:'special federal attention. The designation of'national univer-'
sities has been suggested by both the Ft:5rd and Carnegie Founda-
tions. These selected universities would be eligible for
additional funding to maintain their leadership capabilities.

The trouble with this proposal is that,it assumes that the
patterns of the last 20 years will repeat themselves. In the

past, overage pr unproductive professors moved to peripheral,
institutions to avoid t scorn of their colleagues, making space
for more promising and ounger scholars. In the future, however,

such lateral moves will e fc nd far between. As a result,

the faculties at the proribaed national universities might end up
consisting predominantly of older ex-scholars. The leadership
in a number of disciplines would then pass to younger, now less
well-established departments.. It may be dangerous,. or very
eipensive, to lock Oneself into the present institutional pecking
order.

On the other hand, this pecking order is perhaps no longer
relevant. Thus, Breneman, in'his studies of graduate education
for the National Academy of Sciences, documented the fact that
doctoral graduates in the sciences froM less prestigious institu-
tions found jobs that were just as good as those of graduates

from the.top-ranking'institutions. .The hypothesis can be

advanced that the ranking of institutions in the marketpalce
is more up -to -date than the ranking by fellow academics. The

choice of outstanding institutions or departments to support
would not ffe an easy one.

Cost Control for Higher Education

People tell me the President is very interested in a cost
control program for higher education. To cut costs in higher

education, it would be necessary to cut staff. The early 1980's

may not be the best of times for advocating a further reduction

in faculty openings. Reducing,administrative overhead may have
greater appeal, but enthusiasm for it must be moderated by the
realization that many openings in teaching and research are due
to promotions of faculty to administrative posts.
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At one time, John Minter told me about some good ideas he was

implementing in the Southwest for a number of sectarian colleges

which had banded together, establishing one main and several branch

campuses. That saved money. The University of Wisconsin has tried

this approach on a large scale. The Ohio State System is talking

about it. Those are really the best cost-cutting ideas I have

heard and I do not see a federal role in this area. I think most

people in higher education would feel that the federal government .

should keep away from the field of unit cost control.

Conclusions

Academia by the end of the next decade will be very different

from what it is today. If it is to remain viable and financially
healthy, new initiatives, approaches, and techniques will r ye to

be tried. The salvation or preservation of higher educatiod will

come from within. It is unlikely that the federal government will
play a role in either financing or showing the way for new

arrangements In colleges and universities.
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AGENDA MR 1979

James Farmer
Systems Research, Inc.

There are at least three principal reasons to worry about the
financial condition of higher education today.

First, inflation is having a more serious impact on education
than it would on a less manpower-intensive industry. It may be im-
possible to achieve the producl-ivity increases expected of the economy
as a whole. In fact, as public goals of access and opportunity are
achieved, the task of education becomes more difficult and more
expensive.

Second, there is a public concern, expressed korcefully at the
polls, about the amount of private resources absorbed by the government.
Because many public programs are fixed entitlements, more vulnerable
education appropriations may face a disproportionate threat. States

and communities may rot -elieve educational institutions important
enough to provide th: necessary support.

.Third, demograph:,- factors.will cause the traditional market.
for higher education to decline. The public expects decreased
enrollments, and with these decreased enrollments, decreased need for
public support. Neither expectation may be valid.

Yet', higher education has traditionally had the support c.f
elected representatives and public officials. They have expressed, i

in many ways, their special concern and have Irequested, from the
higher education community and national and state educational agencies,
a better understanding of the condition of education. The Department
of Health, Education and Welfare has made a special effort to respond
to these needs at all levels. The work of the National Center for
Education Statistics has become especially imFortant to public officials
and, therefore, to the higher education commun*ty. A single publication,
The Condition of Education, and the wealth of Supporting data has
become central to the discussion of the future\pf higher education. The
Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) has become the major
resJurce for state agencies and state legislatures to better understand

the ;financial condition of institutions in their\states in a broad
perspective of comparative institutions, state efforts, and national
trends, Policy analysts, focusing on the key issies of the near/future,

iepend upon NCES sources for the statistics vital to their

resear-% Other agencies, such as the U.S. Office\of Education,/ Bureau.;

of Labc census Bureau, Veterans Administration, SOcial Security
Administration, and the Department of Agriculture have providediotheY:

sources of information with potential use for higher\ education policy.
1
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One of the key uses of these data over the next few years will be

to provide "financial indicators" to describe the condition of higher

education, toNalert public agencies to specific institutions or groups

of institutions may need special attention, and to give institu-

tions the means to,compare their condition to similar institutions.

As often is the case, financial indicators may be asked to bear a

burden that is at be'st uncomfortable and at worst intolerable.

Immediate Needs

Over the next few years the researchers, analysts and admini-

strators responsible for development, use and interpretation of

financial indicators will have special responsibilities. First,

development will have to be accelerated. The National Center for

Education Statistics has included financial indicators in its Project

SAGE (Statistical Analysis Group in Education). Many states -- Nev.

York, Illinois, Co ,aecticut, California, Colorado, Indiana -- are
making special efforts to review the financial condition of higher

education institutions; they are using financial indicators already

and would usefully employ more sophisticated and valid ones if they

were available.

Second, those who are best able to judge the validity and usefulness

of financial indicators will have a special responsibility to make

these evaluations available. .The National Association of College and

University Business Officers has begun a project for pilot testing.

The State Higher Education Executive Officers should also take a major

role in assessing the work which has been done either formally as an

organization or informally as principal users.

Third, those in higher education who have the role of explaining

the condition of higher education to the public and its representatives,

and who have the role of advocate within the governments, will need a

better understanding of the status of financial indicators, and for

better or worse, the information which is available from current and

near-term efforts.

In. ordinary times the work on financial indicators would be

challenging and interesting. But with current needs, efforts for 1979

must respond to the near-term requirements of agencies and institutions

for a better understanding of financial conditions while continuing

to meet the long-term requirements for improved management of higher

education. The principle contributions of the Second Annual Conference

on Measuring Financial Conditions of Colleges and Universities are to

share the results of another year's efforts, to make judgments on the

future tasks, and to advise those in responsible positions about what

reasonable expectations from these efforts will be.
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Appendix: Conference Agenda and Participants

Measuring Financial Conditions of Colleges
1978 Working Conference

Thursday, October 19

Morning

Afternoon

October 19-20, 1978
Annapolis, Maryland

Statement of Purpose

and Universities

Tmproving the Conceptual Framework
of Measuring Financial Conditions

A Multivariate Approach to the
Analysis of Financial Distress

Use of HEGIS Data
Panel:

Use of Audited Financial Reports
for Institutional and Industry
Trend Analysis

Interstate Comparisons of Financial
Support for Higher Education:
Data and Analysis Framework

Comments on the Use of Statistical
Techniques in Financial Analysis

Evaluation of Endowment Fund
Performance as It Relates to
Financial Conditions

Panel:

Financial Workbook: Bryn Mawr
Case Study

Computerized Financial Modeling

Evening Demonstration on Computerized
Financial Planning Techniques
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James Farmer

Hans H. Jenny

Douglas Collier

Paul Mertins
Paul Wing

':Douglas Collier

John Minter
Cathy Conger

D. Kent Halstead

A. Jackson Stenner

George Keane
Andrew Lupton
Peter Williamson

Nathan Dickmeyer

Nathan Dickmeyer
Daniel Updegrove
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Friday, October 20

Morning

Afternoon

New Developments of Potential
Application to Financial Analysis
Analysis:

-Efficient Surfaces

Fixed/Variable Costs

Board Use of Financial Reports

Cost Data as it Relates to Financial
Analysis

Panel:

Private/Public Differences in
Interpreting Financial Analysis

New Developments in Nonprofit
Accounting and Financial
Reporting

Effects of Deferred Maintenance
on Financial Planning

Perspectives on Federal Policy
Toward Higher Education

Next Steps
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Measuring Financial Conditions of Colleges and Universities
1978 Working Conference

October 19-20, 1978
2;75napolis, Maryland

PARTICIPANTS

Daniel J.' Altobello, Vice President for Administrative Services, Georgetown
University

Robert H. Atwell, Vice President, American Council on Education

John Augenblick, Education Finance Economist, Education Commission of
the States

George W. Baughman, Office of Special Projects, The Ohio State University

'Norm Brandt( Survey Director, National Center for Education Statistics

George Brown, National Center for Education Statistics

Paul Brubaker, Senior Staff Analyst, Systems Research, Inc.

Roberta Cable, Sacred Heart University

David I. Carter, Director of Finance, Commonwealth of Kentucky Council on
Higher Education

Marjorie Chandler, Division Director, Division of Multi-level Education
Statistics, National Center for Education Statistics

Sharon L. Coldren, Assistant Director, Economics and Finance Unit,
American Council on Education

Douglas Collier, Senior Staff Associate, National Center for Higher Education

Management Systems

Cathy Conger, Financial Analyst, John Minter Associates

Bill Conger, Director, Social Services for the City of Boulder

Salvatore Corrallo, Director of Postsecondary Programs Division, Office of
Planning and Bud:zet Evaluation, T.J. S. Office of Education

Stephen Deal, Assistant Secretary for Management and Budget, Education
Budget Office, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Kenneth M. Deitch, Senior Member of =he Research Staff, The Sloan Commission

on Government and Higher Education
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Nathan Dickmeyer, Financial Planning Analyst, Economics. and Finance
Unit, American Council on Education

Phillip Dilloway, University of Bridgeport

Virginia Fadil, Director of Research, National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities

James Farmer, Chairman of the Board, Systems Research, Inc.

Martin Frankel, Mathematical Statistician, National Center for Education
Statistics

Joseph Froomkin, President, Joseph roomkin, Incorporated

D. Kent Halstead, Research Economist, National Institute of Education

K. Scott Hughes, Financial Analyst, National Association of College and
University Business Officers

Robin Jenkins, Financial Management Intern, National Association of
College and University Busines-s Officers

Hans H. Jenny, Vice President for Finance and Business, College of Wooster

C. Thomas Johnson, Harris Bank

Edward D. Jordan, Director, Information Systems and Planning Office, The
Catholic University of America

Steven Jung, American Institutes for Research

George F. Keane, Executive Director, The Common Fund

Ronald Kurtz, Student Loan Marketing Association

David Longanecker,, Policy Analyst, Higher Education, Congressional Budget
Office

Andrew Lupton, Vice President and Director, Management Division, Academy
for Educational Developyrt

Paul Mertins, Education and Program Specialist, National Center for
Education Statistics

John Michael, National Center for Education Statistics

John Minter, President, John Minter Associates

Kate Newman, Research Assistant, Economics and Finance Unit, American
Council on Education
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Edward Niemi, General Accounting Office

James Noell, National Center for Education Statistics

John Pateros, Pateros and Associates

. Jack Rodgers, U. S. Office of Education

Norman J. Rubin, Western Electric Foundation

A. P. Simon, General Accounting Office

Richard Sonnergren, Special Assistant to the Deputy Commissioner for
Higher Education and Continuing Education, U. S. Office of Education

Dave Spence, Southern Regional Education Board

Jacob 0. Stampen, Senior Research Associate for Policy Analysis, American
Association of State Colleses and Universities

Jim Stedman, Education Analyst, Congressional Research Service

A. Jackson Stenner, President, NTS Research, Inc.

Richard D. Strathmeyer, Treasurer, American Council on Education

Jim Topping, Senior Staff Associate IV, National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems

Thomas D. Truitt, Management Consultant

Frederick J. Turk, Partner, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company

Daniel Updegrove, Project Manager, EDUCOM Financial Planning Model, EDUCOM
Consulting Group

Carol Van Alstyne, Chief Economist and birector, Economics and Finance Unit,
American Council on Education

William Warshauser, Price Waterhouse

Georje Weathersby, Commissioner of Higher Education, State of Indiana

Paul Wing, Coordinator of Postsecondary Research, New York State Education
Department

J. Peter Williamson, Professor of Business Administration, Dartmouth College

Robert.Zemsky, Director of Planning Analysis, University of Pennsylvania
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